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Abstract
“‘Duodecimo editions of the New Jerusalem’: Writing Utopia in Nineteenth Century America”
argues that communitarian experiments were mediated through literary forms to make
comprehensive systems of reform legible to the external world. The publication strategies of four
nineteenth-century communitarian experiments demonstrate that communitarian reform thrived
on a national scale within the fragmented, localized print networks that characterized the early
portion of the century. Through depictions of Nashoba in periodicals, New Harmony in
pamphlets, Brook Farm as a romance, and the Shaker-Tolstoy correspondence across print
mediums, I trace authors’ manipulations of acts of reading coordinated to reform the nation on a
massive scale. Utopian experiments played a primary role in the expanding republic.as
communitarian writers used these textual representations to explore the evolving relationship
between individual and communal identities in the expanding republic.
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“I find social life in a precious state of fermentation. New ideas are flying, high and low. Every
man, as Mr. Emerson remarked to me yesterday, carries a revolution in his waistcoat pocket.”
–James Freeman Clarke, Letter to A.H.C., September 25, 1840

“In a world where thought is unbound, and inquiry is unrestricted, THE PRESS becomes, perhaps,
the most important of human agencies for good or evil. We can neither resist nor disregard its
action. We cannot tie up men’s purses that they shall not buy, nor seal up their eyes that they
shall not read, nor shut up the spirit of iniquity that they shall not investigate. The world has gone
to reading, and read they will, for weal or woe.”
–American Messenger, 1849
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Introduction: ‘Socialisms of All Kinds’: The Rise and Fall of Communitarianism in America
In his 1869 History of American Socialisms, John Humphrey Noyes maintains, “This country
has been from the beginning, and especially for the last forty years, a laboratory in which
Socialisms of all kinds have been experimenting” (xix-xx).1 He considers the emergence and
influence of communitarian experiments to be an integral part of American culture and the key
by which progress will be achieved. While no stable term existed in the 1820s to describe
reform-oriented experimental communities designed to serve as models for an alternative social
order, labels like “socialisms,” “association,” “communes,” “communities,” “societies,” and
“utopias” were all used to describe communitarian experiments in the press (“Evolution of the
Socialist Vocabulary” 259). Nevertheless, a spate of reformers intent on radically restructuring
American society emerged in the early nineteenth-century, founding hundreds of experimental
communities that housed thousands of Americans.2 As Noyes is quick to point out, his text
marks the first systematic study of communitarian experiments in America. 3 The founder of the

The most comprehensive discussions of this evolution remain Arthur Bestor’s “The Evolution of a Socialist
Vocabulary” and Gregory Claeys’s “’Individualism,’ ‘Socialism,’ and ‘Social Science’: Further Notes on a Process
of Conceptual Formation, 1800-1850). As Bestor and Claeys demonstrate, derivations of the word “community”
(communitarian, commune, communist) were frequently applied, as was “association” in the wake of Albert
Brisbane’s American propaganda campaigns of the 1840s. “Radical” as an adjective is also frequently employed,
first emphasizing systems’ tendency to return “to the root of a matter” and applied to comprehensive proposals for
reform in the early nineteenth century (“Evolution of the Socialist Vocabulary” 261-262)
1
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Historian of Fourierism in America Carl Guarneri estimates that at its height, Fourierism in America boasted as
many as 100,000 supporters (3).
Noyes articulates the objective of his 700-page, 48-chapter study as “[helping] the study of Socialism by the
inductive method” (iii). Even as the larger societal trend seemed to subside, Noyes’s study demonstrates a lingering
plausibility that “the disasters of Owenism and Fourerism have not been in vain; the successes of the Shakers and
Rappites have not been set before us for nothing He continues, “It is certainly high time that Socialists should begin
to take lessons from experience; and for this purpose, that they should chasten their confidence in flattering theories,
and turn their attention to actual events (iii). Five years later, Charles Nordhoff published The Communistic Societies
of the United States as a means of presenting the public with viable alternatives to capitalism (11). Nordhoff
perceived a clear connection between exploitation and wage labor to conclude that “every thoughtful or kind-hearted
person must regard with interest any device or plan which promises to enable at least the more intelligent,
enterprising, and determined part of those who are not capitalists to become such, and to cease labor for hire” (11).
He desires his readers approach the book as a tool to “[increase] the number of avenues to independence,” aiming to
3
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Oneida community in New York, Noyes hopes that his history will transform into a living,
collaborative text, proposing his study “be considered a proof-sheet, as carefully corrected as it
can be by individual vigilance. It is hoped that it will call out from experts in Socialism and
others, corrections and additions that will improve it for future editions” (xx). The information
and blueprints required to design a successful community, according to Noyes, are primarily
transmissible through acts of reading. Cataloging the plans, qualities, and accounts of utopian
experiments in the form of a book, Noyes compiles a compendium of lessons from the successes
and failures of the most prominent communitarian experiments from the recent past to inspire the
development of stronger, enduring communities capable of widespread societal reform. In his
estimation, the campaign for communitarian reform is a distinctly literary endeavor, as print
served both as a means of showcasing communities to one another and as a prototype for the
external world.4 Accordingly, his study is textual, the product of his research culminates in a
written history of partial realizations of utopian visions from the past, framed with instructions
for how he envisions these anecdotes are to be put to use.5 Noyes concludes that the proliferation

sustain hope lest “the great mass of our poorer people… gradually sink into stupidity, and a blind discontent which
education would only increase, until they became a danger to the state” through strikes and insurrection (11-12).
Communitarianism, then, provided an alternative to the widening disparities sustained by capitalism, projecting a
future in which both capitalists and anti-capitalists might elect their associations and coexist. The cultural
disassociation of the communitarian movement did not systematically occur until the twentieth-century as world
events rendered concepts such as socialism and communism unpalatable. When Dover reprinted Noyes’s book in
1966, they did so with the title Strange Cults and Utopias of 19th-Century America. The cultural sense of the
viability of communitarian experiments felt by contemporaries has more or less been lost.
4

While many communities within this category shared common characteristics, the communitarian movement was
never a unified or singular endeavor. Noyes’s goal in his history is to draw productively from this diverse archive in
order to propose better plans moving forward.
Noyes’s history is deeply indebted to the extensive collections of A.J. Macdonald, “a person of small stature, with
black hair and sharp eyes” characterized by “a benevolent air, but [who] seemed a little sad” (1). Invoking Sir
Walter Scott’s wildly popular 1816 novel as an interpretive tool for understanding Macdonald’s exhaustive research
on communitarian experiments, Noyes determines, “He was indeed the ‘Old Mortality’ of Socialism, wandering
from grave to grave, patiently deciphering the epitaphs of defunct ‘phalanxes’ (2). These accounts and their
subsequent interpretations, Noyes finds, are predominantly preserved in print, and he selects print as the means by
which the new social order will be developed and implemented.
5
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of communitarian experiments in recent decades was providentially ordained to instruct future
socialists to “take lessons from experience,” engaging with textual examples to more fully realize
an egalitarian social order (xix).6
The American print landscape changed dramatically in the latter portion of the nineteenth
century.7 Print spheres before the 1830s served small, discrete localities, while technological
advances like the telegraph (1844), the steam-powered printing press (popularized in the early
1830s), the steamboat, and the railroad enabled rapid intracontinental communication, making
publications accessible to readers across the nation with decreasing emphasis on their proximity

6

Like other reform movements, communitarian experiments were predominantly the domain of well-educated,
white aristocrats. Designing, implementing, and publicizing a model society involved both risk and resources, and
poor, marginalized groups typically did not have the time or financial means to devote to theorize or fund lavish
social experiments. Frances Wright toured America for several years conducting research for what would ultimately
become her Plan for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery without Danger or Loss to the Citizens of the South in 1825.
Her status permitted her access to numerous connections that would not have been available to a reformer or more
modest birth, and her wealth permitted her to devote so many years to working at solving this deep societal problem
than any working-class abolitionist, let alone former slave. Robert Owen’s managerial success at his textile mill in
New Lanark, Scotland provided him with the resources to purchase the intact town of New Harmony in 1825. For
secular communities especially, the opportunity to retreat into the wilderness to engineer a prototypical,
experimental society usually stemmed from a commitment to reifying Enlightenment philosophies, an exposure
fairly standard among the wealthy white elite. For all their talk of egalitarianism and socioeconomic equality, most
of reformers were unable to fully transcend the prejudices they sought to erase in their own ameliorative visions.
New Harmony’s constitution explicitly forbids black members from formally joining the society but concedes they
may live among the company as “helpers” entitled to some conspicuously more limited expectation of uplift. In The
Blithedale Romance, Nathaniel Hawthorne dramatizes the genteel, educated class’s disdain towards the blue-collar
members of their community on which they depended to lead the more practical provisions of sustenance like
agriculture and construction. This is most clear in the narrator’s disdain for Silas Foster as he gawks in horror at the
farmer’s crude table manners and simple diction. While these communities strove for equality in principle,
inconsistencies and lingering bigotry seeps into their textual representations of their hidden experiments. In
Nashoba’s case, the disparity between what the experiment initially set out to do and its subsequent miscarriages of
that vision effectively concluded public support of the community. Nineteenth-century print culture in general was
dominated by well-to-do white Americans, and many would go on to found communitarian experiments were
already familiar with how to navigate publication when they endeavored to make their private societies visible to the
external world.
7
Heather A. Haveman maps this pronounced growth spatially, recounting, “The Southwestern Territory (comprising
first Tennessee, then Alabama and Mississippi) was created in 1790, Louisiana was purchased in 1803 and Florida
in 1821, Texas was annexed in 1845 and Oregon partitioned in 1846, and the Territory comprising Arizona,
California, western Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, and part of Wyoming was acquired between 1849 and
1854. As a result, the landmass of the United States almost quadrupled, from 823,000 square miles in 1790 to 1.72
million square miles in 1803, 2.5 million in 1846, and 3.0 million in 1860. Forging a single community from citizens
of thirty-three states and several territories spread over such a vast and varied terrain was almost too much to expect,
especially given the lack of east-west waterways, the presence of several mountain ranges, and this era’s primitive
communication and transportation technologies” (3). Given the absence of a national print network, this change was
unwieldy and inconsistent, compounding Americans’ anxieties of the feebleness of their national unity.
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to a major urban center (Loughran 2). Change was gradual, shifting readers’ conceptions of
themselves and the communities they occupied slowly as new technologies and practices spread.
As periodicals shifted from monthlies and weeklies to dailies and began to incorporate news
from around the globe, readers learned to see themselves as members of an indefinitely large
abstraction of a culture. In his sprawling cultural history of the Gilded Age, Alan Trachtenberg
elaborates,
The most common, if most subtle, implication of transformed human relations appeared
in the steady emergence of new modes of experience. In technologies of communication,
vicarious experience began to erode direct physical experience of the world. Viewing and
looking at representations, words and images, city people found themselves addressed
more often as passive spectators than as active participants, consumers of images and
sensations rather than as active participants produced by others (122).
Encountering the localized content typical of periodicals in early part of the century, readers
obtained news of their immediate communities that had an immediate and direct bearing on their
lives. Even the physical motions of obtaining news had changed. In antebellum America, the
experience of obtaining news had been both textual and participatory. Printing offices,
booksellers, general stores, and post offices that formerly served as social hubs for townspeople
to linger and gossip, gave way to the isolation of direct delivery. As print networks and reading
practices changed with the expanding nation, the perceived potential for communitarian
experiments to influence the nation as a whole faded.
Printing Utopia
Historian Arthur Bestor estimates that more than one hundred and thirty communitarian
experiments emerged on American soil before the onset of the Civil War (285). My project

4

extracts four literary forms––Nashoba in periodicals, New Harmony’s pamphlet, The Blithedale
Romance, and Shaker correspondence with Leo Tolstoy––to argue that the fundamental paradox
of utopia is actualized in print. Anticipating this dynamic, writers composed and published
representations of communitarian experiments according to learned societal practices suited to
specific print mediums. These print mediums are popular and democratizing, devised to address
the masses regardless of class or status, mirroring the radical egalitarianism in form that their
content proposes and seeks to actualize. By manipulating the act of reading, the editor, orator,
novelist, and correspondent call formal attention to the disjunction between the printed page and
community it represents, rendering its form highly visible and manipulating generic expectations
in order to convey societally reformative principles through acts of reading. The literary critic
and scholar of the print culture of the early United States Trish Loughran proposes that cultural
interventions, “like anything else that happens in language… [are] also the history of bodies and
things: first of brains, tongues, hands, and ears then of arms, legs, horses, wagons, railroads,
steam engines, maps, and directories” (305). Emphasizing the materiality of communitarian
publications, I prove how closely intertwined the nineteenth-century communitarian movement
was with the print networks in which they operated. The assumption that utopia is inherently
impracticable originated with Thomas More’s invention of the word in 1516 and has been at
least latent within the concept for as long as the term existed.8 Rejecting the finality of this
fatalism, I argue that the projected vision of an alternative future that animates nineteenthcentury communitarian experiments provides a powerful insight into the formation of a relatively
unified national character. Antebellum communitarian publications operated in symbiosis with

Thomas More coins the Latin word “utopia” to simultaneously denote both a “good place” and “no place,”
embodying the tension fundamental to all such experiments characterized by a yet-unrealized vision.
8
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the disjointed, localized print networks of nineteenth-century America, the circuits that shaped
Americans’ perceptions of their roles within a larger community. Conceiving of oneself as a
member of one’s immediate geographic region alone fostered the communal intimacy necessary
to imagine the nation as a patchwork of likeminded, discrete model communities and provided
the fragmented print network uniquely suited to carry the utopian interventions of communitarian
experiments to audiences transcending the local.
On account of their distinction from society, most Americans experienced communitarian
experiments through acts of reading. Writers tasked with representing these experiments
translated news from these communities into recognizable literary forms to engage the American
reading public in comprehensible terms by manipulating familiar literary conventions and
channels. “Writing Utopia” examines the construction and circulation of practical attempts to
actualize comprehensive experimental communities as textual objects. Despite the movement’s
failure to restructure the whole of American society, communitarian activity was profoundly
influential, to stand as a plausible model by which American society might productively be
organized.
Due to the fragmented and uneven scopes of antebellum print networks, the communitarian
movement provided an ideal method for producing widespread social change in a setting where
the national audience could not be addressed as a singular public. Early nineteenth-century texts
were designed to circulate within more or less autonomous regions, audiences for whom the
principles of association met attentive audiences. Communitarian experiments were organized to
initiate a process through which reformers would ultimately transform a significant portion of the
mainstream society. A model society’s visible success would invite emulation, expanding
gradually into a city, and finally culminate in a radical new social order. French theorist Charles
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Fourier’s most prolific American disciple, Albert Brisbane, envisioned the widespread influence
that a single community could theoretically effect:
The whole question of effecting a Social Reform may be reduced to the
establishment of one Association, which will serve as a model for, and induce the
rapid establishment of others… Now if we can, with a knowledge of true
architectural principles, build one house rightly, conveniently, and elegantly, we
can, by taking it for a model and building others like it, make a perfect and
beautiful city: in the same manner, if we can, with a knowledge of true social
principles, organize one township rightly, we can, by organizing others like it, and
by spreading and rendering them universal, establish a true social and political
order (73-74).
Brisbane’s expectation of the path to universal progress travels is uniquely suited to the absence
of a reliable national print network of the period. As a result of the insular, communal circuits
through which rural Americans encountered texts representative of life elsewhere, audiences
were prone to think of themselves as active members of a discrete locality. Propositions for
corrective model societies strongly resonated with an audience familiar with reading texts
composed to address intensely localized, intimate publics. Circulation beyond a region spread
through personal networks, balancing a concern for a larger society too large and abstract with
the practical, mundane chores and interactions of day to day life. While the whole of America
was considered by many to remain a grand political experiment, readers throughout the course of
the nineteenth century transitioned from a nation of localities to a maturing and incorporated
national consciousness.
Reforming America

7

Class consciousness roiled with the rise of industrialization, manifesting itself most
overtly in the chattel slavery of the South and wage labor the North. Production technologies
advanced considerably by the 1840s, permitting editors to print larger runs of a newspaper in an
hour than the standard presses of the 1820s had been capable of producing at all (Nerone 239).
Distribution improved dramatically as the population grew on account of riverboat travel,
railroads, and an increasingly efficient postal system to transport printed matter. One man’s
prosperity came at the expense of another’s exploitation, and shrewd observers concluded that
the chasms separating the prosperous from the working class showed no sign of abating without
a significant and urgent intervention.9 Horace Greeley, the founder and editor of the New-York
Tribune, was an ardent supporter of communitarian reform.10 He published frequent articles in
support of this system to his readership of 200,000, a scope transcending the former limits of
printing presses, the postal service, and transportation to address an audience scattered across the
expanding nation (Howe 578). Greeley presented communitarianism as a kind of societal reform,
a timely corrective to the nation’s increasingly conspicuous regional schisms:

Carol A. Kolmerton observes that industrialization “exacerbated the distance between public and private spheres,”
disproportionately relegating women to domestic chores as their husbands monopolized political and economic
positions of power (4). While most communitarian experiments never achieved full gender equality, many granted
considerable freedoms to women that were not afforded in the outside world.
9
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Greeley, the founder and editor of the New-York Tribune, is primarily remembered for popularizing the phrase,
“Go West, young man, and grow up with the country!” (Fuller 231-232). Looking with hope to the frontier as an
expanse of possibility, Americans debated how best to structure and organize the rapidly expanding nation. Heather
A. Haveman maps this pronounced growth spatially, recounting, “The Southwestern Territory (comprising first
Tennessee, then Alabama and Mississippi) was created in 1790, Louisiana was purchased in 1803 and Florida in
1821, Texas was annexed in 1845 and Oregon partitioned in 1846, and the Territory comprising Arizona, California,
western Colorado, New Mexico, Nevada, Utah, and part of Wyoming was acquired between 1849 and 1854. As a
result, the landmass of the United States almost quadrupled, from 823,000 square miles in 1790 to 1.72 million
square miles in 1803, 2.5 million in 1846, and 3.0 million in 1860. Forging a single community from citizens of
thirty-three states and several territories spread over such a vast and varied terrain was almost too much to expect,
especially given the lack of east-west waterways, the presence of several mountain ranges, and this era’s primitive
communication and transportation technologies” (3). Given the absence of a national print network, this change was
unwieldy and inconsistent, compounding Americans’ anxieties of the feebleness of their national unity.
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Not through hatred, collision, and depressing competition; not through War,
whether of Nation against Nation, Class against Class, or Capital against Labor;
but through Union, Harmony, and the reconciling of all Interests, the giving scope
to all noble Sentiments and Aspirations, is the Renovation of the World, the
Elevation of the degraded and suffering Masses of Mankind, to be sought and
effected (qtd. in Brisbane’s cover and title page).
The contrast between the present and reformed future Greeley’s establishes highlights the
corrosive effects of industrial capitalism that had begun to emerge in American society. He
presents communitarianism as an alternative to the toxicity of the market, a means of structurally
reordering society to prevent degradation and make the national ideals of liberty and equality
accessible more widely. Communitarianism is designed to construct a society on the basis of
egalitarianism as opposed to exploitation, and its proponents could see that inequality would only
worsen without immediate intervention. By establishing a series of contrasts, Greeley rejects the
logical consequences of the nation as it presently exists in favor of the potential that Fourierism
and other forms of communitarian imagine on a widespread scale.
In this project, I examine four communitarian experiments that demonstrate the movement’s
arc throughout the course of the nineteenth century in its engagement with print culture. The
fragmented, localized print spheres of the 1820s enabled an abundance of communitarian
experiments to form and publicize their interventions into the structural composition of
American culture. Robert Owen’s New Harmony in Indiana and Frances Wright’s Nashoba are
motivated by principles of freethought, each designed with the express purpose of eliminating
inequality by addressing class distinctions and chattel slavery, respectively. Situated in 1825 and
1826, prove the suitability of the fragmented print networks of the Early Republic to support the
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utopian visions of communitarian founders. While neither experiment operated for longer than a
few years, their strategic uses of print demonstrate the viability of discrete, communal
experiments in effecting nationwide change. When print networks enabled the possibility of
commanding a national readership at mid-century, readers began to conceive of themselves as
members of a larger public, complicating the communal mindset and participatory interaction
with print in which the possibility of association could grow and thrive. George Ripley’s Brook
Farm and the Shakers proceed from more explicitly spiritual or religious societies, formed in
opposition to a toxic worldly influence they perceive as characteristic of the mainstream
society.11 With this expanded communal consciousness, communitarian experiments began to
seem provincial––insular and simple, the opposite of the growing, industrial cities. I portray this
transitional stage with Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 1852 Blithedale Romance to argue that Hawthorne
established a sophisticated critique of American readers’ inability to distinguish between fact and
fiction, or to interpret the new campaign of fine national literature that large publishing houses
strove to market. Responding directly to a culture that had exalted him suddenly to celebrity
status and consequently developed a lurid interest in the six months he had once spent at Brook
Farm, Hawthorne links his narrative to this morsel of celebrity gossip in order to celebrate the
opacity of print’s expanded scope. Though Hawthorne primarily composed his text as a critique
of readers unable to keep up with the changing world of publication, the dynamic he emphasizes
in precisely the one that erased the actively dismantled the conditions conducive to facilitating
In Daniel Walker Howe’s sprawling history of the second quarter on the nineteenth century, he contextualizes this
utopian trend within a religious context of pursuing the millennium (Howe 294). While many religious sects like the
Shakers explicitly attributed the rationale for their communal structure to a millennial belief, Owen proves that even
Enlightenment secularism could be operate according to this model. In the late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth
century, Cotton Mather wrote extensively about the millennium, or Christ’s return followed by a thousand-year
reign of prosperity (Holifield 77). Mather considered that America might serve as a haven during a coming
tribulation (77). This concept proves an accurate model for Robert Owen’s secular vision of salvation as well.
Accordingly, communitarian experiments are often classified alongside the religious enthusiasm of the early
nineteenth century and largely dismissed for their complexity and political.
11
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the communitarian movement. My final chapter studies an exchange beginning in 1889, as the
Shakers attempt to translate their interactions with Leo Tolstoy into a textual unit no longer
capable of circulating in a motion or among a readership capable of sustaining communitarian
experiments. From these vantage points, I argue that the communitarian movement emerged
from the premodern, disjointed print network of early nineteenth-century America, fading from a
position of prominence in an increasingly interconnected, expanding union.
Utopian Memory
Long before Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels published their pamphlet The Communist
Manifesto in 1848, social theorists Robert Owen and Charles Fourier identified the source of
disenfranchisement inherent in one class’s control of the means of production and another’s
sustenance of the industry through their labor. The communitarian movement emerged as a
system for curtailing the harm that society in its present form had produced and actively working
to progress towards universal egalitarianism. Historian of American Fourierism Carl Guarneri
emphasizes the movement’s cultural import “not as a historical anachronism or a ‘precursor’ of
later radicalism but as an important participant in a central episode in American history: the
contest over the future of American society which spanned the years of early urban industrialism
and the Civil War” (6). Antebellum Americans perceived that the communitarian system was a
viable social theory to approach “class harmony through scientific organization,” enacting the
ideals of the Enlightenment on a revolutionary scale (1).
Marx and Engels roundly condemned Owen and Fourier’s communitarian blueprints
deeming any brand of socialism actualized on such a minute scale to be ultimately inadequate to
effect any significant change. They contemptuously characterized such experiments as
“duodecimo editions of the New Jerusalem,” dubious that a revolutionary movement proceeding
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from such localized epicenters could dismantle the existing social order.12 The precision of this
technical term conveys the materiality I hope to capture in the following study of communitarian
publications as textual manifestations of hope. Regarding texts as material objects to be acquired,
consumed, and circulated renders makes their movement visible, establishing the spheres and
network I argue are critical for their successful distribution. These interventions, Marx and
Engels predicted, could not transcend the deeply established social hierarchy, and nothing short
of a full-fledged revolution could dismantle the bourgeoisie’s hegemony. Guarneri counters,
“Marx’s claims that the utopians’ plans for social cooperation was ‘doomed’ by virulent class
antagonism may have made sense for France in 1848, but it simply does not fit the movement’s
experience in the more open society of antebellum America” (5). I build on this assessment to
observe the print networks of Europe were markedly more sophisticated than those of America,
proving that the suitability of the disjointed, regional print networks of America effectively
fostered the utopian vision that communitarian experiments required and projected. Duodecimo
editions of the new Jerusalem, it turns out, materially embody a form capable of moving freely
throughout a fragmented print network, envisioning an alternate future for the tenuous American
experiment.
My project sits at the intersection of cultural studies and print culture, challenging the
inevitability of American individualism and capitalism and manipulating existing print spheres.
In Practices of Hope (2017), Christopher Castiglia calls for literary criticism to “try showing
how the unreal world––the realm of idealism and imagination, of hope––is precisely what makes
literary studies valuable, even necessary” (11). What Castiglia terms “the unreal world” animates
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Duodecimo is a printing term referring to a small book or pamphlet created by folding a single sheet of paper
twelve times, yielding a booklet approximately 5” x 7 ½” and comprised of twelve pages (Stewart 57). Because of
their size and brevity, duodecimos were inexpensive, portable, and thus widely accessible, frustrating Marx and
Engels because of the mass appeal these “mere reactionary sects” were able to command (84).
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and assigns meaning to all of human life, and hope is the motivating force behind utopian
socialism. “Writing Utopia” traces the material artifacts of hope, communitarian publications, to
revive an antebellum sense of the nation’s broad potentiality and its translation into material
interventions of societal reform. While comprehensive studies of communitarian reform in
America are scarce, Arthur Bestor’s Backwoods Utopia (1950), Carol A. Kolmerton’s Women in
Utopia (1990), Carl Guarneri’s The Utopian Alternative (1991), and Donald E. Pitzer’s
compilation America’s Communal Utopias (1997) all assert the phenomenon’s cultural utility,
representing this utopian streak as a prominent feature of antebellum American culture and not
an idiosyncratic offshoot from it.13 Bestor’s groundbreaking study proves that communitarian
experiments were “neither opposed to the current of American society nor alienated from it,”
contextualizing the phenomenon as an influential expression of the era’s “possibilities for social
reconstruction” (qtd. in Fellman xvi). Kolmerton, Guarneri, Pitzer, and numerous others position
their cultural interventions within Bestor’s insistence on inclusion, regarding communitarian
experimentation in the nineteenth-century as critical rejections of American society paired with a
plan to remedy it. While Benedict Anderson and Michael Warner perceive the cohesive effect of
print among publics, Trish Loughran, Heather A. Haveman, and Carolyn Eastman provide
nuanced insights into print’s capacity to cohere or rend communal identities. Meredith McGill’s
American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting (2003) and Winifred Gallagher’s How the
Post Office Created America (2016) track the material exchange of print through networks,
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While it is often remarked that theories of the European Enlightenment were only actualized in practice on
American soil, it is crucial to recall that the print networks of Europe were far denser and more effective than their
counterparts in America, which I argue were integral to the emergence and plausibility of the communitarian
movement. Carl Guarneri concludes, “the United States of the 1830s and 40s was young and pliant enough that
within a few generations, it was believed, model colonies could peacefully reshape its competitive society into an
order resembling the Christian ideal of universal brotherhood,” and this was only possible in the absence of a
national print culture (8)
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which I use to reconstruct the paths through which communitarian writers envisioned their texts
traveling to meet the public. These scholars’ assessments of the media’s ability to mediate
between unlike people groups, negotiating connections, emphasizing trans-local interests, and
nurturing identities beyond the regional ties that pervaded the precarious union provides the
framework and methodology to my study of the rise and decline of communitarianism in
America. Finally, “Writing Utopia” proceeds from William Huntting Howell’s charge in Against
Self-Reliance (2015) to restore “the imitative, the iterative, and the derivative” to prominence
within American cultural studies as tools of power in spite of their “[systematic devaluation] in
contemporary culture and to locate the roots of that devaluation (at least in part) in historically
specific arguments” (4). “Writing Utopia” revisits a chapter of the American past in which the
emergence of a universal pattern of utopian experimentation as a structure for the developing
nation was plausible and promising.14 Print anchors abstractions like dreams of progress in
tangible, material texts, embodying innovative publication strategies formulated to radically
reform American culture.
Nineteenth-century publication was messy, chaotic, and subject to a host of idiosyncrasies
and impediments, and it is only through reconstructing this print situation that the American
communitarian movement can be understood. My project is primarily indebted to Loughran,
whose rich depiction of early American print culture as an uneven, haphazard propagation of
material texts serves as the foundation and complement to this study (xix). This context proves

Howell continues, “The ideology of self-reliance, then, can be understood as a necessary corollary to both U.S.
democracy and capitalist enterprise: it supports the notion that a government should operate as a function of its
individual citizens’ collated wills––an expression of “We the People”–– and it serves as the philosophical grounds
for the cultural celebration of the yeoman farmer, the ‘pioneer,’ and the Horatio Alger-style entrepreneur” (7). The
narrative’s supremacy can be attributed to its utility in a capitalist market as communitarianism’s relation to the
public changed as influential authors and journalists weaponized the forming national print sphere in support of
market forces.
14
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extraordinarily valuable as it served as a testing ground for the organization and structure of the
emerging republic. Communitarian authors defined themselves in relation to this evolving
infrastructure, establishing separate communities with names, boundaries, rules, and rituals that
distinguished themselves from the surrounding culture yet relied on existing print networks to
circulate news or representations of their societies to an audience beyond their borders. Loughran
proves the absence of a national print market for much of the nineteenth-century. Even as
technologies and transportation improved, she demonstrates that writers “spectacularly failed to
use its new technologies to manufacture consensus,” revealing a precariously assembled fiction
of unity as opposed to an inevitable byproduct of technological advancements (xx). The
communitarian movement emerged in tandem with a precarious and unwieldy print network and
structured in its textual interjections to interact with and move within local print circuits to
appeal to readers who conceived of themselves as participants in regional, not necessarily
national, publics.
A cultural impulse is afoot to excavate narratives exploring the prospect of alternative,
better societies, and “Writing Utopia” intends to revisit a utopian vein of American history that
was never as foolishly idealistic as it is often credited as being. John Nichols’s 2015 The S Word
substantiates socialism’s presence within American tradition and culture since its founding and
its subsequent repression in order to protect hegemonic structures of authority. While
“socialism” stood as a popular nineteenth-century term to describe communitarian experiments
and their projected growth, Nichols’s exploration of the concept aligns more closely with the
word’s current usage that yet emerges ideologically consistent with the reformative urge that
stoked utopian reform of this period. Chris Jennings’s Paradise Now, published with Random
House in 2016, highlights five nineteenth-century utopian groups in America (the Shakers, New
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Harmony, the Fourierist phalanxes, Icaria, and Oneida) to conclude that the concept of the West
replaced utopianism in the national imaginary as a space onto which progressive futures might be
mapped (378). Both David Byrne and Bjork have released albums with the word “Utopia” in the
title within the past year. This recent cultural willingness to challenge the supremacy of static
national narratives of individualism draws attention to the methodical suppression of American
interdependence, concealing the vision of an alternative future communitarian experiments
labored to realize.
In Practice
Communitarian publications form the material substance of utopian visions while
rendering the networks through which they traveled visible. In the first chapter, I argue that
Benjamin Lundy and Frances Wright’s editorial work in 1820s periodicals served to cohere
abolitionists across America into a unified movement by modeling forms of reading through
which the individual learned to engage and identify with a voluntary, trans-local communal
affiliation. Lundy uses Wright’s communitarian experiment, Nashoba, as a subject to teach the
readers of Genius of Universal Emancipation to seek out, support, and critique all earnest
attempts at establishing manumission societies, training his audience to approach texts as active
readers. To expand Genius’s readership, Lundy traveled by foot to interact personally with
members of distinct communities and participate in the local antislavery meetings across the
union. Through his journalistic coverage of Nashoba (comprised in part of Wright’s depiction of
the community’s progress as well as pointed textual corrections when she feels the experiment is
not represented fairly in print), Lundy creates the first antislavery periodical able to push beyond
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the confines of a purely local scope.15 Lundy commands an audience and creates a textual space
in which he can publicize and model engaged and critical reading practices, exhibiting earnest
attempts at developing practical systems of universal emancipation like Nashoba with the twin
objectives of garnering widespread support and training his readers to seek out and deeply
consider their own roles in relation to the growing campaign to end slavery. For Lundy, Wright’s
communitarian experiment is a powerful example of translating sentiment into action, and in
Genius he creates a venue for antislavery discourse with the objectives of maturing his readers
into activists.
Chapter 2 chronicles Robert Owen’s textual performance of his July 4, 1826 Oration,
containing a Declaration of Mental Independence in pamphlet form. Seeking to harness the
conventions of oratory in print, Owen delivers a speech in the public hall of the freethinking
communitarian experiment he founded in New Harmony, Indiana, Owen carefully
commemorates New Harmony as the site of this radical cultural intervention on the occasion of
the nation’s fiftieth anniversary of independence. Figuring himself a messiah capable of
initiating a global era of complete liberty, Owen appropriates the fourth of July to argue that the
initial American Revolution only secured partial liberty. Owen identifies the last three
institutions that must be eliminated to fully actualize the nation’s founding ideals. Citing his
conspicuous success managing a textile mill in New Lanark, Scotland and familiarity with
modern social sciences, Owen designs his bold proposition to navigate periodical circuits and
operate as the object of controversy. Unlike London’s print networks in which he was
accustomed to publishing, Owen perceived that he would need to incur widespread debate in
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Elihu Embree of the Tennessee Manumission Society founded the Emancipator, the first American periodical to
be devoted exclusively to abolitionism, though he died in 1820 without an apprentice or associate to continue
publication (Dillon 44).
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periodicals in America to transcend the limitations of largely insular local print circuits,
generating interest that might ultimately spread out until it addressed a global audience. Invoking
Thomas Jefferson’s Declaration of Mental Independence situated Owen’s intervention in a
distinctly American context, though he suspected that eliminating the sources of crime,
oppression, and human misery would resonate beyond national boundaries. Proposing the
prompt elimination of marriage, organized religion, and ownership of private property in the
interest of achieving a more inclusive liberty, Owen’s speech did receive a fair amount of press
in external periodicals, if only to condemn the threat he posed to the precarious union the Jubilee
attempted to perform.
Written about a decade after his residency at Brook Farm, Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The
Blithedale Romance piqued the public’s interest with its apparent similitude to Hawthorne’s
personal experience to the once-renowned Transcendentalist utopia. Chapter 3 examines how
Hawthorne’s romance openly transgresses generic conventions to deny its audience the
biographical recollections they have been conditioned to expect, calling into sharp focus the
constructed nature of communitarian narratives as literary performances in order to amend the
relationship between reader and subject in a swiftly evolving print sphere. Through the fictional
narrator of Miles Coverdale, Hawthorne manipulates the expectation his publisher carefully
cultivates that this novel is a glimpse into George Ripley’s now-defunct socialist community to
emphasize the disjunction between art and artist, using Ripley’s utopia as a ruse to attract an
audiencein order to critique the expectations and assumptions of antebellum readers in a rapidly
changing print culture.
Chapter 4 concludes with the Shakers’ strategic publication of their private correspondence
with Leo Tolstoy at the close of the nineteenth century. Through the strategies of elders
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Frederick Evans, Alonzo Hollister, and eldress Aurelia Mace, I trace three distinct textual
interventions through the print strategies in which these figures publicize their high-profile
connection with Tolstoy at a time of communal decline in order to identify conflicting
interpretations of the Shakers’ role in American society at the conclusion of the nineteenth
century. Evans publishes a letter to and from Tolstoy to suggest the imminence of the novelist’s
probably conversion to Shakerism.16 Hollister works to preserve the Shaker legacy,
commemorating Tolstoy’s letters for their role in the history of the sect, then distributing the
society’s documents to archives and libraries in hopes of marking what the Shakers once were
while accepting their relegation to the past. Mace’s publication of her letter to Tolstoy (without
reply) in The Aletheia: Spirit of Truth serves as a supplement to the reader’s personal spiritual
devotion, emphasizing the cultivation of individual faith and hope in the absence of communal
triumph. Tolstoy’s responses to these letters tapered off around 1891, though publicized
dimensions of this connection display the society’s nuanced engagement with the prospect of
extinction.
In the hyperconnected global culture of the present, reconfiguration of a significant
portion of the United States into autonomous communitarian experiments is unimaginable
because the fragmented print culture of the Early Republic that facilitated this possibility is lost.
The scope and plausibility of the communitarian movement was facilitated by an ill-connected,
predominantly local circulation of print. “Writing Utopia” posits that utopia felt possible in early
nineteenth-century America precisely because of the pattern of loosely-connected local print
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The text strongly suggests that Tolstoy plans on either joining the company in New Lebanon, New York or
establishing a Russian sect in fulfillment of an aging Shaker prophecy, suggesting the Shakers’ continued relevance
in the presence despite the appearance of societal decline.
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circuits that mirrored the society communitarian experiments imagined.17 The movement thrived
in the participatory relationship between reader and text that characterized the 1820s through the
1850s. As publishing technologies and marketing strategies changed around midcentury, the
emergence of a national print culture weakened readers’ regional identities and diffused the
potency of small, local circulations to effect practical change. Established as model communities
designed to showcase alternative lifestyles through which specific societal problems could be
ameliorated, communitarian experiments sought to achieve widespread egalitarianism by
radically restructuring American society.
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Writing in 1950, Arthur Bestor rejected the historical tendency to regard the communitarian movement as
“escapist,” pointing out that “contemporaries did not so regard it” (3). This intervention highlights a cultural shift so
dramatic as to have radically abandoned an early and relatively common dream of America committed to
dismantling systemic inequality, projecting an alternate legacy of inclusion to the culture of individualism and
competition that is traditionally attributed to the American character.
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Chapter 1: Nashoba in the News: The Didacticism of Periodicals in the Early Antislavery
Movement
In 1825, Scottish émigré Frances Wright contacted the Baltimore printer Benjamin Lundy in
the hopes of securing an audience for her plan designed to end slavery in the United States
through the establishment of numerous communitarian experiments (Bestor 220). Each
community would employ fifty to one hundred former slaves, compensating labor with wages
and enabling workers to purchase their freedom within a few years. They would advance through
a school developed to equip them with “the skills and attitudes requisite for freedom,” in
preparation for an autonomous life within a democratic society upon manumission (220).1 After
several years of meeting and corresponding with abolitionists and slaveholders alike, Wright was
“anxious to establish a pattern” of these colonies across the union to demonstrate their efficacy
and gradually emancipate the entire American slave population. She purchased three hundred
acres land in western Tennessee to found “Nashoba” (221).2 The experiment stood thirteen miles
outside of Memphis, a location Wright selected for the price of the land and its relative proximity
to yet distinction from the expanding settlements of agrarian slaveholders.3 Wright began by

1

Unlike slave labor, Wright shifts her emphasis from commercial output to human wellbeing. She explains of her
proposed school of industry, “The monitors who directed the studies of the children on the plantation would bring
the same principles of order and industry to the picking of cotton that they had already established in the classrooms,
with such intermissions for rest and recreation as should keep their bodies vigorous and cheerful” (qtd. in Perkins
139). Although her plan required former slaves to continue working in a plantation-like setting for several years to
purchase their freedom, Wright anticipates that free, goal-oriented labor can prove edifying to the workers at
Nashoba should it proceed from a system of education and betterment.
Nashoba is elsewhere called “The Emancipating Labor Society of Shelby County, Tennessee,” highlighting its
import. “Labor” is occasionally spelled “Labour,” as in The Life, Travels, and Opinions of Benjamin Lundy (200).
Eager for her experiment to prove to abolitionists and slaveholders alike that manumission was viable and profitable,
she confessed in a June 1825 letter, “My belief is that two or three plantations worked on the plan of united labor
(there the confidence of the parents should be won by kindness to the belief that their labor was for their personal
redemption, the relief of their race, and the practical education of their children) would suffice to undersell and
render wholly profitless all the slave labor of the state in which they should be located” (FW to JG 8 June 1825).
Only on a large scale through widespread emulation could Nashoba eventually emancipate the entire enslaved
population of the United States.
2

3

Primarily visible in print, Wright wanted Nashoba to demonstrate to reluctant slaveholders and invested
abolitionists that the system she had established was both feasible and financially solvent, which required her to
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purchasing fifteen slaves to emancipate, eager to establish Nashoba as a model for emulation
(30).4 As Trish Loughran points out, abolitionists in the first decades of the nineteenth-century
were “unable to coordinate their activities across vast distances” (312). By creating a prototype,
Wright intended to transcend the difficulties of publishing anything on a wide scale by initiating
a movement of discrete, autonomous societies designed to manumit slaves that could be
established by following Nashoba’s lead in print (312). The novelty of her success would spread
from locality to locality as newspapers examined her experiment and debated its merits, moving
as a function of its ambition beyond the usual purview of topical or regional news. If Wright
could demonstrate that this experiment was successful on a small scale, she could prove to the
American public that universal emancipation was both possible and profitable.5
The more of America that Wright experienced firsthand, the more incensed she grew that
slavery was permitted to flourish despite its flagrant incongruity with the language of the
Declaration of Independence. Her letters home waver starkly between a rosy wonder and
abhorrence with American life and culture. She reflects, “When my thoughts turn to America the
crying sin of her slavery weighs upon my heart; there are moments when this foul blot so defaces
to my mind’s eye all the beauty of her character that I turn with disgust from her, and in her from
the last and only nation on the globe to wch my soul clings with affection, pride, and hope” (FW
to Garnett Sisters, October 1820, G-P Collection). Wright had faith in the redemptive, liberating

situate the experiment in an arable location, yet not in a region too densely populated to protect her community from
violence or ideological corruption from neighboring plantations.
Wright wrote, “This estimate shows how advantageous an investment of capital might be found in the proposed
establishment. One experiment may suffice to convince the Southern planters of its safety and its efficacy, and lead
them to attract within their borders a portion of that floating capital, foreign and domestic, which is now employed
in developing the resources of Mexico, Colombia and Peru” (“Plan” 10). Aware that free labor was massively
profitable to slaveholders, she posed her plan as an opportunity that would protect slaveholders from financial
devastation by compensating them for the prices of their slaves at a profit.
4

Pages 9 and 10 of the pamphlet “A Plan for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery without Danger or Loss to the
Citizens of the South chart estimates of the proposed establishment’s costs, and anticipate a net profit of $9,980.
5
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power of America’s consecration to Enlightenment ideals, though the presence of slavery wholly
eclipsed any advantage this might afford society. She articulates this theme in Views of Society
and Manners in America, an epistolary account of her travels, presenting a sharp contrast
between the base spectacles of slavery and “so bright a dawning of national glory” as the
establishment and maturation of a democratic republic (270). Upon hearing Robert Owen
address Congress in February 1825, Wright decided to design a system through which slavery
could be gradually abolished through redemptive labor (Kolmerton 115).6 The bright promise of
the nation’s future could only come to fruition once America could financially and socially
prosper without relying on slavery.
Print provided the only view of Wright’s experiment to a world beyond her immediate
network of acquaintances. Accordingly, she and Lundy created Nashoba as a textual object
designed to impel readers to act on their convictions and translate their antislavery persuasion
into action. First, this assumed the form of a clear and rational demonstration that manumitting
the slaves according to a specified design was actually in the best interest of slaveholders. Lundy
published Wright’s articulation of her strategy, “A Plan for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery in
the United States, without Danger or Loss to the Citizens of the South,” as a pamphlet in 1826.
In it, Wright petitioned the government––or anyone else so inclined––to donate land across the
south for the purpose of establishing a network of societies efficiently manumitting slaves,
culminating, as she anticipated, in the institution’s complete eradication with time (Perkins 138).
Visits to Robert Owen’s communitarian experiment in New Harmony, Indiana convinced Wright of “the
possibility that communal life could work better than any other plan to liberate people, particularly slaves”
(Kolmerton 116). Recounting the scene in New Orleans, she writes, “I have not yet seen my fellow creatures sold in
the market place. And God firbid I should see it, for I really cannot answer for what I might say or do, but I have
seen them manacled when sold on board a vessel bound for N Orleans. Our steamboat brushed past her swiftly,
which perhaps prevented my committing what could only have been folly. But I cannot write on this subject, and yet
it preys so continually on my mind that I find it difficult to write on any other.” (FW to JG 30 October 1824, qtd. in
Payne-Gaposchkin 24). The injustice of slavery grew to overwhelm her, and fueled her passion for establishing a
system by which it may end.
6
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For her plan to succeed, a significant contingent of abolitionists would need to participate in
order to achieve a scale capable of emancipating the entire enslaved population of the country. In
addition to the pamphlet, Lundy reproduced “A Plan” in his pioneering antislavery periodical,
Genius of Universal Emancipation, as well, the first periodical to “make a visible mark across
the union,” as Trish Loughran demonstrates, and “by far the longest running” (315).7 In the
context of the periodical, Wright’s plan became a subject by which Lundy could train his readers
to look for and critically consider all earnest plans for widespread manumission and identify
practical ways they could further this cause. Subscribers to Genius already supported the
abolitionist cause, and as an editor Lundy worked to train his committed readership a to
recognize and meaningfully engage with any reasonable proposition to dismantle slavery.
Through the periodical form, Lundy and Wright translate Nashoba into a textual object designed
to mobilize readers as devoted activists. Lundy and Wright presented the experiment as a means
of eliciting personal investments from their readers, strengthening a communal coherence by
cultivating individual engagement and recognition.
Genius’s audience watched as Nashoba materialized from proposal to practice. Lundy
provided frequent updates into the daily operations of the community while reiterating Wright’s
vision and his support. Reporting remained a relatively standard account of the daily joys and
trials of farming and communitarian living until the summer of 1827, when one of Nashoba’s
trustees published a log chronicling life at Nashoba that brought the shortcomings of its
governance into sharp focus and abruptly ended public support of Wright’s experiment. In
Wright’s absence, Nashoba’s de facto leaders had replicated the model of white supremacy that
dominated the external region within the community, demonstrating gross negligence at
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Genius was published more or less regularly from 1821 to Lundy’s death in 1839 (Loughran 315).
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governance, whipping slaves for misconduct, openly cohabiting with slaves despite the
reinforcement of this hierarchy between white and black members of the society, and persistence
in addressing formerly enslaved members of the society as “slaves.” Wright received news of
this scandal as she was traveling to Europe and was forced to defend the ideals motivating
Nashoba while scrambling to proceed without the public support her plan direly needed to
succeed. She quietly emancipated the thirty-one former slaves in her care in 1830 and
transported them to Haiti at her own expense. Now reviled, Wright was forced to accept a much
more minute scale of emancipation than she had anticipated.
By any standard, Nashoba fell woefully short of the goals Wright articulated in her 1825
“Plan.” She failed to provide the emancipated slaves with the level of education that she
envisioned, demonstrate financial solvency, or plausibly convince the external world that such a
plan could be repeated to any effective conclusion. The community’s public disgrace erased the
possibility that Nashoba could operate effectively as a model on a nationwide level. Yet despite
its practical failure, Lundy and Wright furthered the abolitionist cause by engaging the optics of
Nashoba in print. Aligning the reader’s interactions with a communal identity primed the yet
scattered antislavery movement for unity, demanding a private engagement with the periodical
text that proved foundational in shifting scattered antislavery sentiments into a coherent political
force. Instead of impelling readers to leave society and emancipate slaves by establishing selfsufficient communities, Genius’s coverage of Nashoba methodically invited readers to define
themselves in relation to the material at hand, impelling a direct and personal engagement with
the text that required an active response. The experiment’s representation within periodicals
necessitates a form of reading that emphasizes the urgency and veracity of a text (in contrast with
the passive pleasure for which most fictions were prized) to mobilize the reader to action.
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Print representations of Nashoba effectively advanced the freethought and abolitionism in
America through the work of Wright and Lundy. In Genius, Lundy creates a discursive space in
which readers learn to encounter, weigh, and judge news pertinent to the abolition of slavery.
Motivated by the certainty of slavery’s imminent cessation, Lundy modelled the level of interest
and scrutiny in his newspaper that advanced the developing antislavery movement into a
powerful political force. Genius solidified antislavery sentiment into a network of engaged
activists, training them to think critically and conceive of themselves as agents of societal
change. Lundy laid the groundwork for the antislavery movement as it gained traction as an
organized political force in the 1830s through the Civil War, teaching that the abolition of
slavery was possible and merited close and regular consideration. As is evident in Lundy’s
treatment of Nashoba within Genius, Lundy trained his subscribers to engage more directly with
abolitionist causes than they had previously while holding even seemingly noble causes to a high
standard of moral scrutiny. As editor, Lundy harnessed antislavery sentiments and elevated
readers to a higher level of civic engagement and interaction by modeling critical reading
practices in the availability of news and analyses he provided. In the wake of Nashoba’s loss of
public support, Wright took to the New-Harmony Gazette to defend Nashoba’s original
principles by assuming the role of editor herself. Building on Lundy’s foundation and
championing freethought more generally as the fundamental basis of societal change, Wright
appeals to her readers’ personal morality in order to urge America to question and work to
dismantle its many forms of well-established structural oppression.
The Genius
Antislavery periodicals before Genius were small and often digressive in content. As of
1821, only Elihu Embree’s Emancipator focused exclusively on abolitionism, tapping into a
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sharpening of antislavery feelings in the wake of the Missouri compromise (Dillon 44-45).8 The
Emancipator was associated with the Tennessee Manumission Society in non-arable eastern
Tennessee, where the majority of inhabitants were white and opposed slavery. Although
Emancipator did not limit its scope or emphasis to expressly parochial concerns, the population
of the west was small enough that its monthly issues sufficiently covered this demographic (45).
When Embree died suddenly in 1820, Lundy saw it as his obligation to fulfill the void he left and
provide antislavery news to the western states (46). He declined an offer to take over the
Emancipator in Embree’s stead, opting instead to purchase the printing press and publish
independently of the Tennessee Manumission Society to maintain complete editorial control and
vision over the newspaper (Dillon 47). As an editor, Lundy sought to improve the caliber of
antislavery journalism and incite in his readers a personal investment in the news at hand through
his dual role as an editor and active participant in antislavery circles and debates. Loughran
highlights Lundy’s characteristic insistence on hand delivering his publications. Effectively the
Johnny Appleseed of abolitionism, Lundy interacted directly with his audience, supplementing
his editorial persona with face-to-face conversations, debates, and confrontations. Loughran
notes, “No obituary, memorial, or biographical sketch of Lundy fails to mention his Odyssean
travels,” citing this strangely embodied mode of publication as some sort of liminal stage
between the intense locality of print networks in the 1820s and modern circulation that relied on
horses, locomotives, or the postal service to convey printed matter (318). He would manage still
to publish Genius while on the road, masking his wanderings under the singular heading of the
city in which his press was reputed to be based. While agents frequently traveled by foot to
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The Missouri Compromise, passed on May 8, 1820, maintained the balance of slave and free states, admitting
Maine as a free state balanced out by Missouri as a slave state. Henceforth, slavery would be permissible south of
parallel 36˚30’north and prohibited to the north of it.
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deliver newspapers and pamphlets, Lundy was himself tickled at his own eccentricity, remarking
in a letter, “Thee will, no doubt, smile at the idea of an itinerant editor! and, probably, laugh
outright, to think of an itinerant periodical!” (qtd. in Dillon 491). Publication is an essentially
material practice, and by mingling his physical presence with the distribution of his printed
matter, Lundy trains his readers to view antislavery activism as critical engagement that requires
bodily involvement.
In the 1821 prospectus of Genius, Lundy affirms, “The editor intends this work shall be a
true record of passing events, and of the various transactions relative to the enslavement of the
Africans; and he hopes it may eventually prove a faithful history of their final Emancipation.”
With this goal, Lundy believes print to remain constant while the circumstances surrounding it
change its import. As long as slavery persists, he will work to effect emancipation, and once
slavery is abolished, his periodical will serve as a chronicle of its demise. By then, the only Elihu
Embree’s Emancipator had been the only American newspaper devoted expressly to printing
antislavery content, though Embree had died suddenly the year before, leaving no apprentice or
associate to assume his role. Envisioning his periodical as a “Phenix” rising from the ashes of the
Emancipator, Lundy strives to train readers to interact with antislavery news with a reading
practice that cultivated a personal and critical investment (Blassingame 138). By establishing an
audience attuned to abolitionist activity across the growing nation, Lundy trained his readers to
seek out and constantly work towards universal emancipation. Genius served as a discursive
space in which Lundy assembled news, letters, editorials, and paratextual framing to teach his
audience to both seek out and constantly appraise the viability and merit of all earnest plans that
could reasonably end slavery.
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In his periodical, Lundy’s tone is genial yet firm, and Lundy models a critical reading
practice that advocates participation as opposed to passive consumption. Lundy’s faith in the
inevitability of slavery’s dissolution is evident in his 1821 Proposal for Publishing in
Mountpleasant, Ohio, when he articulates his objective for Genius of Universal Emancipation:
“it is hoped that it will eventually prove a faithful history of the downfall of that horrid despotism
which now reigns triumphantly o’er the regions of the South, and of our other republican
institutions, and reduce to chaos our beautiful system of government” (3). Lundy regards his
periodical from the vantage point of the future, hoping that time will transform his “true record
of passing events” into “a faithful history” of slavery’s inevitable downfall (qtd. in Blassingame
39).
Lundy’s participatory publication helped unify the antislavery movement from a scattered
hodgepodge of sentiments into a unified public by printing and editing Genius of Universal
Emancipation, complementing its colloquial yet critical analysis with a mode of participation
that supplemented his authorial persona with his physical presence and involvement in an everexpanding circuit of local antislavery activity.9 While this method proved inefficient as
increasingly well-connected print networks permitted the transmission of news across disparate
regions, Lundy’s transparency in his deeply personal involvement with the publication and
circulation of Genius and the numerous tracts he supplemented Lundy began his editorial career
in 1821, effectively elevating the quality of antislavery periodicals by defining and training his
Lundy positioned the Genius of Universal Emancipation’s agenda firmly within the unfinished American
experiment, superimposing the motto, “We hold these truths to be self evident: that all men are created equal, and
endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights, that among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness” in the paper’s heading for nearly fifteen years (Blassingame 35). He derived Genius of Universal
Emancipation’s name from the Irish orator John Philpor Curran’s 1794 defense of Archibald Hamilton Rowan
against a charge of sedition, a choice that Dillon argues reveals “Lundy self-consciously placed himself in an AngloAmerican tradition of resistance to injustice, tyranny, and despotism” (46). Chattel slavery was ideologically
incongruous in a republic devoted to liberty, and Genius operates on the assumption that the only way for the
American experiment to succeed in fulfilling the rhetoric.
9
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audience to become readers primed for action. Previously, antislavery periodicals were small,
regional affairs, and largely lacked the scope or clout to effect significant political change. Lacy
Ford characterizes the period between the Act Prohibiting the Importation of Slaves (1807) and
Nat Turner’s rebellion (1831) as a period of disjointed regionalism in abolitionist thought, a
conclusion that is confirmed by the small, regional scopes of periodicals art his time (5). The
Denmark Vesey scare in 1822 signaled a threat to white society lest slavery be contained or
eliminated, but it wasn’t until Nat Turner’s rebellion that an urgency that the slavery question be
resolved elicited “the rise of immediate abolitionism” in the North (5). No longer content to
believe in the likelihood that slavery would eventually subside on its own, abolitionists began to
posit measures toward eliminating the evil institution, though the solutions they proposed were
generally speculative or parochial (5).10 Lundy needed to appeal to a wide audience of
abolitionists divided regionally in their concerns and propositions while mobilizing his
readership to unify and actively work to end slavery. In Lundy’s curation of sources from varied
perspectives and locations, Genius endeavored to strengthen a communal identity for its readers
in its commitment to print only antislavery news. Genius made a community of abolitionists
visible to one another. Lundy published the paper out of six different cities between 1821 until
his death in 1839, keeping a close eye on pertinent developments both domestically and abroad,
especially on developments in Congress (Blassingame 35; Dillon 259).11 About twenty-five

Ford explains, “Upper South whites, for example, looked to diffuse slavery further south through the interstate
slave trade. Lower South whites often proved willing buyers, but at other times supported state efforts to restrict the
interstate trade in attempts to prevent their states from becoming too black. In the lower South especially, the
paternalist movement emerged and gained influence, but it also drew persistent and sometimes bitter criticism from
those who insisted that force and intimidation were crucial to slave control (5).
10
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Lundy published Genius out of Mt. Pleasant, Ohio; Greenville, Tennessee; Baltimore, Maryland; Washington
D.C.; Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; and Hennepin, Illinois (Blassingame 35). In the final years of his life, he
“circulated antislavery memorials and forwarded them to John Quincy Adams for presentation to the House” (Dillon
259).
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years after Lundy stopped publishing, Horace Greeley recounted in the Liberator that “Genius of
Universal Emancipation was the only distinctively and exclusively anti-slavery periodical issued
in the United States, constantly increasing in circulation and influence [in the 1820s]” (qtd. in
Blassingame 32). By compiling “important information from every part of the country,” Genius
unified the antislavery movement while priming its audience to relate current affairs to his or her
own personal agency, establishing a committed segment of the citizenry intent on eliminating
American slavery (qtd. in Blassingame 39).
Through a combination of print, hand-delivery, and conversation, Lundy toured endlessly
throughout the union working to connect disparate localities and render regional news and issues
visible to a broader audience. Lundy engaged with all sorts of interlocutors, physically
expanding his network. Recognizing the ease by which he could reach this demographic, Lundy
perceived the need for an antislavery periodical to galvanize latent sentiments into a more
cohesive movement with regular instruction imparted and cultivated by Genius. Periodicals
primarily appealed to white, male readers, who also comprised the sole demographic legally
capable of political salience. As land-owning white men were the only group permitted to vote or
hold public office, periodicals served as a medium that primarily serviced this politically
enfranchised class and was capable of sustaining an audience’s attention regularly over time,
unlike a pamphlet. However, they were also accessible to groups unable to participate directly in
politics, yet who could drum up public support in any number of other ways. In Wright, Lundy
found a prime example of this zealous resourcefulness.
Lundy believed the antislavery movement’s success required strong newspapers to mobilize
abolitionists to carry out unified, local action in order to ultimately effect national change. 12 He

In his 1821 pamphlet “Proposal for Publishing in Mountpleasant, Ohio, a Periodical Work to be Entitled the
Genius of Universal Emancipation,” Lundy articulates his vision for the newspaper: “This paper will contain a great
12
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begins Genius’s prospectus with the claim that “the subject of African slavery has assumed a
degree of importance that demands the attention of every citizen of the United States” (qtd. in
Blassingame 37). The nation was expanding rapidly, and each new state and territory grappled
with whether or not to legalize slavery. Lundy’s perceived that his periodical must appeal to
inhabitants of free states, slave states, and contested territories effectively enough to command
activism in each of these wildly divergent settings.13 As most abolitionists’ foremost concerns
and solutions were heavily influenced by their location, profession, religion, or socioeconomic
status, Lundy needed to appeal to a general audience, yet address a host of disparate concerns
and motivations in his foundation for measured progress.
Lundy’s Genius of Universal Emancipation has thus far not garnered considerable critical
attention due to his eccentric method of publication. Publishing at a time when print circuits
primarily serviced localities, Lundy perceived that the only way to address disparate regions as a
singular audience, he must work to establish common ground between them and construct a
network capable of reaching multiple areas at once. From localities, Lundy intended to draw out
committed abolitionists and establish a national movement by linking and strengthening
scattered pockets of vaguely like-minded Americans. In sharp opposition to Robert Fanuzzi’s
conclusion in Abolition’s Public Sphere that abolition’s emergence as a movement proceeded

variety of the most interesting matter connected with the subject of slavery in America––Viz.––Essays, in prose and
verse, Original and Selected; notices of recent State legislatures; Speeches of members of the Federal and State
legislatures; official statements of other persons employed in various departments of Government; reports of
important law cases; biographical sketches; history and statistics; interesting anecdotes &c. &c. in fact it will afford
a complete view of the actual state of things relative to those unfortunate beings who are held in bondage among us;
and it is hoped that it will eventually prove a faithful history of the downfall of that horrid despotism which now
reigns triumphantly o’er the regions of the South, and of our other republican institutions, and reduce to chaos our
beautiful system of government.” (qtd. in Blassingame 37-39). By uniting a host of genres within a singular
periodical aimed expressly at manumitting all American slaves, Lundy establishes a textual space unlike any he has
yet perceived in order to unite and bolster an audience committed to abolition.
For more information about the sectional differences in perceptions of slavery, see Lacy Ford’s Deliver Us from
Evil: The Slavery Question in the Old South.
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diachronically as a function of time, Loughran maps the burgeoning movement spatially as a
function of the material sphere of exchange, “like anything else that happens in language,
abolition is also the history of bodies and things: first of brains, tongues, hands, and ears then of
arms, legs, horses, wagons, railroads, steam engines, maps, and directories” (305). Genius’s
difficulty to classify within periodical studies, then, proceeds from the idiosyncratic means of
distribution Lundy insisted on utilizing. Though he employed agents and made use of the postal
service, Lundy preferred to deliver tracts in person, allowing him the unique opportunity to
converse and engage verbally in debate with his recipients, ideally converting them to the
abolitionist cause and (Loughran 318). Though this quirk briefly elevated Lundy to the status of
a folk hero upon his death in 1839, its immense impracticality in an increasingly streamlined
print circuit deftly precluded him from modern periodical studies. Loughran recounts, “No
obituary, memorial, or biographical sketch of Lundy fails to mention his Odyssean travels,”
figuring these endless travels as an eccentricity of character as opposed to a mode of publication
(318). Building on Loughran’s conception of the antislavery movement’s growth through
periodicals in spatial terms, I contextualize Lundy’s laboriously personal publication methods
within the fundamental materiality of the communitarian movement. Lundy’s physical journeys
reiterated the presence behind the editorial persona, and communitarian societies differed from
theories in that they corresponded to an actual, physical experiment. While Wright’s Nashoba
served as a necessary correlation to her Plan for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery, it relied on
print to render the experiment visible beyond its borders as a model, capable only in print to
showcase her intervention and demonstrate a means of manumission that could be scaled to
liberate the entire nation.
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Through the postal service, a periodical could reach any address in the United States without
much trouble. Lundy’s physical participation in the motion of circulation merged previously
distinct networks and progressively made the abolitionist reading public larger and aware of the
scope and nuance of its breadth. Because pamphlets and back issues were often sold out of the
print shop out of which the newspaper was published, printing offices could serve as convenient
local hubs, though these materials could be requested via mail for geographically distant readers.
Cognizant of the need to first bolster local communities of antislavery activity, Lundy selected
the physical locations of his operations strategically, and moved fairly often to areas where he
felt he could be most effective.14 Of course, these offices served only as home bases for Lundy,
who spent a considerable amount of time on the road and would discuss his travels openly within
his paper. Lundy’s physical participation in a community helped his journalism too, as he was
privy to regional concerns and groundswells while participating in meetings and organizations
beyond his publication. He established a press in Mount Pleasant, Ohio in 1821 for its proximity
to the burgeoning reform movements, then relocated to Greeneville, Tennessee to address the
active antislavery societies of eastern Tennessee (Dillon 44).15 Later, Lundy headquartered
Genius in Baltimore in 1826 to address readers in both slaveholding and free areas (Blassingame
35).16 In his initial prospectus, Lundy articulated his desire to be “read in every part of the
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Subscription agents disseminated each issue of Genius to its subscribers, making proximity to the press as a
convenience, but not a necessity (Dillon 47). Lundy promised, “The paper will be carefully and securely wrapped,
and forwarded to subscribers, by mail, or otherwise, agreeable to their directions, to any part of the U. States,” with
accommodations made for anyone outside of the country who wished also to subscribe (qtd. in Blassingame 39).
15

Elihu Embree printed the antislavery journal Emancipator in Greenville briefly until his sudden death in 1820
(Dillon 45). While this provided Lundy with the support of an active manumission society and a readymade
demographic of subscribers, he styled Genius to correct the many problems he perceived in the composition of the
Emancipator (44).
Lacy Ford points out that “Tennessee had long nurtured active manumission and colonization movements,”
though they were largely concentrated in the predominantly white eastern segment of the state (393). The fertile
delta of Western Tennessee could sustain agriculture in a way the east could not, and the western frontier
16
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Union” (qtd. in Blassingame 38). By 1826, he had authorized agents disseminating subscriptions
in Virginia, D.C., North Carolina, South Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Arkansas,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, and Massachusetts, in several cases boasting more
than one agent per state. As biographer Merton Dillon points out, “Much latent antislavery
sentiment did exist, wanting for its expression only the stimulus and direction that a vigorously
edited newspaper could supply” (45). Though Lundy intended to build and bolster local networks
by facilitating engaged citizenry with the selection and quality of his content, he was careful to
insist that Genius intended to serve a readership beyond the immediate locality of his office.17 He
would navigate this by showcasing news from a number of locales within each issue, both in
brief and in more substantial, often serialized columns. Genius’s endeavored to provide a cross
section of the news each week as it pertained to the ongoing process of ending slavery, and by
covering local items Lundy appealed to a wide audience and also presented a panoply of
approaches to reform that could be transferred and applied in one’s locality regardless of the
place of origin.
Accordingly, Genius allowed its readers to conceive of themselves as participants in a larger
movement and worked continually to expand and deepen that participation. The periodical was a
heterogeneous discursive space, entertaining contesting opinions and interpretations to champion
the importance of a well-informed personal conviction. Americans had any number of moral,
philosophical, religious, financial, or practical reasons to oppose the continuation of slavery, and
as the antislavery movement collectively gained momentum, Genius permitted its audience to

experienced a wave of population growth in the 1810s-20s (393). Greenville, Tennessee is located in the northeast
corner of Tennessee, hundreds of miles east of Wright’s eventual experiment outside Memphis.
He writes, “[Genius] is by no means to be considered a local publication; but on the contrary, mere local matter
will be excluded from its columns, that it may be calculated for general circulation” (qtd. in Blassingame 38). Local
matter too could be read as an example or model, useful to readers beyond its immediate province.
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perceive its increasing scope and power by way of weekly reports and commentary. The
newspaper succeeded in creating a discursive space that required readers to continually consider
and reassess their personal relation to abolitionism as a larger movement. In Letters of the
Republic, Michael Warner explains,
The reader does not simply imagine him- or herself receiving a direct
communication or hearing the voice of the author. He or she now also
incorporates into the meaning of a printed object an awareness of the potentially
limitless others who may also be reading. For this reason, it becomes possible to
imagine oneself, in the act of reading, becoming part of an arena of the national
people that cannot be realized except through such mediating imaginings (xiii).
Not only did Lundy’s establishment of a readership for Genius expand the reach of the news he
saw fit to amplify and convey, but it made the members of a growing antislavery readership
visible to one another as an emerging communal identity. Collective awareness is a prerequisite
for political unity, and reading Genius enabled its audience to perceive themselves as
autonomous individuals as parts of a larger collective. Lundy makes this communal dimension
visible to his readers with editorial paratext. By framing and responding to units of news in a
manner both accessible and evaluative, Lundy models an attentive scrutiny that urges his readers
to engage critically with a text. Primarily, this mode of reading functions by facilitating selfidentification. In Genius’s prospectus, Lundy yearns that his reader “may occasionly see in it a
full length portrait of himself!” identifying closely enough with the text to elicit a reaction,
whether intellectual engagement or action (qtd in Blassingame 39). Due to the profound moral
gravity of the goal at hand, an engaged reader would be remiss to encounter such persuasive
discourse and not respond actively in an appropriate fashion. In Lundy’s cultivation of this
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discursive space, he suggests a communal unity cohering his readers by training them to invest
their attention and intellectual energy in the consideration and advocacy of the cause by way of
individual investment.
Lundy’s tone is charmingly conversational, and he continually invites the dialogue and
participation of his audience to engage in both practical matters and ideas. On February 4, 1826,
he inserts a brief column cheekily titled “WHERE ART THOU?” that reads, “It is stated in the
papers of Charleston, S.C. that a pamphlet has recently been published entitled: ‘An essay on the
origin and necessity of Slavery in countries where the wages are exorbitantly high, compared
with the labourers’ necessary expenses.’” (GUE, February 4, 1826). Even to readers who cannot
help Lundy locate this pamphlet, this passage displays a close degree of attention to publications
nationwide and a willingness to invite dissenting opinions for debate. While this technique may
seem designed to highlight the triviality of the pro-slavery pamphlet, without a national print
network, it may very well have been difficult to obtain from his present location without having
any bearing on the obscurity or ephemerality of the text. Lundy demonstrates an eagerness to
propel the antislavery debate to a national scale, and to accomplish this needed to forge
interactions between publics and locations that otherwise had no venue or occasion to interact.
Accentuated by a manicule, the request continues, “The editor of the Genius of Universal
Emancipation will forward his weekly paper, one year, to the gentleman who first sends him a
copy of the above mentioned pamphlet. It may be conveyed by mail, at the editor’s expense”
(GUE, February 4, 1826). Lundy offers a prize as a tangible incentive for exposing him to this
pamphlet’s contents. If its publication was mentioned in a Charleston paper, its argument was
already circulating and influencing readers. If Lundy is able to attain this defense of slavery, he
can address its points and premises in future issues of Genius, thus controlling some of the
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damage this pamphlet might otherwise cause. A second manicule announces a more spectacular
proposition, “The Genius will also be directed to the printer of the pamphlet, free of expense, for
the use of the author, as long as he will furnish argument for insertion in it, in favor of the
continuance of slavery, in any portion of the United States. Is the offer not a fair one?” (GUE,
February 4, 1826). Unshakably certain that he could refute any defense of slavery, Lundy
proposes the author of this pamphlet debate him within the arena of Genius. Providing a
complimentary copy of the newspaper would allow the printer to gauge its character and the
style of discourse, and Lundy affords the opportunity to print the discourse so long as he can
justify its insertion. If the printer were to take Lundy up on this offer, Lundy could engage the
pro-slavery rationalization an instructive tool for his readers in how to refute similar arguments.
Concluding on a rhetorical question renders Lundy bold and confident in his proposition, “Is the
offer not a fair one?”
The editor’s tone remains cheerful, clever, and winsomely sincere. A “Compendium of
News” column begins with the confession, “We have very little news of importance this week.
The proceedings of Congress and the different State Legislatures, now in session, are not in
general unusually interesting” (GUE, February 11, 1826). Lundy’s editorial hand is very
evident––he openly prints his own convictions. Lundy admits to skipping columns when he is
under the weather, traveling, or is generally unimpressed by the import of any news that week. In
his editorial capacity, Lundy’s voice humanizes critical engagement in a way that is accessible
and nonthreatening to readers seeking greater involvement in the antislavery cause, as
subscription to such a periodical usually indicated. He presents objects of interest to his
readership, and frames them genially while remaining firmly analytical. The effect of this
editorial practice is to model critical, engaged activism, modeling a productive form of
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antislavery activity. By making such news readily available and performing discussions of the
plans, policies, and figures that factored into the political climate, Lundy deepened his readers’
convictions by insisting on the practical viability of abolition while training his audience to
remain current and critical of the news they grew to seek. In the fall of 1825, Genius switched
from a monthly to a weekly publication, increasing its content and commanding its readership’s
more frequent attention (Lundy 200). Lundy frequently printed letters from readers to facilitate
debate, championing the practice of adhering to one’s personal principles over consensus or
compromise. Even so, Lundy’s firm moral convictions did not print opinions in direct opposition
to his beliefs without explaining his misgivings, and he omitted texts entirely he felt would cause
more harm than good.
Nashoba
In addition to facilitating intellectual debates within Genius to demonstrate the moral and
rational imperative that America eliminate slavery, Lundy relates: “It is my practice to insert
every plan seriously proposed for the abolition of slavery in the United States, that all the light
may be shed upon the subject that exists” (GUE, January 21, 1826).18 He took an early and avid
interest in Wright’s experiment, consulting with her as she constructed her proposal and
disseminating it widely once she had composed it. “A Plan” began appearing anonymously in
Genius in October 1825. Lundy did not associate it with Wright’s name until December 10,
perhaps to lead his readers to consider its merits without dismissing the plan as the work of a

18

Though Thomas Jefferson exonerates himself from personally assisting or endorsing her enterprise on account of
his old age and present state with “one foot in the grave, and the other uplifted to follow it,” he voices a similar
sentiment in a letter to Wright, reflecting “The abolition of the evil is not impossible: it ought never therefore to be
despaired of. Every plan should be adopted, every experiment tried, which may do something towards the ultimate
object. That which you propose is well worthy of tryal. (TJ to FW, 7 August, 1825, National Archives). Even
Americans ideologically opposed to slavery despaired that there was no apparent practical way to get ride of it, and
many met Wright’s plan with this caliber of passive hope.
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woman (Kolmerton 118). As Carol A. Kolmerten points out, most women in leadership positions
in 19th century communitarian experiments attained their roles by way of their husbands (111).
Wright is exceptional, though not unique, in that she founded Nashoba autonomously,
transgressing the era’s preference that a female remain “bounded by kitchen and nursery,
overlaid with piety and purity, and crowned with subservience” (Smith-Rosenberg 13).19
Lundy’s hope was that the merits of Wright’s plan would speak for themselves, so that when her
gender was publicly revealed his audience could forgive the societal transgression of her
leadership and publicity and further the abolitionist cause. Subsequently, Lundy tracks
Nashoba’s progress in his paper with frequency, using the community as a subject for his
readership to analytically approaching abolitionist propositions.
Wright could sense a crippling terror of slave rebellion among Southern whites. After
speaking with figures like Thomas Jefferson, who owned slaves yet cast about for approaches to
eventual emancipation, Wright concluded that slaveholders largely supported the abolition of
slavery and formulated her plan accordingly. “A Plan” is data-driven and rational––Wright
endeavored to provide a viable means of manumitting slaves without financial loss to slave
owners. Until this point, no prospect had yet emerged that could plausibly free enslaved workers
without devastating the southern economy. As historian Lacy Ford points out, “many upper
Southern whites of the founding generation saw slavery as a troublesome legacy from their
region’s economic past rather than as a key to its future prosperity” (17). By the 1820s, no viable
plan for emancipation had emerged, and the South grew increasingly dependent on free labor
that would grow only more difficult to undo with time. Nashoba would operate as the prototype

19

As such, Nashoba offered more egalitarian roles for women than contemporary Owenite communities, most
prominently Robert Owen’s New-Harmony in Indiana (111). For more information, see Carol Kolmerton’s Women
in Utopia: The Ideology of Gender in the American Owenite Communities.
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of a system that could be recreated across the South once Wright had publicly demonstrated his
plan’s viability and efficiency. Her main objectives were to employ former slaves until they were
able to purchase their freedom and providing them with an education that would prepare them to
operate autonomously as members of a democratic society once they were freed.20
For the community to succeed, Nashoba would need to prove itself profitable and
harmonious in print. Rendered visible by periodic updates and articulations of its objectives, the
public could follow Nashoba’s progress and perceive its prosperity. Ultimately, Wright
predicted, fellow abolitionists would establish similar communities in the likeness of her
experiment, and the number of manumitted slaves would increase exponentially until its number
surpassed the enslaved population of the South. Justly compensated for their slaves, Wright
expected plantation owners would hire poor, white workers to assume the labor formerly
accomplished by slaves. When Lundy published his autobiography in 1847, he highlighted
Wright’s “Emancipating Labour Society” as one of the most significant events 1825, an honor
not afforded to every plan or proposition he chronicled in Genius (200).
Within Genius, Nashoba became a textual object, corresponding to a physical experiment yet
itself a distinct representation of it. Genius facilitated a critical assessment of Wright’s endeavor
in the form of an ongoing dialogue examining Wright’s “Plan.” Lundy reproduced letters from
Wright addressed either to himself or the editors of other periodicals and printed and responded
to letters from readers. The periodical served as a space of critical engagement around the subject
Wright appealed primarily to reason within “A Plan for the Gradual Abolition of Slavery in the United States,
without Danger or Loss to the Citizens of the South.” Anticipating the objections to any communitarian plan as
naïve or idealistic, she constructs her argument logically and supports it with data in the hopes of establishing her
credibility as a founder and garnering support and publicity. Wright integrates two charts into her plan, the first an
“Estimate of the first cost of the proposed Establishment” itemizing necessary expenses alongside approximations of
how much each former slave will earn to offset the costs of the community’s maintenance, then a “Calculation,
Showing at what period the labor of 100 people (doubling itself every five years) might redeem the whole slave
population of the United States” (“Plan” 9-10, 11). These figures serve to establish Wright as a conscientious and
reliable founder, and Nashoba as a viable scheme worthy of investment and support.
20
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of Nashoba. Nashoba served as both an object of interest and scrutiny, a model for how all
earnest plans for manumission should be approached and an ambitious curiosity in its own
right.21 Lundy praised Wright’s plan, yet fielded criticism and inquiries in order to model and
facilitate an engaged abolitionism. In discussing the experiment his readers could only perceive
through its manifestation in print, Lundy exalts Nashoba as an opportunity to examine the
relationship between text and reform, inviting readers to act as adjudicators and participants. To
succeed, Wright’s experiment must be geographically isolated to prevent the corruption of ideals
or threats of proslavery violence. By design, the community stood starkly distinct from its
environment both physically and ideologically, and very few visitors ventured out to the swamps
beyond Memphis to witness Wright’s experiment for themselves.22 In print, Nashoba became a
vehicle for discussion around which Lundy could construct the movement through Genius.
Nashoba’s textual representation piqued its audience’s imagination on a scale that would have
been impossible via its physical location alone. As in serialized stories, Genius’s readers would
mentally cohere bits of news into a narrative, cultivating a personal investment in Nashoba’s
progress and success.

Thomas Jefferson embodies an uninvested interest in Nashoba perfectly, writing to Wright, “Your proposition has
it’s aspects of promise… and should it not answer fully to calculations in figures, it may yet, in it’s developments,
lead to happy results. these however I must leave to another generation. the enterprise of a different, but yet
important character, in which I have embarked, too late in life, I find more than sufficient to occupy the enfeebled
energies remaining to me, and that to divert them to other objects, would be a desertion of these. you are young, dear
Madam, and have powers of mind which may do much in exciting others in this arduous task. I am confident they
will be so exerted, and I pray to heaven for their success, and that you may be rewarded with the blessings which
such efforts merit” (TJ to FW, August 7, 1825). While many onlookers expressed interest in Wright’s experiment,
few materially gave of time or financial resources to further its goal, perhaps incredulous at how ambitious it
appeared.
21

Wright articulated this danger to a friend: “The ignorant white population of the South, who have so long
prohibited the instruction and very generally the emancipation of the slaves, may attack us through law or through
violence” (FW to JG 8 June 1825). Defining these potential perpetrators of violence as “ignorant” as their defining
characteristic illustrates a belief that both she and Lundy share, that by demonstrating a peaceful and reasonably
means of manumitting slaves, the whole institution could be abolished through slow, methodical education.
22
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Owing at least in part to their necessary distinction from the surrounding society,
communitarian experiments have long served as objects of keen interest and speculation to the
outside world. Privacy breeds intrigue, and the sheer ambition of a single woman endeavoring to
end slavery rendered Nashoba fascinating, whether onlookers had faith she would succeed or
not. Nashoba needed to exist in a slave-holding state, and Wright selected the frontier for the
inaugural experiment, primarily motivated by the abundance of cheap land.23 He concludes that
the era was characterized by a “sense of rapid growth and vast potentiality” paired with a “belief
in the future greatness of the United States,” so “men and women were duty-bound to seize,
while it still existed, the chance of building their highest ideals into the very structure of the
future world” as a moral imperative (514-515). The prospect of slavery expanding into the
frontier threatened to further intertwine America’s growth with this deplorable institution. By
selecting the western Tennessee frontier as the site of her experiment, Wright vied for America’s
future as she hoped to initiate a movement of societies dedicated to emancipation. Due to the
much-documented effect that the frontier had on the American imaginary, Nashoba’s reports in
periodicals worked to jeopardize the survival of slavery into the young nation’s future.
If reports of Nashoba presided over a projected future in the context of reforming the nation,
newspaper editors were careful to present these anecdotes so that their effects would be
beneficial. Just as a progressive society on the frontier could usher in a progressive future, evil

Wright chronicles some of these hardships of the frontier to her friend Julia Garnett back in Europe, “At some
future time I will speak to you of all we have seen of good and evil in the west, of my rides through the forests of
Indiana after kidnappers, of the cruel scene I witnessed, of my unsuccessful efforts to recover a poor black boy
whom I recovered for one moment to lose him again. If you knew all the horrors connected with southern slavery,
the extent of its demoralizing influence along the western frontier, the ruin with which it threatens this country, its
sin, its suffering, its disgrace, you would rejoice, dear loves, in our loss, since I do think it promises fair to pave the
way for the destruction of this monster” (FW to JG 8 June 1825). The frontier was conveniently accessible to
communitarian founders on account of “relatively cheap land” and “relatively few restrictions,” but that freedom
afforded a host of other threats and difficulties. As Wright states here, her primary fear is that slavery continue to
spread and further corrupt the country.
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could just as easily take hold in the region “if men lacked vigilance” (Bestor 514). As Genius’s
editor, Lundy had to find, frame, and disseminate news and ways of interpreting it in a manner
that effects the goal of eliminating slavery. Lundy insists that precise language govern the
antislavery effort due to the profound gravity and moral imperative of the task at hand. On
January 14, 1826, Lundy rebukes the editor of United States Gazette for referring to Wright’s
experiment as a “scheme.” He quotes the otherwise complimentary editorial at length,
interposing his reactions and analyses every couple of lines, modeling a level of critical
engagement for his readers to emulate in encountering other texts (GUE, January 14, 1826).
Lundy argues, “In using the word ‘schemes,’ as he does in his remarks, above quoted, he,
perhaps inadvertently, throws cold water on the flames of patriotic philanthropy, which her
exertions are kindling in the bosoms of many” (GUE, January 14, 1826).24 The word “scheme”
carries a sense of impracticality or ill repute; its careless application could damage the efficacy
of an otherwise promising experiment. Furthermore, this implicit subversion of Wright’s
experiment to an extent implicates Lundy as well, for in advertising such a tenuous prospect
Lundy highlights the impropriety of the United States Gazette’s word choice, wishing “that there
were more such schemers in this region of political anomaly” (157).25 Lundy concludes with an
endorsement of gender equality: “I repeat it, if we had a few more schemers, such as the Lady

The editor of the United States Gazette concludes of “A Plan,” “Several very clever arguments are offered in the
pamphlet before us, to prove the practicability and usefulness of the plan, and one or two tables of estimates of costs
of the establishment are given, and the ratio of increase of inhabitants upon it. The pamphlet is worth of an attentive
perusal” (GUE, January 14, 1826). Overall, the report is very favorable.
24

The full sentence reads, “Would that there were more such schemers in this region of political anomaly––this land
of mongrel politics, where the union of liberty and despotism has produced a frightful monster, such as the world
never before saw––a “beast” with prejudice on his front, deceit in his heart, and hypocrisy on his tongue––a fiend
whose very looks denote approaching anarchy, however boastful he may be of power, and glare of whose eyeballs
present in miniature, the flames of eternal destruction” (GUE, January 14, 1826). In emphasizing all that is at stake,
Lundy supports his objection to the use of the United States Gazette’s application of the word “scheme” by
reminding his readers of the full moral gravity of the task at hand.
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above alluded to, among the other sex, even if they possessed but half of her public spirit, the
shroud of mourning, which is gradually letting down to close an awful tragic scene of retribution,
might yet be stayed, and the blessing of honor and prosperity would attend us” (GUE, January
14, 1826).26 Protestants commonly believed that God blessed righteous societies while punishing
the wicked. A people must ensure that they obey God and walk justly to avoid retribution. Lundy
acknowledges that the women were as responsible as men for reforming America, equally active
agents in the fate of the nation. Lundy simultaneously defends Wright’s experiment while
imparting a lesson to the editor of the United States Gazette, as well as his readers, on the
importance of remaining vigilant in one’s speech when the moral stakes were so high.27
Lundy seeks to eliminate passive spectatorship among the abolitionists who subscribe to his
paper. Frustrated that his audience seems to want constant updates on Wright’s progress
alongside empirical proof of her impending success, he replies, “It is but a short time since the
location was made; and any person, at all acquainted with the difficulties attendant on the
formation of a settlement in a new country, must know that a considerable length of time is
requisite to make such a beginning as would be thought important in the estimation of the
public” (GUE, January 28, 1826). With this reminder, Lundy collapses the apparent distance
between the world depicted in the text and the reader’s reality by calling attention to this self-

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese points out, “American feminism developed in close association with the radical
Abolitionist movement” (107). Wright’s plan was radical for the 1820s, and exceptionally so on account of her
gender. Wright’s progressive views on gender roles carried over to her governance of Nashoba. She announces in
the New-Harmony Gazette in February 1828 that “no woman can forfeit her individual rights or independent
existence, and no man can assert over her any rights or power whatsoever… nor, on the other hand, may any woman
assert claims to the society or peculiar protection of an individual of the other sex, beyond what mutual inclination
dictates and sanctionsm while to every individual member of either sex is secured the protection and friendly aid of
all” (NHG, February 6, 1828). Removal from the mainstream and the superimposition of the rules of the community
over the laws of the land permitted Nashoba to operate as a reified expression of freethought.
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To ensure a good relationship with the editor he corrected, Lundy prints a follow-up to his correction two weeks
later: “For my own part I had not considered his observations very offensive; and I hope no remarks of mine will
have created unpleasant feelings in his bosom” (GUE, January 28, 1826). He clarifies that he intends no personal
attack against the editor and stresses the imperative to cooperate civilly in pursuit of a common cause.
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absorbed reading practice. News must be sufficiently varied and engaging in order to capture and
sustain its audience’s attention, but readers could not lapse into a familiar mode of reading for
entertainment if they hoped to reform society. Lundy rebukes his audience for allowing
expectations befitting of pleasure reading to govern their perceptions of Nashoba, prioritizing
narrative resolution over Genius’s exclusive goal of dismantling the institution of slavery. This
required reading attentively, an investment characteristic of reading for enjoyment, though the
audience’s relationship to the text must remain rooted in active participation as opposed to driven
by the desire to complete a plot arc. More simply, the reader could not subjugate his or her sense
of self while approaching a text as is customary in the “escape” of reading fiction. Genius’s
audience must simultaneously read for content (motivated by interest, yet not for the exclusive
attainment of amusement) and continually interrogate the text for one’s own place within it.
Genius required action of its readers. In responding, rejecting, accepting, supporting, or
questioning the articles they encountered, readers positioned themselves within a growing
movement. Genius defined the shape and outline of the projected antislavery activity to grow
into, supporting and guiding interest into a functional structure. For the antislavery movement to
progress, the audience had to learn to habitually read as though the text had an immediate
bearing on their lives.
In addition to making antislavery news accessible and available, Lundy works to impress the
onus of engagement upon his readers: the imperative they act in accordance with their moral
convictions. With this reminder, Lundy urges his readers not to regard the events in his paper
with the detached expectation that can govern reading. The material presented in Genius could
not be approached with complacent observation if its readers intended to contribute to the
immediate abolition of slavery. Lundy highlights the difficulty of Wright’s experiment and
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points out that no outcome could possibly emerge so soon after the society’s founding. On the
surface, this commonsense reminder serves to keep at bay impatient readers who want to know
whether Nashoba will succeed. The critique operates as a stern rebuke to the passive reformer
who feels content to idly absorb information. To participate in a movement, individuals must
regard the concerns of the collective as immediately salient, and Lundy requires both empathy
and analysis of his readers.
Genius also operates as a medium between Wright and the public. Wright subscribed to
the Genius of Universal Emancipation, and sometimes wrote to Lundy to address his
representation of her applications of redemptive labor within its pages, and Lundy would print
these letters. On February 11, Wright corrects an erroneous conclusion that Lundy has drawn
some months previously. She writes, “In your paper of the 10th Ult. which has just reached me, I
find an article headed ‘Frances Wright’s new institution for the abolition of slavery.’ The
statements which appear therein respecting the funds at command, or likely to be employed, are,
I regret to say, incorrect” (GUE, February 11, 1826).”28 Wright does not abide this bit of
erroneous reporting. While the correction may seem minor, Lundy’s error masks Wright’s
deficiency of funds, a state that complicates her efforts establishing the community on a daily
basis. Lundy reiterates the worthiness of Wright’s experiment and the imperative to eliminate
slavery “in this land of bastard freedom” before humbly accepting correction and printing her
letter, in which she too urges antislavery sympathizers to act upon their convictions, not to
passively watch her struggle from afar (GUE, February 11, 1826). Wright is an active member of
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Wright expected the support of benefactors to help get Nashoba established and operational. Lundy prefaces her
letter from Wright with a distillation of her letter’s contents: “This Lady has not met with the aid which it was
believed had been extended to her establishment” (GUE February 11, 1826). This serves both as an update as to
Nashoba’s progress and a plea for donations. Inadequate money, food, and skilled volunteers created constant
difficulty (Kolmerton 119).
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Genius’s discursive community in addition to its frequent subject, the periodical serving as the
sole space in which abolitionists can unite nationally in pursuit of a common goal.
Lundy provides regular updates on Wright. Even when her letters do not proceed
chronologically, their frequent appearance keep Nashoba an ongoing object of interest and
prevent Genius’s audience from forgetting about the reformer’s ongoing work on the Tennessee
frontier. In addition to printing letters Wright sends him directly, Lundy reproduces letters she
has addressed to other periodicals. On April 1, Lundy printed an extract from a letter that Wright
sent to the Boston Christian Register, postmarked in December of the previous year. For readers
who may desire further information, Wright cites the pamphlet she sent the editor a few months
hence, signaling that the details of the operation of her experiment are described at length
elsewhere. She echoes Lundy’s conviction that any earnest discussion of practical plans for
emancipation deserve an audience, “Still, I am convinced that the discussion of an evil in the
spirit of a good temper is always a good. Every voice that is lifted against it stirs the spirit of
inquiry” (GUE, April 1, 1826). Facilitating active discourse examining and considering plans to
immediately end slavery is Lundy’s overall objective in editing Genius, and Wright here
articulates Nashoba’s worth as a subject of discussion in addition to its primary purpose.29 An
onlooker need not volunteer at Nashoba or even send donations in order for its existence to effect
progress. With the community serving as object of discussion, abolitionists honed their critical
faculties in conjunction with personal investment. Readers’ mental assessment of their positions

For readers not yet acquainted with her “Plan,” she summarizes her the objective of her institution: “simply to
open a small farm, and to bring it first to support our joint family and the people we shall purchase, about half a
dozen men and nearly the same number of women; and gradually as we may find our efforts answer, and our means
sufficient, to extend our establishment both for the production of raw cotton and its manufacture into cloth” (GUE,
April 1, 1826). Wright’s reiteration of Nashoba’s aim offers little new information about the practice or progress of
the community, though its fresh articulation evokes an image as a reminder to Genius’s readers of Wright’s
philanthropic labor on the frontier.
29
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in relation to the news they encounter would prove foundational to more sophisticated forms of
political organization. Additionally, this level of involvement matured interested onlookers into
activists.
A few readers had sold or gifted slaves to Wright to be manumitted. Genius addresses
these figures directly and weaves their homey, personalized transactions into its ongoing
representation of Nashoba. By referring to slaveholders and their former slaves by name, readers
can easily insert themselves or enslaved people they know into this dynamic, considering
Nashoba in a much more intimate light. Lundy prints the first substantial account of Nashoba’s
progress on June 10 by printing a letter from Wright to Rev. Hugh McMillan of South Carolina.
Though Wright’s account is not uniformly favorable, hope pervades her narrative. She reports,
“All our people are well, cheerful, and [contented?]” (GUE, June 10, 1826). The wet weather had
temporarily hindered the farm’s productivity, yet Wright confirms the receipt of a new shipment
of donations with excitement and gratitude (GUE, June 10, 1826). In addition to the rain,
productivity lagged Wright reports that all of the former slaves except for Maria are “disposed to
laziness,” and admits to having punished one girl for “a bad case of theft, malice, and obduracy”
(GUE, June 10, 1826). This transparency establishes Wright’s ostensible honesty. She does not
provide a uniformly favorable report to impress onlookers, but candidly narrates the profound
difficulties of translating her plan into practice.
To maintain the nation’s interest, she had to remain a credible and upright superintendent
while making no secret of the hardships of daily life in the inadequately staffed and funded
community so that readers do not yet dismiss her plan. Wright praises Mr. Wilson’s people for “a
kindness of disposition which shows they have been gently treated,” and signs off with news that
“Old Jukey is fat, well, and cheerful, as is her daughter. She is a good washer, and does the
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washing for the establishment. Little Violet begins to sew neatly” (GUE, June 10, 1826). In
commending kind dispositions, Wright flatters Mr. Wilson and grants insight into the internal
operations of the community. Attending to Nashoba’s inhabitants by name humanizes the
participants in her grand experiment while conveying news of their wellbeing to their former
acquaintances. As this intense specificity could only be meaningful for a handful of readers,
Wright invites readers unaffiliated with her project to imagine their own slaves in this setting.
She works to establish a nurturing and industrious environment as she prepares the former slaves
in her care for emancipation, yet her institution is not immune to the daily trials that might be
expected. Wright’s frank mixture of good news and hardships culminate in a visibly honest and
heartening account of the young community’s progress.
At last, Wright’s experiment piqued the public’s interest. As the newspaper most closely
affiliated with Wright, readers who wished contact her could do so by way of Lundy’s office. 30
Lundy interjects an announcement to “request that all communications addressed to Frances
Wright on the subject of her establishment, may be post paid; so many being received as to incur
considerable expense” (GUE, June 10, 1826). This announcement indicates a significant interest
in Nashoba has formed among Genius’s readership. As Lundy had hoped, Genius grew as a
space where readers could interact with Wright both publicly and directly, negotiating the terms
of their personal relationships with an active attempt to abolish slavery.
The Fall
Wright’s hardy zeal would not persist. Through a combination of malaria and overwork,
Nashoba’s founder fell ill in the summer of 1827 to the extent that her fellow volunteers feared
30

This changed in 1827, when Wright began editing the New-Harmony Gazette with Robert Dale Owen, which later
became the Free Enquirer. The New-Harmony Gazette was based in New Harmony, Indiana at Robert Owen’s
communitarian experiment bearing the same name. They relocated their office to New York City in 1830 as the
community dissolved.
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for her life (Egerton 23). On July 14, Lundy reports simply that, “The celebrated Frances Wright
has gone on a visit to France” (GUE, July 14, 1827). She intended to restore her strength in
Europe and solicit financial support to sustain her experiment (Egerton 23). Wright appointed
Camilla Wright, Richeson Whitby, and James Richardon the supervise the community in her
absence (23).
Two weeks later, James Richardson sent Lundy the “Nashoba book” for publication, a
compilation of daily logs chronicling community happenings (Kolmerton 120). Reform moved
slowly, and presumably Richardson intended to sustain the public’s interest by providing a
glimpse into the normal operation of the experiment. With this publication, Richardson
obliterated the public support that Wright had worked tirelessly to establish. The logs disclosed
horrific and fundamental problems with the Nashoba’s operation. In the July 14, 1827 issue of
Genius, Lundy presented them without comment (GUE, July 14, 1827).
A stark hierarchy had emerged (or become evident in print) between the trustees and the
former slaves. Slaves were still referred to as such, suggesting that communal progress towards a
post-racial egalitarianism was unlikely. Trustees admitted to flogging obdurate workers, a
dramatic break from the principles of education and correction that Wright’s plan had suggested
would sustain a harmonious community. The logs chronicled the decree that “slaves shall not be
allowed to receive money, clothing, food, or indeed anything whatever, from any person resident
of, or visiting this place,” further solidifying the distinction between the ruling class and workers
(GUE, July 14, 1827). Not only did conditions seem bleak, but the governance’s commitment to
manumission and educating slaves to live autonomously were called into question.
The next day, the slaves complained about having to answer to so many masters and
mistresses, to which Richardson replied, “they will soon have more of both; as every free person
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who shall reside here, whether black, white, or brown, will be, in some sort, their master or
mistress; that this is just the difference between a free person and a slave” (GUE, July 14, 1827).
This snide rebuttal fails to consider the merit of this allegation or admit that the class of
overseers too is subject to correction. In her writings, Wright had discussed the imperative to
transcend prejudice and reform white attitudes of learned dominance and supremacy. Recording
this retort proceeds from an assumption that Richardson’s conclusion is above reproach, and his
decision to publish the logs corroborates this haughty sanctimony. When reports of violence
emerge among the slave children that reinforce the dominance of those of lighter complexions,
instead of punishing the perpetrators in any way, Richardson delivers a lecture on the equality of
all colors in rank, offering theory in discipline’s stead (GUE, July 14, 1827). Failing utterly to
render the experiment’s progress transparent and accessible, the publication of these reports
heralded a gross, systemic abuse of power by the white overseers that replicated the inequality
the trustees at least nominally sought to dismantle.
Genius continued to publish Nashoba’s logs serially every couple of weeks for the next
two months. Although the initial installment had alarmed Lundy and his readers, the most
objectionable portions of the Nashoba Book to the public were open admissions of sexual
misconduct:
Met the slaves at dinner time––Isabel had laid a complaint against Redrick, for coming
during the night of Wednesday to her bedroom, uninvited, and endeavoring, without her
consent, to take liberties with her person. Our views on the sexual relation had been
repeatedly given to the slaves; Camilla Wright again stated it, and informed the slaves
that, as the conduct of Redrick, which he did not deny, was a gross infringement of that
view, a repetition of such conduct, by him, or by any other of the men, ought in her
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opinion, to be punished by flogging. She repeated that we consider the proper basis of the
sexual intercourse to be the unconstrained and unrestrained choice of both parties. Nelly
having requested a lock for the door of the room in which she and Isabel sleep, with the
view of preventing the future uninvited entrance of any man, the lock was refused, as
being, in its proposed used, inconsistent with the doctrine just explained; a doctrine
which we are determined to enforce, and which will give to every woman a much greater
security, than any lock can possibly do (GUE, July 28, 1827).
“Doctrine” is here upheld as the most effective––and exclusive––safeguard against attempted
rape. Though a lock on the door might be easily furnished, the overseers scoffed that a practical
buffer would undermine the integrity of the communal doctrine, and esteemed abstract ideals
above a commonsense solution. The immediacy of this bodily threat against Isabel destroys the
illusion that Nashoba served as any sort of haven for slaves in the process of emancipation.
Instead of offering deliverance from slavery, Nashoba appeared to be replicating its essential
vices under the guise of reform.
The final anecdote links the threat of sexual violence with a flagrant abuse of power by
disclosing the public union of a slave and trustee as though it were another unremarkable item of
business: “Met the slaves––James Richardson informed them that, last night, Mamselle
Josephine* and he began to live together; and he took this occasion of repeating to them our
views on colour, and on the sexual relation. *A Quarteroon, daughter of Mamselle Lolette”
(GUE, August 18, 1827). This admission shocked Genius’s readers for a host of reasons: it
openly espoused miscegenation, presented extramarital sex without consequences, and most
significantly replicated the familiar dynamic of sexual abuse perpetuated by male slaveholders.
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For a trustee to openly move in with a former slave indicated that self-interest governed his
involvement, overtly disregarding the experiment’s purported objective of societal reform.
At this, Lundy no longer withholds commentary. He does not censor Richardson, but
seizes the opportunity to demonstrate the necessity of condemning this behavior: “While I view
with detestation the ‘libidinous’ practices of slaveholders in the southern states of the Union, and
the West Indies, any thing that contains a semblance of the [same?] character must be pointedly
condemned if tolerated by those who are laboring to destroy the system of African oppression”
(GUE, August 18, 1827). Despite these horrific revelations, Lundy does not recant his former
support of Nashoba or repudiate the experiment as wholly devoid of merit. He models a critical
reading of Richardson’s logs for his audience, steering this disappointment into a lesson in
morally questioning all reports to weigh against one’s own convictions. This disclosure cannot
be overlooked, since those working to end slavery must avoid even the appearance of replicating
its patterns of corruption. While Lundy refrains from formally condemning Nashoba without a
statement from Wright herself, he is firm in disavowing the Richardson’s practices.
Lundy’s statement is immediately followed by a letter from a reader expressing
comparable revulsion, exclaiming “no one, possessed of moral or religious feelings, can read
[Nashoba’s logs] without horror” (GUE, August 18, 1827). For all its emphasis on the education
and empowerment of former slaves, this breach of moral instruction can only perpetuate
“[degradation] and [unhappiness],” firmly undermining his faith in Nashoba’s potential as a
means of manumitting America’s enslaved population (GUE, August 18, 1827). Nashoba’s
consequences can only replicate those of slavery, rendering societal reform on any scale
impossible to attain by these means. Naturally, Nashoba’s story spread far beyond antislavery
periodicals alone—the settlement being perceived as a brothel masquerading as a scheme to
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manumit the slaves. National newspapers expressed no interest in Wright’s plan and instead
reveled in the sensational horror of these telling publications. As an isolated settlement in the
woods, the suggestive vignettes that once projected a promising method for manumission were
irrevocably erased by the fetor of atrocity that the new glimpses into the community’s daily life
evokes. Unlike the flat rejection of Nashoba in other periodicals, Lundy clearly delineates the
elements of Richardson’s governance that are unacceptable; he seems to derive no pleasure from
sensationalism or slander. Lundy renders this scandal an opportunity to appraise and discuss the
qualities of a progressive antislavery campaign, here by negative example.
When Lundy mentions Nashoba again in November, he disassociates himself from
Richardson’s actions while maintaining faith in the purity of Wright’s initial design. The
disparity between Wright’s enthusiasm for physically and mentally liberating the slaves and
Nashoba’s state in her absence disturbed Genius’s readers (Egerton 25). News of the scandal
spread quickly beyond the abolitionist audience, and thus threatened to weaken Lundy’s modest
progress in beginning to cohere and engage antislavery activists into a forming movement. The
press dismissed Wright as “the Red Harlot of Infidelity,” while “Wrightism” came to convey the
“particularly vicious threat, one that combined irreligion, calls for sexual transformation, and the
working-class consciousness” she represented (Ginzberg 195). In his tact, Lundy salvages the
cause of abolition despite the horrific failure of the community to achieve its stated objectives.
He voices his disbelief in August, allowing Richardson the opportunity to apologize or explain
the atrocities he so openly chronicled. Richardson impudently rejects this offer: “The language of
the records is not, I think, equivocal nor have I observed any typographical error of importance.
Let the records, then, speak for themselves” (GUE, November 10, 1827). Discerning
Richardson’s unwillingness to accept correction, Lundy counters,
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This communication, I am sorry to say, contains sentiments which I cannot approve, and
which I do not believe are in accordance with those of the philanthropic Lady who
founded the institution at Nashoba. If such doctrines as those promulgated since her
departure for France, receive her sanction, I am bold to say the success of the enterprise
will be utterly despaired of by her best friends. (GUE, November 10, 1827).
In this firm indictment, Lundy models for his readers a judicious, calculating, and critical attitude
integral to the success of the developing antislavery movement. He does not permit Nashoba’s
deviation from its original objectives to prevail in light of the relative good the community might
yet attain if it were to succeed in liberating the few slaves it then harbored. Still, Lundy rebukes
the experiment for sullying the purity of its commitment to freedom and justice that must
animate any earnest attempt at manumission. Once one of Wright’s most ardent supporters,
Lundy neither dwells on Nashoba’s dissolution nor allows it to derail his assurance in the
attainment of his ultimate goal. By parsing the strength and fraudulence of Wright’s institution in
light of the logs’ publication, Lundy demonstrates the critical faculties that his readership should
learn to approach the news as the antislavery movement matured in order to function effectively
in a collective whole as an assemblage of involved and motivated individuals.
Explanatory Notes
In the face of virtually universal opposition, Wright recounted the principles that had
driven her to found Nashoba. She published “Explanatory Notes, Respecting the Nature and
Objects of the Institution of Nashoba” in an attempt to recoup its reputation in the wake of
Richardson’s scandal. The text first appeared unintroduced in a Memphis newspaper in January
1828, while Wright traveled back from Europe (Egerton 27).31 As news of Nashoba’s logs

By 1830, “Explanatory Notes” had been reprinted in pamphlet form with an expanded title: “Fanny Wright
Unmasked by Her Own Pen. Explanatory Notes, Respecting the Nature and Objects of the Institution of Nashoba,
31
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spread, periodicals unaffiliated with her establishment came to reprint “Explanatory Notes,” a
dissemination that Wright anticipated. Wright states plainly, “The institution of Nashoba [was]
thus founded on the broad basis of human liberty and equality” (6). Her justification assumes the
form of a philosophical treatise detailing the ideals and assumptions animating her system of
emancipation, then and yet Nashoba’s chief aim.
“Explanatory Notes” is a scathing critique of American society and a blunt articulation of
the ideological reform Nashoba seeks to effect. Simply, Wright aims to “correct our very ideas of
true and false,” to change the fundamental assumptions animating society (5). By presenting
abstract reasoning in lieu of logistics, “Explanatory Notes” justifies the necessity of Wright’s
experiment to an extent she had not attempted in her initial plan.32 Wright argues that enacting
her beliefs, as she had, in the form of a communitarian experiment is an essential stage in
working to dismantle society’s prejudices, establishing “practice” as the necessary enactment of
theory (3). Wright believes that prejudice originates and is furthered by society yet refuses to
accept the idea that mankind is inherently evil. She warns, “Let us not libel human nature! It is
what circumstance has made it.” (5).
Assuming her audience to recognize the absence of human freedom as a travesty, Wright
turns her attention to critique the society that has normalized such abuses. She eases into her

and of the Principles upon which It Is Founded. Addressed to the Friends of Human Improvement, in All Countries
and of All Nations. By Frances Wright. To which is Affixed her Letter to Robert L. Jennings, Advising him to
Leave His Wife and Family, and Follow Her Destinies.” Its publication had been funded by opponents of Wright;
the title page discloses its origin as “New-York: Printed for the Purchasers.” A brief “advertisement” sardonically
presents the text that follows as “a vindication of her character” (2). Overall, the pamphlet operates on the
assumption that Wright’s own defense is sufficiently incriminating. By affixing her letter to Jennings at the end, the
presentation of Wright as a temptress luring a married man away from his wife and children solidifies her depiction
as a dangerous, lecherous woman. With the publication of Nashoba’s logs, Wright’s reputation shifted from a moral
reformer to a societal threat, a fall certainly compounded by her gender.
“A Plan” presented a practical blueprint for establishing and sustaining a communitarian experiment through
which slaves could be emancipated, while “Explanatory Notes” establishes the philosophical precepts demonstrating
an urgent need for societal reform.
32
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justification with commonly held truths in order to lead up to Nashoba’s principle point: “One
nation, and as yet, one nation only, has declared all men ‘born free and equal,’ and conquered the
political freedom and equality of its citizens––with the lamentable exception, indeed, of its
citizens of color” (3). Wright insists her readers extricate themselves from the morality of custom
and consider for themselves personally what is right: “Surely it is time to inquire if our very
sciences are not frequently as unmeaning as our teachers are mistaken and our books erroneous.
Surely it is time to examine into the meaning of words and the nature of things, and to arrive at
simple facts, not received upon the dictum of learned authorities, but upon attentive and personal
observation of what is passing around us” (5). 33 Wright champions the same individual
involvement and interpretation that Lundy asks of his readers, yet proceeds logically to a
significantly wider conclusion than his focused progress towards universal emancipation. In her
doctrine of simplicity, Wright primes her audience for her more radical claims, positioned
toward the conclusion of her text. Wright explains the benefits to personal liberty that
eliminating the tyrannies of religion, matrimony, greed of the marketplace, patriarchy, the
concept of legitimacy, and a host of other socio-political strictures could elicit. She illustrates
how these systems of oppression and subjugation rob the American citizens of the freedom they
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Walt Whitman deeply admired Wright and recalls once catching a glimpse of her in the street when he was ten
years old (Matthiesen 541): He reflects, “She was a brilliant woman, of beauty and estate, who was never satisfied
unless she was busy doing good—public good, private good. (qtd. in Traubel 80). “We all loved her: fell down
before her, her very appearance seemed to enthrall us” (qtd. in Morris 189). “the noblest Roman of all… A woman
of the noblest make-up whose orbit was a great deal larger than theirs––too large to be tolerated for long by them: a
most maligned, lied-about character––one of the best in history though also one of the least understood” (qtd. in
Morris 189). Whitman admitted never having “felt so glowingly” toward any other woman (Morris 189). With this
adultation of Wright, it is unsurprising that Wright’s rhetoric and import here is echoed in the 1855 edition of Leaves
of Grass: “Have you reckoned a thousand acres much? Have you reckoned the earth much?/ Have you practiced so
long to learn to read?/ Have you felt so proud to get at the meaning of poems?/Stop this day and night with me and
you shall possess the origin of all poems,/You shall possess the good of the earth and sun. . . . there are millions of
suns left,/ You shall no longer take things at second or third hand. . . . nor look through the eyes of the dead. . . . nor
feed on the spectres in books,/ You shall not look through my eyes either, nor take things from me,/ You shall listen
to all sides and filter them from yourself” (lines 22-29). F.O. Matthiessen discusses a passage that Whitman
borrowed from Wright’s A Few Days in Athens that David Goodale first pointed out, which follows a comparable
formulation.
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revere, acknowledging that “The emancipation of the colored population cannot be progressive
through the laws. It must, and can only be progressive through the feelings; and, through, that
medium, be finally complete and entire, involving at once political equality and the
amalgamation of races” (10). By positing a much grander philosophical proposition than any
before published in relation to Nashoba’s objectives, Wright does not condemn Richardson and
presents a rationale ideologically consistent with the initial commitment to purging America of
slavery and prejudice.
Wright knew the public would flatly reject her endorsement of miscegenation as a
solution to racial prejudice and prefaces the section? with the frank admission that she “is fully
aware that the topic most offensive to the American public is now under consideration” (10). She
doesn’t condone the practices depicted in the logs, and instead attacks a host of societal
constructs that curtail human freedom. Wright is defining her audience, not seeking widespread
approval. Anticipating the speed and breadth at which sensational gossip spreads, Wright
preached a bold message in hopes it might reach a receptive handful of listeners, knowing the
press would disseminate her teachings widely. While most Americans recoiled in horror, Wright
achieved international notoriety. Ill repute exposed far more readers to Wright’s theories than she
had ever reached by appealing to society’s narrow definitions of what was acceptable by
mobilizing the speed with which her ignominy spread. The publication of Richardson’s logs
forced Wright to expand her initially focused propositions into extreme propositions of American
reform. Wright shifted her public teachings from the realm of the practical to pure abstraction.
Assuming a position impervious to public disdain, Wright shifts her emphasis from the
present to declare that she no longer aims to persuade either abolitionists nor slaveholders of the
merits of her plan. She announces,
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The founder of Nashoba looks not for the conversion of the existing generation; she looks
not even for its sympathy. All that she ventures to anticipate is, the cooperation of a
certain number of individuals acknowledging the same views with herself; a similar
interest in the improvement of man, of similar intrepidity, to venture all things for his
welfare, to these individuals, now scattered throughout the world, and unknown probably
to each other, she ventures to address herself. From their union, their cooperation, their
exertions, she ventures to expect a successful experiment in favor of human liberty and
human happiness (6).34
In addressing fellow freethinkers as opposed to the incensed public, Wright neither seeks nor
requires public approval to proceed. Nashoba survived thus far with minimal material support,
and she anticipates its survival with only a handful of comparably passionate volunteers. Not
expecting to be met with widespread pardon, Wright sends “Explanatory Notes” out into the
world to attract fellow adherents to the philosophy it presents, projecting the community as a
haven for radical freethinkers.35 In the next several columns, she identifies nine basic regulations
that will henceforth govern Nashoba, largely protecting the freedom of thought, practice, and
conviction in the interest of personal liberty (11-14). These measures proceed logically from the
aversion to fettering the liberty of individual choice with which she began her justification.

Wright’s emphasis on the future is reminiscent of Lundy’s argument in his 1821 “Prospectus for the Genius of
Universal Emancipation,” in which he warns, “Our children see this, and learn to imitate it, for man is an imitatice
animal!” (qtd. in Blassingame 37). Slavery is not only presently corruptive, yet will continue to debauch American
society until its systemic prejudicial roots are expunged from the collective psyche.
34

Wright adheres to a philosophy articulated most succinctly by Robert Owen in his 1826 oration “Declaration of
Mental Independence” in which he proclaimed that mankind could only attain true freedom once the shackles of
private property, marriage, and religion were eliminated (10). Owen’s influence is evident throughout “Explanatory
Notes.”
35
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Aware of how widely “Explanatory Notes” would be reprinted, Wright composes this
piece with circulation far beyond her usual circles of committed abolitionists or freethinkers in
mind. Her piece would appear, for the most part, before audiences attracted to the sensationalism
of Wright’s story; they would have no interest in serializing her explications of her theories once
the scandal had blown over. Wright does not cater to this audience hungry for scandal, and
instead uses the opportunity to highlight the oppressive constraints so deeply intertwined with
American thought and culture. Still, she hopes a few readers might emerge inquisitive about her
theories. She writes: “But again, the writer of this address must observe, that she can here only
touch upon subjects, which she feels herself prepared to examine in detail; but which she must
defer until a suitable medium be supplied in the periodical publication, which it will be the object
of the society to issue, as soon as it can be done consistently with its interests” (9). As the editor
of the New-Harmony Gazette (which was briefly title The New-Harmony and Nashoba Gazette),
the periodical served as medium that permitted her to more fully develop her rationales. This
attention to the external existence of her text serves as an advertisement for Wright’s future
campaigns. Although she knew she was almost universally reviled, a handful of likeminded
readers could quietly follow her career by subscribing to The New-Harmony Gazette.
“Explanatory Notes” did not restore the public’s faith in Nashoba, nor did it intend to.
The community continued without external support until 1830, when Wright escorted thirty-one
former slaves to Haiti and to freedom at her own expense (Egerton 30). Though Wright
presented her bold teachings to the American public in the wake of Richardson’s publication of
the logs, the possibility of a post-prejudicial future was far from being realized, so she conceded
that the former slaves could only partake of freedom outside of America. One of Wright’s friends
admitted to keeping her copy of “Explanatory Notes” “strictly to herself, afraid to discuss it with
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anyone” save a few close friends; it was not fit for polite company (Perkins 195).36 Former
admirers severed acquaintance with Wright, her name generally maligned on account of the “free
love commune” her experiment was reputed to have become, Wright a “godless and immoral
woman” (195; Egerton 30). When Wright began her career as an orator, her name was well
known.
When she returned to the United States, Wright assumed the role of editor for the NewHarmony Gazette with Robert Dale Owen of New-Harmony, endeavoring to maintain a
newspaper to elucidate and spread freethinking ideals within the nation. Within the Gazette,
Wright was reluctant to discuss Nashoba in particular beyond printing “Explanatory Notes”
serially in 1828. Instead, she proceeds as promised to publish thorough explanations
demonstrating the need for mental reform, while shying away from the practical means by which
to effect it. Wright translates her waning experiment into ideological endorsements of the
freethinking principles she had been exposed to in recent years through her association with
Owen and his communitarian experiment in Indiana. Unlike Lundy, Wright’s response to
Nashoba’s dissolution was to increasingly theorize her rationales in print. In her youth, Wright
had scorned the privileging of theory over practice. Now she recognized that custom, convention,
and prejudice severely curtailed the degrees to which societal reform was possible and saw that
she must seek to change public thought before expecting material conditions to improve.
Americans could not challenge the unjust or oppressive practices of their culture unless they

A.J.G. Perkins and Theresa Wolfson reprint a number of friends’ and acquaintances’ letters responding to
“Explanatory Notes” in Frances Wright, Free Enquirer: The Study of a Temperament.
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understood the philosophical rationales of reform, and anyone still interested in her thoughts
knew to find them in the Gazette.37
In Genius of Universal Emancipation, Benjamin Lundy creates a discursive space in
which readers learn to encounter, weigh, and judge news pertinent to the abolition of slavery.
Motivated by the certainty of slavery’s imminent cessation, Lundy uses his newspaper to model
the level of interest and scrutiny needed to advance the developing antislavery movement into a
powerful political force. Lundy’s work enabled figures like William Lloyd Garrison to progress
the movement further in the next decade. Even in studies of antislavery periodicals, Lundy is
often reduced to a fleeting mention as a precursor to Garrison, who assisted him as an editor of
Genius in 1829. Garrison admits, “I owe everything to Benjamin Lundy,” personally, though
also for his invaluable work of cohering the movement (Bend 125).38 Lundy’s contributions far
surpass the technical or rhetorical techniques he imparted to Garrison during their
apprenticeship. He ossified antislavery sentiment into a network of engaged activists, training
them to think critically and begin to define themselves as think of themselves as agents of
societal change. Lundy laid the groundwork for the antislavery movement as it gained traction as
an organized political force in the 1830s through the Civil War, teaching that the abolition of
slavery was possible and merited close and regular consideration. As is evident in Lundy’s
treatment of Nashoba within Genius of Universal Emancipation, Lundy trained his subscribers to
engage more directly with abolitionist causes than they had previously while holding even
seemingly noble causes to a high standard of moral scrutiny. Lundy’s success in this regard is

Carolyn Eastman conducts a remarkable study of Wright’s later career as an orator in A Nation of Speechifiers:
Making an American Public after the Revolution.
37

Brian Gabriel examines the press’s depictions of slave revolts in The Press and Slavery in America 1791-1859:
The Melancholy Effect of Popular Excitement to trace the public’s reactions to and feelings about slavery.
38
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evident in the carefully-articulated disdain with which his readers condemn Nashoba,
manifesting the engagement Lundy worked to cultivate. As Genius’s editor, Lundy harnessed
antislavery sentiments and elevated readers to a higher level of civic engagement and interaction
by modeling critical reading practices in the availability of news he provided and analyses.
Nashoba did not even remotely approach its goals for manumitting slaves or encouraging
widespread emulation. As editors, Wright and Lundy each responded to its dissolution with a
productive technique to instruct their readers in the correct way to define themselves in relation
to a progressive communal identity. Wright redirected gawkers to the New-Harmony Gazette to
free themselves from the shackles of an oppressive society, veering from practical matters to
abstractions in order to demonstrate the extent to which personal liberty is regularly curtailed for
all Americans. Lundy remained practical, modeling instead a critical reading practice and lesson
in holding even well-meaning plans to a high, moral standard. Both approaches require readers to
personally engage in active reading, steadily reading to define one’s relationship the text at hand
and responding accordingly. This reading practice modeled the personal investment necessary to
imbue progressive ideas with political import in the future.
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Chapter 2: Declaring Mental Independence: A Material Oration
Ventriloquizing America
Chronicling his travels through the state of Indiana, the itinerant minister and
frontiersman Timothy Flint devotes no more than a few sentences to the community at New
Harmony.1 Founded in 1825, reformer Robert Owen’s New Harmony is credited to be the first
secular communitarian experiment in the United States, engineered to “improve the character
and condition of its own members” in establishing autonomous collectives, methodically
eliminating society’s harmful effects to achieve their fullest potentials both individually and
communally (NHG October 1, 1825). Flint recalls, “The fourth of July, 1826, [Mr. Owen]
promulgated his famous declaration of ‘mental independence.’ The society had begun to moulder
before this time. He has left New Harmony, and ‘the social system’ seems to be abandoned. It is
to be hoped, that this beautiful village, which has been the theatre of such singular and opposite
experiments, will again flourish” (454-455). Flint’s brevity suggests a connection between
Owen’s oration and the community’s dissolution: the speech seems to have achieved sufficient
notoriety to contemporaries that it requires no further elaboration. A celebrated Scottish
philanthropist and reformer, Owen designed his speech to convey the charisma and force of his
spoken oration in print, identifying the pamphlet form to be the most effective means of
broadcasting his message widely from a remote area of the frontier. Flint’s vignette captures
discord between New Harmony’s loss and latent promise, indicating the traveler’s impression of
its social utility yet cognizance of its imperfect translation from a physical experiment into a

1

Timothy Flint was a writer, itinerant Presbyterian minister, teacher, and frontiersman in the Ohio and Mississippi
Valleys, New England, and the South in early years of the nineteenth century (Kirkpatrick 17). Due to his education
and requisite interest in the people and settlements of the evolving west, his travel writing provides a useful
barometer of Robert Owen’s experiment to an external observer, a traveler and not a local.
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comprehensible literary form. Newspapers adopted this facile narrative of New Harmony’s
dissolution by 1827 as well, citing “Mental Independence” as the event that ultimately
contributed to the internal and external repudiation of Owen’s principles in both its verbal
deliverance and circulation in pamphlet form.2 The Hampshire Gazette pronounced that the
experiment “definitively failed,” citing a litany of Owen’s missteps as the causes of both internal
and external discord (American Watchman & Delaware Advertiser, July 19, 1827). While the
reception of the most widely publicized freethinking experiment in nineteenth-century America
fell from favor on account of its circulation in print, the result of methodical and virtually
unanimous repression of Owen’s message through the concerted condemnation from local
periodicals.
In 1826, the fiftieth anniversary of American independence, oratory remained the most
efficient means of addressing a large audience. Americans attended and delivered speeches
frequently, and elocution was developed as a primary skill taught in both schools and
universities. Print networks could service only their immediate localities, though as the post
office improved and settlements spread it grew increasingly possible to convey news from one
geographic region to another.3 In his Autobiography, Benjamin Franklin estimates that George
Whitefield’s voice could easily address more than thirty thousand people at a single event,
enabling orators to reach dramatically larger audiences for speeches than print could (257).
Though Franklin made this observation nearly one hundred years prior to Owen’s oration, print
networks remained small and local until the widespread adoption of the cylindrical steam press

In this chapter, I discuss the reception of Owen’s oration alongside its circulation in pamphlet form. To
differentiate these manifestations of the same text, I henceforth designate the text and message of the oration with
quotation marks while the pamphlet as a material object is denoted in italics.
3
The use of steamboats in the 1820s enabled mail and other printed matter to be distributed throughout distinct
localities on a scale that had been impossible to attain by land (Loughran 2).
2
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in the early 1830s, shortly after the commemoration of America’s Jubilee (Loughran 2). Books,
newspapers, magazines, and pamphlets were generally published in batches of fewer than one
thousand copies (Eastman 3). Printing presses were unequipped to print more than four thousand
copies of any given edition, a fraction of the audience a well-known orator could command in a
single oration (3). By delivering his speech at New Harmony, Owen was unlikely to attract new
members to join the society or establish analogous ones through its performance itself, but
through reprinting transformed his community into a textual object, publicizing the experiment
as far as news of the radical oration would spread. In the absence of nationwide print circuits,
Owen needed to spark controversy and intrigue with his radical propositions to mobilize his
speech and advertise New Harmony widely. He designed the “Declaration of Mental
Independence” to spread via the discussion it generated, inciting interest and then meeting the
demand for further information as gossip spread by providing printed transcriptions of the
oration, which would continue to perpetuate this progress at an exponential rate as more and
more newspapers would examine and discuss Owen’s argument.
To amend the American experiment, Owen’s “Declaration” inserted his voice into the
national discourse. His oration commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of American
independence from British rule and appraised the future.4 Jay Fliegelman represents Thomas
Jefferson’s rhetorical performance in the Declaration of Independence “a primary text in
America’s civic religion,” demonstrating Jefferson’s production of the foundation of a national
identity through the conventions and cadences of orality (21). Owen engages its form and

4

Historians Len Travers and Andrew Burstein represent the holiday as a cohesive ritual designed to unite a
heterogeneous populace, detailing the spectacles, displays, traditions, and practices that Americans performed a
fantasized national unity. Fourth of July orations in the Early Republic traditionally served to showcase the glorious
accomplishments of the American experiment, interpreted variously as an ostentatious nationalistic displays or days
of solemn reflection. Jeremy Engels points out that Fourth of July orators frequently invoked the “spirit of ‘76” to
call on Americans to work personally and politically to actualize the freedom that the revolution facilitated (312).
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familiarity to radically revise Jefferson’s initial assertions about the patriotic American identity
(21). Poised as the prophet of the coming epoch of mental liberty, Owen’s conviction “that
individuality detracts largely from the sum of human happiness” found a home within the
unifying fictions of the day (NHG October 1, 1825). He rejects the Declaration’s status as a
timeless and authoritative national document, arguing that it had fulfilled its utility and that
America must proceed beyond it to actualize the full import of total liberty. While Jefferson’s
Declaration which was composed to be performed aloud, Owen’s correction invited a private,
individual reading, as is evident from its small, cramped text.5 Owen’s title is a clear allusion to
Jefferson’s text, a connection he emphasizes further by delivering his speech on the observed
fiftieth anniversary of American independence and textually uniting his intervention to this date
in print. The Declaration of Independence served as the inaugural performance of an American
national identity––a constitutive “we” that asserted for itself the power to define oneself and
operate as an autonomous, national entity. Engaging this affectation of unity, Owen insists that
American liberty has yet been only partially obtained. He identifies “PRIVATE OR INDIVIDUAL
PROPERTY––ABSURD OR IRRATIONAL SYSTEMS OF RELIGION––AND MARRIAGE, FOUNDED ON
INDIVIDUAL PROPERTY COMBINED WITH SOME ONE OF THESE IRRATIONAL SYSTEMS OF RELIGION”

as “a TRINITY of the most monstrous evils that could be combined to inflict mental and physical
evil upon [the] whole race” to propose that true freedom can only be obtained within a system of
society that eliminates these three oppressive institutions (2). The gravity of this proclamation
rippled out from the speech’s original auditors, and Owen hastened its pace by publishing the

5

Jay Fliegelman points out that the printed Declaration of Independence is primarily read silently today due to a
cultural shift away from oratorical performance as a mode of publication, which hampers the “performative
dimension of the text” and “is radically cut off from its original rhetorical context” (21). In contrast, Owen’s
declaration invited a silent, engaged, personal reading upon its initial publication, invoking the form of a speech act
to instead augment the authority of its orator and situate his intervention within the lineage of Jefferson’s nationbuilding text.
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oration in the New-Harmony Gazette and in the form of a pamphlet. Translating his Fourth of
July address into a material text permits Owen to ventriloquize the rhetoric of the American
Jubilee to project instead a blueprint for salvation for the remainder of mankind. No longer an
insular experiment in democracy, New Harmony, and soon the United States, are elevated as
model societies on a global platform for a societal system designed to eradicate inequality and
actualize mental liberty for all of the inhabitants of the world.
Owen’s speech differed from Thomas Jefferson’s original in that it privileged its orator as
an individual leading the collective whereas Jefferson composed the Declaration from the
vantage point of a collective “we,” to speak a previously unformed nation into being (Engels
315). Fliegelman details Jefferson’s “conflicting obligations toward self-expression and selfeffacement” by claiming to speak with the voice of the people, a posture Owen foregoes in the
interest of elevating himself to a status of enlightened authority (15). Owen aimed to summon a
public through his printed oration, drawing adherents out of the American public by defining a
bold, new interpretation of the moral injunction proceeding from the parameters of the shared
national commitment to institutionalizing freedom. For this plan to be taken seriously, Owen
bolstered his conclusions with evidence of his singular qualification to reform the American
experiment, relying on his fame as a reformer to support the viability of the system he proposed.
Prior to his arrival in America, Owen successfully designed and implemented a progressive and
lucrative textile mill in Scotland, achieving public recognition for applying principles of social
science and worker’s rights to his factory while still making a profit.6 London’s well-established
print networks were significantly more advanced than America’s in the early 1820s, but Owen

The experiment proved so successful that he identified himself in many of his early books as “Robert Owen of
New Lanark” (Bestor 62).
6
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attempted to replicate his former success on the Indiana frontier to establish a yet more
comprehensive revision of society.
In this chapter, I trace Owen’s textual establishment of himself as a messianic figure
poised to begin a new, projected era of human existence characterized by the triumph of truth
and liberty. Building on Trish Loughran’s The Republic of Letters and Carolyn Eastman’s A
Nation of Speechifiers, I argue that Owen’s inability to achieve a favorable reception in print
proceeds from his loss of control of the circulation of his text in the yet undeveloped national
print sphere. Owen understood the need to generate discussion in order to spread throughout a
nation segmented into localized print networks, anticipating reactions to his bold speech would
mobilize his speech in print. He recognized the necessity of engaging localized print circuits in
order to cultivate a communitarian mindset, though resonance and concord were not the only
approaches that could elicit the spread of news. As Eastman demonstrates, men and women of
the Early Republic forged their identities through interactions through “the complex reciprocity
between print and oratory” (10). Appropriating the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of
American Independence, Owen failed to anticipate the threat to the precarious illusion of
national unity his oration would pose and that the radical propositions fundamental to his
prototype would move as a function of rancor and not debate. New Harmony was condemned in
newspapers as a dire threat, Owen’s vision of reform dismissed as the ravings of an infidel.
The success or failure of Owen’s experiment depended primarily on his ability to
represent New Harmony favorably to the outside world. A text’s reception rests on an author’s
performance of authority, competence, dedication, and charisma. I contextualize Mental
Independence with a sampling of Owen’s other appearances in print to reconstruct his public
persona in America, establishing the backdrop against which readers would have encountered
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and considered this oration. A charismatic speaker, texts and summaries of Owen’s performances
moved through print circuits as a function of his persona. By translating these events into print,
Owen worked to address a potentially limitless audience, permitting his readers to engage with
his argument in a sustained, rational manner better suited to reading than listening.7 A proponent
of education as a redemptive social tool, Owen believed that society could be radically
transformed by improving the environment that shaped man’s character (Holloway 107). While
it is easy to dismiss Owen as a hapless visionary, the clash between his messianic charisma and a
precarious narrative of national accord provides a compelling explanation for Mental
Independence’s negative reception in print. Owen designed his speech to circulate primarily in
the form of a pamphlet, and it was through this medium that the press methodically stripped the
oration of its potency to halt its further circulation by villainizing Owen and dismissing his
propositions as the ravings of a dangerous madman. Operating from the assumption that his
audience would necessarily recognize the veracity of his plan and align themselves with his
propositions, only the medium of print him to propagate his principles on the scale he expected.
The delivery of a speech at all, then, served as a reference point designed to exalt New Harmony
as a model community in the eyes of the world.

Pamphlets were available for purchase through New Harmony’s printing office, and advertised in a manner that
encouraged On May 24, 1826, The New-Harmony Gazette began advertising Owen’s A New View of Society; or
Essays on the Formation of Human Character: Preparatory to the Development of a Plan for Gradually
Ameliorating the Condition of Mankind alongside an address Owen had delivered at New Lanark in 1816 and select
newspaper clippings from British periodicals compiled into a 115-page pamphlet, “8 vo. Stitched and covered with
blue paper. Price 25 cents, single; $2.50 dozen” (NHG May 24, 1826). The bulk discount encourages readers to not
only read the text for personal edification, but to distribute throughout their social circles. New Harmony defector
Paul Brown published a pamphlet titled “Twelve Months in New-Harmony; Presenting a Faithful Account of the
Principal Occurrences Which Have Taken Place There Within That Period; Interspersed With Remarks” in 1827,
and reports that he learned of Owen by way of his pamphlet “An Essay on Commonwealths.” While Brown goes on
detail his dissatisfaction with Owen’s governance of the experiment, the fact that he joined New Harmony on
account of his attraction to Owen’s teachings packaged within the pamphlet format then chooses to voice the
community’s shortcomings in this same medium indicate the suitability of the form.
7
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Mental Independence ceremoniously commemorates the Declaration of Independence’s
fiftieth anniversary in print. Owen marks the occasion by articulating the transformative
significance of the speech he is about to deliver, predicting the event will “prove, in its
consequences, as important as any which has occurred in ancient or modern times” (1).
Originally delivered in the Public Hall at New Harmony, Indiana on July 4th, 1826, Owen printed
the text of “Mental Independence” in the New Harmony Gazette on July 12th and published it in
pamphlet form at New Harmony shortly thereafter (Walker 46). While admiring the Revolution’s
significance in the eyes of the nation and for the political freedom it established for mankind,
Owen emphasizes the persistence of crime, warfare, and human misery in a plea to his audience
to complete the march toward total freedom America’s founding had still not been fully realized.
On a day of ostentatious patriotism, critiquing America was an unorthodox approach to securing
public approval. In his speech, Owen proposes a means of ameliorating the problems of society
by dismantling the three toxic institutions on which society had been built: organized religion,
marriage, and the private ownership of property. By situating his proposition firmly within
familiar dynamics of millennial reform and the mythic significance of the American experiment,
Owen urges his auditors to consider their individual roles in progressing in a national trajectory
towards collective liberty.8 He presents the anniversary as the dawn of a new epoch to be marked
by the progressive rise of “mental liberty”: a personal state certain to emancipate society and
fully revolutionize human civilization.
As a textual object, Owen anticipates his oration will pass from his press “North and
South, East and West, as far as language is known––and almost as fast as it is conveyed” to

8

Though Owen claims his plan will ultimately emancipate the entire human race worldwide, he fails to satisfactorily
theorize his proposition in any setting but Western culture.
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liberate the human race, mobilized in verbal and print channels to inaugurate the second chapter
of America’s collective quest for liberty (Mental Independence 3). In Mental Independence,
Owen figures his message as a material substance, truth granted heft so that he can visualize its
transmission from the Public Hall in New Harmony to liberate the oppressed of the earth. This
imagery indicates the centrality of Owen’s understanding of the print sphere as integral to his
success––the pamphlets would transmit his justification for a new system of society to the world
to direct its readers’ attention back to New Harmony as the model of this superior lifestyle
already in effect.
Like the American Tract Society founded the previous year, Owen’s objective in
publication was to evoke deeply personal convictions and impel America (and subsequently, the
world) towards the millennium (Kelley 176). While an oration’s delivery is bound by the
confines of space and time, print is infinitely replicatable and could carry the text into perpetuity
for as long as the demand existed. Owen spoke before a crowd of about one thousand inhabitants
of New Harmony. Owen audience could not have anticipated the content of his bold
propositions, though they were familiar with him as a figure and had voluntarily chosen to
partake in his experimental community. Knowing his radical propositions served as prime fodder
for gossip, Owen’s vision of the future was highly susceptible to distortion on account of
misremembering or misrepresentation. By printing a transcript of his speech, Owen ensured that
the text was available in print as a safeguard against designed to minimize convolutions of his
import. Back in Europe in 1817, he delivered sixteen copies of an address to journalists upon
publication to encourage accurate reporting and hoped to mobilize his message through the
printed form (Hazani 336).9 To showcase New Harmony on a global scale, Mental Independence

Transcriptions from oral performances often contained errors. Sandra Gustafson explains, “Sermons and speeches
that were fully composed before they were delivered were commonly revised for publication. Shorthand records of
9
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assumed a material form, and could accomplish Owen’s goals most effectively in the form of a
pamphlet.10
The Socialist Messiah
To convince the public of the merits of eliminating the noxious institutions fundamental
to Western society, Owen cultivated a persona suitable for carrying such a significant message.
In his printed orations, Owen establishes himself as capable, enlightened leader for a reform
agenda of potentially limitless magnitude, intent on transforming human society on a global
scale. His authority, charisma, and methods of publicizing his results elevated Owen to position
within intellectual circles as an “exalted philanthropist,” and maintained this reputation with
frequent publications of his speaking engagements in order to project an engaged, knowledgable
persona plausibly capable of initiating and sustaining sweeping social reform (qtd. in Podmore
222). Print catapulted Owen’s private, internal addresses to an external, mass audience,
transforming his orations into public performances of leadership, suggesting the form of his
communitarian experiment to prove his proficiency at governance within this new model.
Owen frequently pauses within his oration to showcase his authority, vocalizing his
credentials to design and implement a system capable of effecting a world-wide mental
revolution.11 Arthur Bestor summarizes Owen’s objective as addressing “the problems of a
developing commercial and industrial society, in which insecurity was increasing, in which the

sermons or courtroom proceedings were not always fully accurate. Reconstructed speeches were shaped by memory
after some passage of time” (Gustafson xxv). With this precaution, Owen seeks to ensure his proposition remains
unadulterated inasmuch as he can control its transmittal to the nation.
Paul Brown published a pamphlet titled “Twelve Months in New-Harmony; Presenting a Faithful Account of the
Principal Occurrences Which Have Taken Place There Within That Period; Interspersed With Remarks” in 1827,
and reports that he learned of Owen by way of his pamphlet “An Essay on Commonwealths,” illustrating that
pamphlets did serve as effective means of attracting likeminded members.
10

11

At the conclusion of his life, Owen published a compendium of his orations and addresses accompanied by only a
brief autobiography as The Life of Robert Owen written by Himself, indicating the centrality of his representations of
himself in public speeches to his character.
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gap between employer and worker was growing wider and more impersonal, in which the
mechanisms of exchange were becoming so complex and gigantic as the threaten the
independence of the small man everywhere” (60). Assured that “the character of man, without a
single exception, [is] always formed for him,” Owen’s alarm that the rapidly shifting social and
economic disparities would further disenfranchise the working class as time progressed and
culminate in a devastating social hierarchy fixed from birth (Life of Robert Owen 292). As a
young man, Owen displayed remarkable business and philanthropic acumen as a cotton
manufacturer (62). He began managing a textile mill at New Lanark, Scotland in 1800, situated
in a remote location in a town of roughly two thousand inhabitants (67). When social problems
invariably emerged at New Lanark, Owen systemically addressed them as collective evils and
not cosequences of personal shortcomings. He published the anonymous pamphlet Statement
Regarding the New Lanark Establishment in Edinburgh in 1812, detailing his social theories in a
quest to attract beneficiaries (67). An avid proponent of propaganda, Owen printed a number of
pamphlets in Britain during his tenure managing New Lanark, including A New View of Society
(1814), Two Memorials on Behalf of the Working Classes (1818), and addresses marked only by
his name, the date, and eminent recipients or audiences. New Lanark was visibly prosperous both
financially and as a social experiment, and gained acclaim for its financial prosperity, improved
treatment of workers, lessening crime, and emphasizing education.
Owen frequently publicized his teachings in pamphlet form, circulating speeches as a
means of proving his unique qualification to reform society.12 He frequently itemized his
In his January 1st, 1816 oration “An Address to the Inhabitants of New Lanark” as a pamphlet in London in 1819,
demarcating the “opening of the institution established for the Formation of Character” (Life of Robert Owen 1). His
dedication reads, “DEDICATED TO THOSE WHO HAVE NO PRIVATE ENDS TO ACCOMPLISH, WHO ARE
HONESTLY IN SEARCH OF TRUTH, FOR THE PURPOSE OF AMELIORATING THE CONDITION OF
SOCIETY, AND WHO HAVE THE FIRMNESS TO FOLLOW THE TRUTH WHEREVER IT MAY LEAD,
WITHOUT BEING TURNED ASIDE FROM THE PURSUIT BY THE PREPOSSESSIONS OR PREJUDICES OF
ANY PART OF MANKIND,” establishing the pamphlet’s audience as adherence to progress and truth (Life of
12
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credentials within his orations, performing his merit in print to announce that he alone is
qualified to fundamentally restructure society in order to commemorate his theories and ensure
their movement beyond the limitations of the aristocratic circles in which he moved. 13 In
“Address delivered at New Lanark,” Owen contextualizes his conviction, “Long before I came to
reside among you it has been my chief study to discover the extent, causes, and remedy of the
inconveniences and miseries which were perpetually recurring to every class in society” (Life of
Robert Owen 337). By shifting his reader’s focus to himself as an orator, Owen’s personal
history appears singularly focused on attaining a sole aim, which effectively lays the groundwork
for establishing himself as mankind’s savior. Another tactic he adopts is patiently displaying his
logical train of thought, linking the uniform evil pervasive in society to a flawed and exploitative
foundation (Life of Robert Owen 338). By emphasizing phrases like “it was evident to me” to
introduce these tenets, Owen mingles persona with theory, presenting a singular path that he
alone is capable of developing and disclosing to the public.14 Scholar Moshe Hazani identifies
this speech as Owen’s first “messianic outburst,” in which Owen establishes himself as the only
figure capable of summoning the millennium (334-335).15

Robert Owen 2). In this dedication and his carefully wrought cameos within this oration, Owen models a collectivist
mentality privileging the wellbeing of the collective over that of the individual. Arthur Bestor explores this dynamic
in relation to the organization and representation of New Lanark in “Robert Owen’s New View of Society” within
Backwoods Utopia.
Bestor reflects, “The tendency of an old man is to read his ultimate purposes too far back into his youth, and
Owen was guilty of this in the autobiography he published at the age of eighty-six” (67). As I demonstrate above,
Owen perpetuated a narrative of his singular election long before his old age.
13

Owen provides a backstory for his election, recalling, “Causes, over which I could have no control, removed in
my early days the bandage which covered my mental sight. If I had been enabled to discover this blindness with
which my fellow men are afflicted… it is not from any merit of mine” (Life of Robert Owen 350). As society
invariably shapes human character, it had singularly ordained Owen to lead the masses out of subjection to it.
14

This theological term would have a familiar concept to Owen’s audience, though he clarifies his appropriation of
the concept in his January 1, 1826 address at New Lanark: “What ideas individuals may attach to the term
Millennium, I know not; but I know that society may be formed so as to exist without crime, without poverty, with
health greatly improved, with little, if any, misery, and with intelligence and happiness increased a hundred-fold;
and no obstacle whatsoever intervenes at this moment, except ignorance, to prevent such a state of society from
becoming universal” (Life of Robert Owen 349).
15
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To assert New Harmony’s place within the American experiment, Owen needed to
establish his personal reputation in print to command a wide readership through discourse
sustained in periodicals that could render his performance of an alternate model for organizing
society visible and attractive. He had launched a vigorous propaganda campaign in Britain in
1817 to circulate his pamphlet A New View of Society, a nuanced exploration of the ways society
could productively mold the human character.16 London’s print networks in the 1820s were
markedly more advanced than any in the United States, where circulation was still largely
crippled by locality. New Harmony’s geographic isolation was integral to its success to sustain a
distinct communal identity, though its remote location posed practical challenges in rendering
itself visible and attracting external attention due to its distance from metropolitan publishing
centers like Philadelphia or Boston. Situated in the southernmost tip of Indiana in Posey County,
New Harmony was accessible by boat along the Wabash River, yet still the frontier.17 The locals
were wary of the New Harmonists because of their tendency to keep to themselves, though
Owen’s grand aspiration failed to mobilize a regional desire to reform Indiana from within
(Botscharow-Kamau 508).18 Yet Owen was not primarily interested in converting the settlers of
Indiana; he selected more aggressive avenues of publication in hopes of effecting first national
then universal societal reform.
Owen arrived in America in 1824 preceded by his reputation as an innovative social

16

John Quincy Adams served as an American minister in London at the time, and Owen provided him with ample
copies to convey to “the President and Cabinet, and to the governors of each of the states” (Bestor 94).
New Harmony was a few days’ journey from Frances Wright’s Nashoba experiment, which Owen had inspired.
Wright visited New Harmony frequently, and the two experiments briefly published a joint periodical New-Harmony
and Nashoba Gazette, pioneering journalistic freethought in America.
17

For a study of the social practices of the settlers during this era, see Lucy Jayne Botscharow-Kamau’s article,
“Neighbors: Harmony and Conflicts on the Indiana Frontier.” Botscharow-Kamau explains that the community’s
neighbors expected the communitarians to interact with community beyond their borders as the Rappites before
them had done, while New Harmonists seemingly spurned them by associating exclusively with one another. Print
spheres were the sole mode through which Owen intended to render his community visible and attractive.
18
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architect (Pitzer 91; Podmore 289). He had orchestrated a successful system of education and
labor reform in a textile mill in New Lanark, establishing renown as a progressive and effective
philanthropist and theorist. As his theories matured, he sought to experiment in societal reform
in terms of education and community formation as opposed to labor alone. He addressed the Hall
of Representatives in Washington on two occasions, once in the company of President John
Quincy Adams (289-290). Gales and Seaton, the publisher of official government proceedings,
had printed “A Discourse of a New System of Society as delivered in the Hall of Representatives
of the United States, in presence of the President of the United States, the President Elect, Heads
of Departments, Members of Congress, &c. &c. on the 25th of February 1825. By Robert Owen,
of New Lanark” as a 26-page octavo pamphlet, and a second discourse dated March 1825 with a
prolonged advertisement for his new experiment in Indiana.19 Though he did not initially seek to
situate his communitarian experiment in America, Owen quickly acknowledged the advantages
of situating his experiment in the United States, as it seemed to him to be “less under the
domination of commercialism and class hostility, nearer to a natural order of society less
involved in its own prejudices and dimensions,” in biographer G.D.H. Cole’s estimation (240).
Owen announced, “I am come to this country, to introduce an entire new state of society; to
change it from the ignorant, selfish system, which has heretofore prevailed over the world, to an
enlightened social system, which shall gradually unite all interests into one, and remove all call
for contest among individuals” (“Address” 3). His confidence was contagious.
In 1825, Owen purchased the town of New Harmony, Indiana intact for $125,000 from
Harmonist leader George Rapp, eager to establish a social system as a prototype capable of

19

Eichbaum and Johnston printed the two discourses in a single pamphlet in Pittsburgh that same year.
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facilitating universal happiness and physical, mental, and spiritual fulfillment (Pitzer 99).20 The
village that the Harmonists sold consisted of about one hundred and eighty log, frame, and brick
structures suited for the various functions of a self-sufficient community of about seven hundred
individuals, enabling the experiment to begin immediately without expending time, energy, or
resources on construction (Carmony 164). In its first six weeks, New Harmony attracted eight
hundred members eager to “generally to promote the happiness of the world” (Holloway 106,
“Constitution” 1). Owen established New Harmony as model of his new moral system on the
frontier, inviting prominent naturalists, educators, visionaries, and assorted socialists of all
classes to assist him in actualizing a liberating model of society.21 He pronounced the keelboat
that carried them down the Wabash “The Boatload of Knowledge,” as it held “more learning that
ever was before contained in a boat” (Bestor 133). This image served as an easily transmissible
anecdote for newspapers to reprint in representations of New Harmony. The Boatload of
Knowledge’s “celebrities” were primarily radical educators and naturalists, which too defined
the class and audience Owen primarily appealed to, though he welcomed members to New
Harmony regardless of class.22 The community’s newspaper, the New-Harmony Gazette,

20

Rapp and the Harmonists were in the process of relocating their commune to Pennsylvania, and thus sold off the
entire town as they left it (Carmony 164).
21

Owen wanted New Harmony to be characterized by its erudite activity and sought to elevate mankind from its
subjugation to an oppressive social system through the Pestalozzian model of education. Besides Owen, the
experiment’s most prominent member was William Maclure, who had served as the President of the Philadelphia
Academy of Natural Sciences from 1817-1840 and is remembered as the “Father of American Geology” (Holloway
108). Maclure pioneered the Pestalozzian system of education, which emphasized individualized approaches and
participatory learning. It proceeded from the Romantic belief that character proceeded from environmental factors,
and so to improve human life society must be reorganized to shape children in positive ways. Educators Marie
Duclos Fretageot, William Phiquepal, and Joseph Neef joined Maclure at New Harmony, eager to establish a stateof-the-art school. As a naturalist, Maclure endeavored as well to represent the tiny Indiana town as a bastion of
intellectual activity. The keelboat that transported these intellectuals was famously advertised as the “Boatload of
Knowledge” (Carmony 168). This image is familiar to inhabitants of New Harmony to this day, kept alive in the
public memory and memorialized in local menus and décor.
22

At this time, colleges were the primary centers of academic community and progress. New Harmony was situated
further west than any American college, indicating Owen’s objective of establishing the experiment as a means of
making advanced education available beyond the confines of colleges alone (Bestor 133-134).
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projected a hopeful optimism in spite of the tensions and disagreements that emerged as the
experiment matured, as print served as an expectation for how things would become as opposed
to a reflection of how they presently were (Holloway 107). Overall, Owen’s aim was to eliminate
the stark societal divisions that perpetuated oppression and inequality through comprehensive
social reform.
Despite his stated commitment to universal liberation, Owen was more concerned with
alleviating class tensions than attaining racial equality. He states plainly in the “Constitution of
the Preliminary Society of New-Harmony, May 1, 1825” that “Persons of all ages and
descriptions, exclusive of persons of color, may become members of the Preliminary Society”
(1). Though he flatly refuses persons of color political enfranchisement within his experiment, he
does not fully exclude them from New Harmony, clarifying that they “may be received as
helpers to the Society, if necessary, or if it be found useful, to prepare and enable them to
become associated in Communities in Africa; or in some other country, or in some other part of
this country” (1). Owen’s vision takes for granted the necessity of segregation. Though a
temporary harmony among the races might be attained in the liminal stage of education, labor,
and social organization that New Harmony affords, Owen believes that atomizing society into
distinct phenotypical groups is necessary to achieve peace rather than seeking to dismantle
prejudicial assumptions. As Owen goes on to conclude “A Declaration of Mental Independence”
with an assurance his doctrine will ultimately redeem all of human civilization worldwide and
usher in an era of liberty and peace, he unwittingly retains the cultural inequalities of the present.
Obtaining an authoritative stature in the public estimation was essential to Owen’s
design. While New Lanark was soundly regarded as both a commercial and social success, New
Harmony endeavored the objectives of a comprehensive social system differed considerably than
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those of a progressive governed textile mill. Owen’s propaganda campaigns in Britain had
accomplished this effectively, and he hoped this success could be replicated from the Indiana
frontier.23 To accomplish this in print, he establishes himself as a messianic leader ushering in a
new dispensation of peace and equality by eradicating the harmful social structures that had
characterized human civilization thus far. America alone, as a result of its government
consecrated to the ideals of egalitarian liberty, could serve as an incubator for this new model of
society.24 In his analysis of Owen’s self-fashioned messianic persona, Hazani points out that
Owen both believed that the millennium was at hand and genuinely perceived of himself as the
only figure capable of redeeming mankind (334).25 After proving himself a shrewd reformer of
the manufacturing facility at New Lanark, Owen turned his efforts towards communitarian
reform.26

23

Gregory Claeys has done extensive work on the spread of Owenism in Britain. For more information, see Citizens
and Saints: Politics and Anti-Politics in Early British Socialism, Machinery, Money and the Millennium: From
Moral Economy to Socialism ; 1850-60, “‘Individualism," ‘Socialism," and ‘Social Science’: Further Notes on a
Process of Conceptual Formation, 1800-1850”, and a ten-volume compendium of Owenite Socialism: Pamphlets
and Correspondence. A number of original Owenite pamphlets printed in London are housed domestically in the
archives at the Working Men’s Institute in New Harmony, Indiana. For information about British Owenite
communitarian experiments, see Ronald G. Garnett’s Co-operation and the Owenite Socialist Communities in
Britain, 1825-45.
Owen rebuked Britain’s inflexible society in print as early as 1815, exclaiming, “Perish the cotton trade, perish
even the political superiority of our country, (if it depends on the cotton trade,) rather than they shall be upheld by
the sacrifice of everything valuable in life by those who are the means of supporting them (“Observations on the
Cotton Trade” 18). He ultimately shifted his attention to the United States as a venue for his reform as a younger and
more malleable nation. Curiously, he seems to have inadequately addressed America’s glaring financial and
ideological dependence on slavery.
24

Hazani examines Owen’s “Sinner-Victim-Redeemer Syndrome” through a thorough comparison with the
seventeenth-century Jewish false messiah Shabbetai Zevi, a surprising analog that dexterously restores the religious
tinges of Owen’s ostensibly secular social gospel that the majority of contemporary scholarship overlooks, following
Arthur Bestor’s description of New Harmony as the first “purely secular” communitarian movement in his 1950
Backwoods Utopia (61). While New Harmony neither proceeded from nor enforced any singular set of beliefs, this
designation has deemphasized the religious elements present in Owen’s teachings and representation offer a fuller
sense of his strategic construction of himself as the figure to introduce this new model of society.
25

In Britain, Owen reprinted a tract by W.S. Warder titled “Brief Sketch of the Religious Society of People Called
Shakers,” upholding the Shakers as an exemplary model of communitarian reform. While systems of wage labor
were certainly in need of reform, Owen shifted his focus to the potential of communal organization to shape the
human character and consequently reform collective societal problems (Pitzer 90).
26
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Because the success of his system is so heavily reliant on the construction and
maintenance of his public persona, it is valuable to examine the practical elements by which
Owen represented himself in print and the channels through which his publications circulated.
Utopian historian Mark Holloway describes Owen as “an incurable addict of hallucinatory
optimism, echoing a fairly common impression of his delusions of grandeur, paternalism, and
messianic complex (111). As a wealthy, white, male philanthropist preceded by a record of
progressive reform, Owen fulfilled the exact profile of a reformer the American print sphere was
designed to amplify. The viability or merit of his New Harmony plan notwithstanding, Owen’s
representations of himself and his communitarian experiment in print offer an advantageous
perspective on the mechanics of early nineteenth century reform in print. Owen’s success at New
Lanark proved his adroit navigation of the London print networks, and New Harmony signals
Owen’s attempt to expand this success from the Indiana frontier.
Moshe Hazani traces the origin of Robert Owen’s public performance of his messianic
identity to a speech he delivered on August 21, 1817 at London Tavern in which he “attacked all
existing religions, in the belief that he had thereby initiated the millennium and generated a ‘new
kind of existence upon earth’” (331). He first mentioned the millennium in an address at New
Lanark the previous year, and he came to regard the present as a new dispensation marked by his
present revelations (334). While rejecting all sects of organized religion, Owen couches his
vision of the future firmly within the Judeo-Christian tradition by invoking the Hebrew prophet
Jeremiah as he proclaims, "‘From this day on a change must take place; a new era must
commence,’ wherein the ‘invaluable precepts of the Gospel’ will be realized, ‘when our swords
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shall be turned into ploughshares’ (qtd. in Hazani 334).27 Hazani’s interest in this speech centers
on Owen’s open self-debasement in order to represent himself as a figure in messianic terms, a
dynamic Hazani terms the “salvation-through-the-gutter phenomenon,” as he seems to martyr
himself for the salvation of the world, needing on some level to be despised (332, 339).
Practically, this wish manifests itself as Owen characterizes his audience as “each… now armed
for my immediate destruction” before announcing he is “content that you call me an infidel; that
you esteem me the most worthless and wicked of all human beings who have yet been born”
(qtd. in Hazani 339). Hazani situates this seemingly counterintuitive behavior within a messianic
tradition that requires simultaneous fulfillment of both crime and punishment, as Owen situates
himself in opposition to the society he argues that he alone can deliver (339-340).
In qualifying his credentials as a messiah uniquely poised to deliver the world from
mental oppression, Owen cites elements of his character as opposed to his more practical record
of industrial and educational reform (Hazani 336). He emphasizes the expenditure arriving at
these conclusions cost him, highlighting in his January 1 his “patient consideration of the subject
as its importance demanded,” he “therefore determined to form arrangements preparatory to the
introductions of truths, the knowledge of which should dissipate the errors and evils of all the
existing political and religious systems” (Life of Robert Owen 338). In reiterating his overall
objective, Owen presents his plan as inextricable from the labor he invested to bring it into
fruition. This point bolsters the appearance of his plan’s legitimacy––Owen did not arrive at
these principles hastily or carelessly, but through a rigorous, scientific approach calculated from

27

This phrase originates with the Hebrew prophet Jeremiah, and Hazani points out that this appropriation allows
Owen to present himself as a comparably prophetic figure who too had been “fashioned…in the womb” to deliver
mankind from the present evil” (334).
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the purest redemptive love for humanity.28 As Hazani concludes, “Owen presented himself as
devoid of personal will, as compelled to behave as he did” (339). If Owen were destined to
deliver mankind from the oppression of society, his apparent egotism could be excused.
Continuing to frame his vision in I-statements, he asserts “To effect any permanently beneficial
change in society, I found it was more necessary to act than to speak” (Life of Robert Owen 339).
Linking this maxim to Owen’s lengthy, focused philanthropic musings, he mingles this forthright
wisdom with his personal character to recount, “I became anxious for a more enlarged field of
action (339). He reflects on New Lanark, now operational for sixteen long years, reflecting
“sixteen years of action is not a short period: extensive changes are the result” (339). Shifting to
the oration’s translation into in print, public knowledge about the factory’s innovative practices,
harmony, and profits lent interest to Owen as a character, the sole proprietor who had established
such a system as the singular focus of his entire life. The pamphlet then serves as primarily a
representation of Owen, weaving himself inextricably with his teachings and experiments and
proving himself the only one capable of delivering mankind.
In his American orations, Owen subdues his characteristic streak of megalomania to
represent himself as a lone voice crying out in the wilderness. In A Declaration of Mental
Independence, he recalls again the lengthy and arduous process of formulating the plan that
informs the experiment at hand. Owen rationalizes his qualifications, citing “an experience, then,
of nearly forty years, which, owing to a very peculiar combination of circumstances, has been
more varied, extended, and singular, than perhaps has even fallen to the lot of any one man, and
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Owen projects the illusion of transparency surrounding his hardships as a means of bolstering his devotion, and
modeling a brash confidence: “You also know some of the obstacles which were opposed to my progress; but you
know not a tithe of them. Yet, after all, these obstacles have been few, compared with those which I expected and
was prepared to meet; and which I trust I should have overcome” (Life of Robert Owen 339). Owen presents himself
as the only figure capable of withstanding (or even knowing) all New Lanark has yet faced, and thus the only savior
for mankind.
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during which period, my mind was continually occupied in tracing the cause of each human
misery that came before me to its true origin” (Mental Independence 2). Owen’s election
proceeds from his experience, which seems to have been providentially ordained to culminate in
the present moment for the purpose of validating his transformative truths. He intertwines the
societal intervention at hand with his own character, announcing, “Upon the experience of a life
devoted to the investigation of these momentous subjects, I fearlessly now declare to you, from a
conviction as strong as conviction can exist in the human mind, that this compound of ignorance
and fraud, IS THE REAL AND ONLY CAUSE OF ALL THE CRIME, AND MISERY ARISING FROM CRIME,
WHICH CAN BE FOUND IN HUMAN SOCIETY” (3).

In her innovative reading of David Walker’s

Appeal, Marcy J. Dinius notes that the “critical neglect of typography… is attributable to how we
read texts phenomenologically, ideologically, and critically” (57).29 In print, typography is
Owen’s only non-rhetorical tool by which he might raise his voice in emphasis, modeling the
cadence and force with which he must have orally delivered the words in the oration his
pamphlet commemorates. Owen’s small capitals operate as the textual equivalent of the
crescendo of his thundering voice and attractive magnetism, which is why he introduces this
typographically arresting portrayal of his fundamental points immediately after drawing the
reader’s attention to his physical form and qualifications.
Performing Nationalism
Titling his Fourth of July oration A Declaration of Mental Independence firmly
contextualizes Owen’s model society within the American experiment as the commemoration of

29

Proceeding from the richly interdisciplinary work of Paul C. Gutjahr and Megan Benton in Illuminating Letters,
Typography and Literary Interpretation, Dinius laments to critical oversight to the visual composition of pamphlets
even as the study of book history focuses critical attention to material aspects of publications like binding, paper
quality, and other physical elements of a reader’s experience of a text (57). Gutjahr and Benton employ the analogy
“No matter how clear its glass, a window is perfectly visible when one simply averts one’s gaze” to insist that the
visual elements of a text are integral to its meaning (6).
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a concluding era.30 Though New Harmony was situated within the United States, Owen’s
decision to establish his experiment in Indiana was neither intentional nor fundamental to its
objectives. Cole clarifies, “To some extent, no doubt, the choice [of locating New Harmony
within the United States] was a matter of chance. The Rappite community was on the market,
and there were obvious advantages in starting on a site already laid out and cleared and actually
developed for the purposes of an enterprise in some degree resembling that which he proposed”
(Cole 240). While the Declaration of Independence had secured the potential for political liberty
among the nations of the earth, the “Declaration of Mental Independence” proceeded beyond that
to obtain the actualization of personal liberty, while the original declaration had only produced
the conditions necessary for the second phase to begin. Sandra Gustafson contends that “cultural
authenticity demands clear origins of its practitioners; they must be originals in the sense that
they originate in the community they claim to represent” (xxi). As a recent immigrant from
Scotland, Owen is unable to claim a shared patriotic legacy, and instead seeks to establish a
familiarity with his audience by evoking the mythic principles attributed to the American
experiment. He begins his oration by drawing overt parallels between his proposal and the
familiar Jubilee rhetoric to establish his place within a distinctly American context.
Nearly all individual settlements observed the fiftieth anniversary of American Independence
locally in town-wide celebrations. Owen’s immediate audience would have been comprised
almost entirely of members of New Harmony.31 Nevertheless, Owen speaks as though he is
addressing the entire nation as he ultimately intends to through the circulation of his pamphlet.
Bestor situates the communitarian movement in the early nineteenth century within the “social idealism” that
characterized the religious enthusiasm of the awakenings and exponential growth of various religious sects (60). The
increasing stability of the new nation invited expression of communal convictions of progress on a wide scale.
30

For account of how Owen’s oration exacerbated internal tensions within the New Harmony community as a result
of Owen’s oral oration, see Mark Holloway’s “Robert Owen’s New View of Society” chapter in Heavens on Earth
and Charles Burgess’s “The Boatload of Trouble: William Maclure and Robert Owen Revisited.”
31
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Owen suggests that salvation can only begin on American soil, insisting that “no nation, except
this, even yet possesses the political power to enable the people to use the right of mental
freedom” (Mental Independence 1). 32 On this basis, Owen positions himself continuing the work
the Founding Fathers began. These American heroes, of whom innumerable patriotic speeches,
songs, and pageants would celebrate on this anniversary, had “minds in advance of the age in
which they lived,” though the prejudices and cultural baggage of ignorance that had prevented
the founding generation from obtaining full liberty had faded from the American consciousness.
Owen coaxes his readers to imagine themselves as occupying a second stage of the American
experiment, building upon the foundation that the Declaration of Independence had established.
Of the founders, Owen reflects, “These worthies knew, that their descendants, starting from the
point where they had gained, could, in due time, without such risk, make other and still more
important advances toward mental liberty,” reiterating the urgency of continuing to progress as a
nation in a common trajectory towards freedom (1). Linking his proposition to the context on a
patriotic anniversary in print, Owen urges his readers to fulfill their civic duty by working to
obtain full mental liberty, rationalizing this endeavor as the logical consequent of a now familiar
national legacy.33

Previously in this speech, Owen claimed that “until the Revolution of 1776, no people had yet acquired the
political power to permit them to use that right, when their minds should be so far freed from the early [imbibed?]
prejudices” (1). His auditors and subsequently readers, then, were recipients of a unique opportunity he argued of
which they must take advantage.
32

33

Through the employment of small capitals and second-person pronouns, Owen ensures that his injunction appear
an immediate and personal call to action by addressing his reader directly: “Are you prepared to imitate the example
of your ancestors? Are you willing to run the risks which they encountered? Are you ready, like them, to meet the
prejudices of past times, and determined to overcome them at ALL hazards, for the benefit of your country and for
the emancipation of the human race? Are you, indeed, willing to sacrifice your fortunes, lives, and reputations, if
such sacrifices should be necessary, to secure for all your fellow-beings, the GREATEST GOOD, that, according to our
present knowledge, it is possible for them ever to receive? Are you prepared to achieve a MENTAL REVOLUTION, as
superior in benefit and importance to the first revolution, as the mental powers of man exceed his physical powers?”
(2). By melding the rational component of his ameliorative vision with this direct personal address, Owen designates
his readers as morally culpable parties now responsible for playing their roles in redeeming civilization.
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Owen’s expectation of a stable national identity is ultimately causes his oration to fail.
The Fourth’s patriotic odes, parades, and feasts sought to cohere a disunited populace,
newspapers with small, local readerships strove to evoke and depict their audiences within a
grand, national identity. Critiquing the nation threatened to unveil the instability of this “varied
terrain,” as Loughran terms it, and compelled the press to roundly discredit Owen lest he
exacerbate this perilous heterogeneity further. Attacking organized religion, marriage, and
private property alarmed many readers, and the manner in which editors ensured that Owen’s
message spread only augmented his condemnation. Rhetorician Jeremy Engels reports that
public censure of Mental Independence was virtually universal in the United States. Engels
concludes that the press’s vehement condemnation of both Owen and his experiment relied
heavily on invective’s constitutive and curative “rhetoric through which Americans soothed their
anxieties and expiated their sins” (313). Invective, or “a railing speech or expression; something
uttered or written, intended to cast opprobrium, censure, or reproach on another; a harsh or
reproachful accusation” was the method through which the press halted the circulation of Mental
Independence, employed as Owen threatened the precarious unity the Jubilee had just performed
on a national scale (qtd. in 311). This denunciation effectively blocked the circulation of Owen’s
pamphlet; few Americans were willing to engage with the propositions of an infidel and a
madman
Publishing Speech
The acts of listening to an oration and reading it differ considerably. While attending an
oration is a largely passive, communal act of listening, reading stimulates the private reader
visually by engaging the imagination and projecting the familiar conditions of an oration onto a
printed text. Loughran identifies print and oratory in the Early Republic as elements in “a wider
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culture still organized around deferential values and personal relationships” (115). While these
mediums are characterized by different functions, capabilities, and dangers, they each serve to
negotiate the construction and dissolution of publics. By employing the convention of translating
an oration into print, Owen perceives that his texts, whether verbal or material, serve as a
unifying medium as he urges the members of his audience to operate collectively for the good of
“all fellow creatures” and to “[unite their] separate interests into one” (Mental Independence 3).
By publishing Mental Independence, Owen labors to sustain the investment of a public that will
recognize his oration’s place in a larger trajectory of the American experiment and align
themselves with its prescriptions for reform accordingly.
In presenting his speech as a follow-up to the “Declaration of Independence,” Owen
defines his public as readers invested the success of a democratic republic: all Americans, and all
sympathizers with the American experiment beyond its national borders. The widespread
celebration of patriotism of the Fourth of July produced a false the sensation of unity. The fiftyyear-old nation remained a loose association of heterogeneous localities.34 This first significant
anniversary of independence, the American Jubilee, marked a nationwide observation of
performances and ceremonies designed to drum up a unified patriotism in the hearts of disparate
Americans. Almost every town marked the Fourth with orations, parades, ceremonial cannon
blasts, marching bands, fireworks, hot air balloons to support a national narrative of cohesion
(Burstein 243). Owen intervenes in this fiction of American unity by delivering his oration on
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In The Republic in Print, her powerhouse reassessment of Early American print culture, Loughran explores the
fragmented disunity of print culture from the Revolutionary Era to the collapse of the union. Owen seems to have
perceived this heterogeneity and sought to mobilize it for his proposed system of reform.
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this day, invoking the founding document of American independence to situate the delivery of
his oration as the dawn a new era in a collective march toward total liberty.35
The fiftieth anniversary of American independence was observed with considerable pomp
and pageantry. By explicitly linking his bold vision of the future in print to this national
milestone in retrospect, Owen aimed to amend his readers’ interpretations of the day and propose
a practical blueprint for progress now that the first fifty years of American independence had
concluded. By publishing his speech after the Fourth, Owen sought to assign a new significance
to the jubilee in the accessible, stable medium of print. With access to a material pamphlet,
Owen’s audience could follow his logic and revisit specific passages in a way that his auditors
had been unable to do. While listening to an oration is a communal experience, reading is
primarily a personal activity.36 Pamphlets were designed to be cheap, affordable, and numerous,
and the complex logical structure of Owen’s audacious solution to poverty, ignorance, and
inequality invited a reader to work through Owen’s propositions privately.
Owen developed his publication strategy to accommodate his lofty objective of reforming
mankind as a whole. Employing print and oratory in tandem, Owen could perform his own
propose a new system of society to potentially limitless audience. Eastman determines that
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While importantly a written document, the Declaration of Independence was frequently delivered aloud, familiar
to readers as both a text and an oratorical performance. In Declaring Independence, Jay Fliegelman emphasizes the
performative dimension that printed speeches assume in their reader’s imagination elaborates as an integral element
of reading. Beyond the text of a speech alone, an oration consisted of “tones, gestures, and expressive countenance
with which a speaker delivered those words” (2). Orality, then, operates as “a defining characteristic of print, a set of
cues within a text that signal it is to be heard by the ear (as performance) as much as it is to be read by the eye”
(218). In his translation of his “Mental Independence” oration into a pamphlet, Owen retains mentions to his original
performance in order to imbue the speech with the impression of authenticity. Gustafson explores the performance
of authenticity and its relation to power in Eloquence Is Power, delineating spiritual and cultural authenticity as a
means of negotiating social relations.
36

The practice of reading aloud socially, once common in the colonial period, dwindled as print became readily
available and affordable for common people to obtain personal copies of a text. While the content of Owen’s oration
addresses his readers as individuals, the pamphlet form reaches his audience members individually, further inviting
personal applications and engagement with and response to its propositions.
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oratory in the Early Republic functioned as the primary mode by which Americans constituted a
communal, national identity to reflect that “no coherent media network, such as a national
newspaper or publishing system, fostered national feeling or tied these local communities
together into a national rubric (30). Consequently, speech’s localized, temporal nature often
provided the most effective means of unifying groups of Americans (3). 37 In a lecture or lecture
circuit alone, Owen could not address Americans as a whole, let alone the totality of mankind.
By replicating his performance in print, the oration traveled through a series of periodical
circuits. Eastman synthesizes the scholarship of Rollo Silver and Loughran to clarify, “Printers in
the postrevolutionary era served small locales and were technologically incapable of producing
more than about four thousand copies of any given edition; most books, newspapers, and
magazines emerged in editions of one thousand copies or fewer, even from the most prosperous
urban printers (3). News spread slowly, but the mechanisms existed for an oration to originate on
the Indiana frontier and spread globally, stimulated by reprinting and editorial engagement.
Accordingly, New Harmony could operate as a model society on a national scale.
Consuming a printed oration was an ephemeral act, like attendance of the performative
event it mirrored. While Owen did not expect his pamphlet to serve as the script for oral
performances in the same way the Declaration of Independence did, he impels his readers to
visualize him delivering the speech, reconstructing his electrifying performance in print through
the impersonal medium of print.38 Pamphlets were inexpensive to produce, and could be sold
The delivery and attendance of public speeches was not purely the domain of the clergy or elite, “it reflected a
public that flocked to deliver and to enjoy public oratory” (7). Orations served as both highly effective modes of
disseminating ideas, and creating, in Eastman’s words, “politically relevant publics” (5). Print also operated as a
democratizing medium. Jay Fliegelman and Michael Warner warn against the “sentimental assumption that print is
elitist and speech egalitarian,” denoting the overlap and interplay that linked both of these mediums to one another
and to Americans across social classes (Fliegelman 218).
37
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By conveying his proposition in the form of a printed oration, Owen retains the centrality of his prominence as a
figure in relation to his message. Jay Fliegelman and Christopher Looby view the collective act of speaking with one
voice to be integral to the construction of a national identity. Instead of this democratic model, Owen assumes a
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cheaply with the intention of being read widely. Since the eighteenth century, pamphlets had
been most commonly printed to relay speeches and incite political action (Hall 432). They
usually were shorter in length than books, “consisting of anywhere from ten to fifty or more
quarto or octavo pages” (Clark 362). Sermons and orations were frequently memorialized in
pamphlet form, allowing a speaker’s message to move beyond the time and place of its singular
or limited oral delivery as well as augment the reputation and influence of its orator.39 Their cost
and brevity provided an ideal medium for topical debate and the diffusion of propositions and
concepts (Peacey 467). A sustained argument could be neatly conveyed in a pamphlet, and the
form’s disposability encouraged readers to consume the author’s import, add it to their bank of
knowledge, and internalize its import for application in day to day life.40 Owen’s objective is to
channel the patriotic sentiment of the moment into practical societal reform and establish his
reputation as the leader of a new communitarian movement that effectively links private, silent

paternalistic role of speaking for his followers, designing his speech to draw out a freethinking body of Americans
from the nation at large, but relegates them to a role that can only ever achieve equality by following his lead.
By publishing Owen’s speeches and teachings, he intended to establish himself as a credible leader of a
communitarian experiment and to attract like-minded individuals interested in realizing his reforms. Although they
both conveyed Owen’s oration in its entirety, the pamphlet and The New-Harmony Gazette differed in their
objectives. Owen and his fellow leaders at New Harmony hoped to expand the market for “cheap literature for
freethinkers,” disseminating their ideas beyond the moneyed, educated class among whom they were well-connected
(Leopold 68). Pamphlets effectively introduced new readers to Owen’s ideas while the weekly Gazette deepened
and expanded subscribers’ comprehension of Owen’s theories by providing a stable text the reader could interact
with individually and refer back to in the future. Printers commonly offered a bulk discount to encourage readers to
not only read the text for personal edification, but to distribute throughout their circles Owen envisioned that New
Harmony would become a scholarly bastion of science, education, and philosophy, in addition to modeling a
superior organization of society he hoped would ultimately spread throughout the United States and the world.
39

40

Religious organizations began mobilizing tracts for evangelistic purposes at this time on a large scale, as well.
Paul Boyer presents the renewed application of this medium as an appropriation from the Old World: “The tract
movement soon crossed the Atlantic, as Protestant leaders of the early Republic grappled with the dual challenges of
urbanization and westward expansion. The presses of the American Tract Society, founded in New York City in
1825, produced millions of little missives that were shipped off to the growing cities and burgeoning settlements of
the interior. Local tract societies conducted house-to-house distributions in poor districts of their cities. By 1831, six
million tracts had been distributed in New York City alone” (21). Pamphlets and tracts could be much more
effectively disseminated in a densely populated metropolis like London, though the 1820s saw a renewed influx of
the form on a scale it had not operated on since the political tracts of the Revolution. Some of this material belongs
in the essay itself.
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reading with the sustained visualization of a perfect future society.
Mental Independence met an overwhelmingly negative reception in print because Owen
miscalculated the role of performative nationalism in the celebration of the American Jubilee. He
had correctly envisioned the mechanism by which news of his oration would spread, though this
effectively spoiled the public’s perception of his speech circulated while lambasting him as a
societal threat as opposed to a secular messiah. Linking his intervention to this anniversary, the
recent Scottish immigrant seemed to have mistaken the nation’s façade of unity as a stable
reality. The pomp and ceremony that championed a common American identity was largely
performative, masking a diverse swath of communities governed by regional interests and
identities that could barely conceive of themselves as a united nation. In her discussion of The
Federalist, Loughran describes the failures of circulation as “produced by a complex interaction
between material forces and ideological ones” (116). To successfully translate a private oration
into a public text, Owen needed to elicit a favorable reception for his pamphlet. While Owen
seems to have competently navigated the material components of circulation, his gross
miscalculation of his message’s solubility with the American experiment effectively precluded a
productive reception for his pamphlet.
Owen understood the technical mechanics of printing and the art of tantalizing the news
circuit. Ultimately, the oration struck an ideological nerve by regarding the fiftieth anniversary of
independence as an opportunity for scrutiny and change. Historian of freethought Albert Post
attributes the speech’s widespread censure in the press to timing, that “Owen’s impassioned
arraignment, although accorded considerable publicity, fell somewhat flat” as news of Thomas
Jefferson and John Adams’s deaths dominated the news, and “the American people were
becoming a little bored with the foreigner who informed ‘the freest people in the world’ that they
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were living under horrible despotism” (179-180). Owen’s intervention of his proposition into the
celebratory rhetoric of the Fourth backfired, as he depicted a future so different from the current
culture that Americans perceived it as malicious.

Fig 2. Courtesy of the Illinois History and Lincoln Center, Rare Book Room
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A Material Oration
In rural Posey County, Indiana, distribution operated differently than it had in a large
metropolis like London, the venue into which Owen was familiar with publishing. Antebellum
American newspapers, due to print and transportation technologies, addressed small, discrete
geographic locales. As editors of antislavery periodicals realized, even Americans who adhered
to a singular objective or ideology differed radically in their perceptions of societal problems and
preferred models of reform based on the unique concerns of each particular region. Nevertheless,
Owen endeavored to cultivate a freethinking public with the publication of his pamphlet in
tandem with the New-Harmony Gazette, which had operated out of the community since October
of the previous year (Mott 536). With the Gazette’s subscription list, Owen employed a network
of agents capable of distributing Mental Independence throughout the nation. Their names were
frequently listed at the bottom of the final page of an issue along with their locations, enabling
the reader to visualize the scope of the paper’s domain.41 Since the Post Office Act of 1792,
newspapers, pamphlets, and magazines could be mailed inexpensively to agents, connecting
otherwise isolated rural printers within an area as wide as their agents could cover on foot
(Kelley 177). With this pamphlet, Owen intended to elicit and harness controversy, which could
spiral out from subscribers via word of mouth while agents made the pamphlet of the text readily
available in these regions to provide an authoritative text correcting the inevitable rumors and
misunderstandings generated from verbal discussion. Mental Independence sold for four cents
apiece (WCP to WP, 16 August, 1826).

Baltimore’s Benjamin Lundy, editor of the Genius of Universal Emancipation, served as an agent for the NewHarmony Gazette (NHG July 26, 1826). Abner Kneeland’s Boston Investigator (1831-1904) is often attributed as
the leading periodical of freethought, though the Gazette’s far-reaching subscription list proves Owen’s contribution
to establishing a specialized reading public, a network of freethinkers (Mott 78). Frances Wright, the founder of
Nashoba and editor of the New-Harmony Gazette in the late 1820s, served as an editor of the Boston Investigator
from 1837-1838.
41
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Oration, containing a Declaration of Mental Independence circulated as a four-page
pamphlet, each page packed economically with three tight columns of dense text. The
pamphlet’s heading identifies the date of publication as “Fifty-First Year of American
Independence… First Year of Mental Independence,” signaling that a new era had begun while
situating itself firmly within a framework of American patriotism (1).42 The heading of each
page bears its significant date, symbolically linking Owen’s proposed society within the
widespread national celebration the fiftieth Fourth. The pamphlet’s layout seems to privilege
efficiency over readability, though Owen’s pricing anticipated its message would be in high
demand. The text of the Fourth of July oration ran for the first three pages of the pamphlet with a
few lines spilling over to the fourth, concluding with a transcription of the “New Harmony
Sunday Meeting for Instruction in the New-System” from July 9, 1826 in a yet-smaller font. The
pamphlet ends with a short anecdote attributed to the Margravine of Anspach likening marriage
to wearing sandals that pinch.43

42

Issue 42 of The New-Harmony Gazette adopted this heading as well––the July 12 issue and subsequent issues
featured the designation “First Year of Mental Independence,” regarding Owen’s oration as a new dawn for mankind
(NHG, July 12, 1826). The July 12, 1826 issue reprinted the oration in its entirety, supplementing the pamphlet and
exposing the Gazette’s subscribers to Owen’s propositions.
The full text passage reads, “Rome was surprised when the great Scipio, repudiated his wife, and more
particularly as she appeared to possess those qualifications which could render her husband happy. In justification of
his conduct the noble Roman assembled his friends to whom he showed his foot. “Behold how well this sandal is
made, how proper it is––but none of you know where it pinches?” Without disparagement to the Roman general,
there is surely a shoe after marriage, which fits well to the foot. It is with marriage as with masonry, it is only the
brotherhood who know the secret” (4). This invocation of ancient Rome suggests a classical legacy to Owen’s
conclusion that marriage exists to ensure the rich “retain their division of the public spoils, and create to themselves
an aristocracy of wealth, of power, of learning” and enslaves women to render their persons private property, posing
his claim as a longstanding truth consistent through all civilizations (2).
43
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Fig 1. New-Harmony Gazette, July 26, 1826. American Periodicals pg. 352.This reprint is from
an image which originally appeared as part of ProQuest American Periodicals Product.
Reprinted with permission from digital images produced by ProQuest LLC. www.proquest.com
On August 16, William Creese Pelham, the son of one of the Gazette’s editors and printers,
questions Owen’s wisdom in pricing the “Oration containing the Declaration of Mental
Independence” pamphlets. Pelham observes, “I sometimes think he saves at the spigot & lets out
at the bung– for instance his sale of the ‘Declaration of Mental Independence’ at 4 cents a piece”
(August 16, 2816 WCP to WP).44 Seeming to question Owen’s tactics, Pelham finds the fourcent price tag prohibitively expensive for a three-page pamphlet Owen through which Owen
expected to usher in a new dispensation of human progress. The oration had been printed in full
in the July 12, 1826 issue of the Gazette, designed to spark controversy among its subscribers,
which would then spill over into regional newspapers as readers engaged with and discussed
Owen’s vision of mental independence, expanding to expose a wide audience to Owen’s

44

As David Paul Nord points out in Faith in Reading, many evangelical societies distributed tracts and pamphlets
free of charge (44).
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teachings and notifying them of the existence of New Harmony. Tantalized by fragments of
gossip, Owen expected Americans to seek out his pamphlet as a definitive text capable of
correcting whatever intriguing pieces they had heard or encountered elsewhere. Owen’s message
was portable, accessible to readers beyond the scope of Gazette’s existing subscriber list. As with
“A New View of Society,” readers could then obtain pamphlets in bulk to circulate within their
clubs, circles, and communities.
Identifying the performance’s location as “THE PUBLIC HALL, AT NEW-HARMONY, IND.” clearly
links the text of Owen’s speech to both the physical location of his experiment, framing New
Harmony as a model of the superior system of society Owen rationalizes in the abstract. In print,
Owen’s oration becomes a performance of life at New Harmony, making the frontier town
visible beyond its borders. While identifying the location of a speech’s delivery was a common
convention of print, here it served to publicize the experiment as credence for his vision. As a
backdrop for Owen’s oration, New Harmony corresponds to a corporeal space from its mention
in the pamphlet’s heading to actualize Owen’s theories and publicize the experiment while
clarifying the ideological tenets that could eliminate human misery and subjugation.
An oration in print projects an imaginary communal event through the silent, visual activity
of reading.45 Affording his oration corporeality allows Owen’s audience to visualize its
movement throughout the world, a concept reliant on the material transmissibility of printed
forms. In his speech, he figures his message as a material unit, empowering the text with a viral
communicability:

Alfred A. Knopf’s lead book designer, William A. Dwiggins, opined in 1939 that properly selected typography
and visual layout of a text should be invisible; its role is to transport the reader elsewhere, not to call attention to its
constituent elements (Gutjahr 1). Mental Independence was designed primarily for efficiency, to distribute Owen’s
text quickly and widely, operating on the assumption that readers who sought the pamphlet out for its content would
consume it quickly and attentively, eager to ascertain firsthand what exactly Owen proposed.
45
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This Truth has passed from me, beyond the possibility of recall: it has already
been received into your minds: speedily it will be heard throughout America, and
from thence it will pass North and South, East and West, as far as language is
known––and almost as fast as it is conveyed, human nature will recognize and
receive it (Mental Independence 3).
Owen engages the portability of print as the primary force of reform to relay the premise for an
improved society in this image. He represents truth as an object, embodied in pamphlet form to
carry the symbolic event into perpetuity. While Owen rhetorically roots his desire to liberate
mankind from societal oppression in the American revolution, his vision of a liberated society
transcends national boundaries. Just as America positioned itself on a global scale to serve as a
shining beacon of democracy, Owen presents himself as the savior of the world, the sources of
crime and strife that he identifies to be universal.
Accordingly, Owen’s delivery of this oration at New Harmony is significant because its
backdrop showcases the system of societal reform that Owen explicitly proposes. He rationalizes
his vision with grand depictions extrapolations of reform possible due to the malleability of the
human character and spoke with certainty that Truth informed his analysis and would ultimately
prevail throughout the world. He figures New Harmony as the initial epicenter of this superior
social system, a tangible place that he and roughly a thousand followers united in a
dissatisfaction with the external world presently occupied and have already commenced to
realize his grand experiment.46 Steeping his mission in Biblical rhetoric as a means of conveying
the gravity of his objective, he concludes,

Mark Holloway confirms that “there was nothing in the constitution of the Society to prevent anyone––even if
undesirable––from joining” (106). Consequently, a disproportionate contingency of the inhabitants of New
Harmony thought of themselves as suited expressly for intellectual labor, while inadequate hands were willing to
perform the manual labor necessary for survival.
46
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And here we are, as near, perhaps, as we can be in the center of the United States, even,
as it were, like the little grain of mustard seed; but with these GREAT TRUTHS before us,
with the practice of the social system, as soon as it shall be well understood among us,
our principles will, I trust, spread from Community to Community, from State to State,
and from Continent to Continent, until this system and these TRUTHS shall overshadow
the whole earth,––shedding fragrance and abundance, intelligence and happiness, upon
all the sons of men (3-4).
Evoking the intensely personal reading style befitting a devotional text, Owen figures New
Harmony’s vision as analogous with the ultimate triumph of truth that the Christian Bible
proposes is the telos of human civilization. Depicting liberation’s waves emanating out from the
isolated experiment brings New Harmony into sharp focus on a national scale. The pamphlet’s
materiality stands in for a tangible manifestation of the theory’s promise, comprehensible and
possessing the potential to spread universally as Owen expected it to. No longer anchored in
abstraction alone, Owen advertises his community as both model and harbinger of a new epoch
of mental liberty, seeming to fulfill the culmination of both Christianity and humanism.
Its Textual Reception
Owen’s “Declaration of Mental Independence” is frequently mentioned in accounts of his
life and career, though the oration itself is seldom the object of sustained critical inquiry.47 Its

Owen’s son, Robert Dale Owen, fails to mention the oration at all in his autobiography, Threading My Way,
although he discusses his time at New Harmony in detail. In American Communal Utopias, Donald Pitzer notes only
that Owen was “widely castigated after using his speech in New Harmony on July 4, 1826, the fiftieth anniversary of
the Declaration of Independence, to make his own ‘Declaration of Mental Independence” (89). Mark Holloway
summarizes Owen’s main points in Heavens on Earth to demonstrate how the oration exacerbated an existing rift in
the community between religious and non-religious members (110). J.F.C. Harrison mentions only that the speech
introduced a new, millennial system (106). Oakley C. Johnson sees in Owen’s powerful prose “the actual presence
of Owen’s intense and earnest personality––how he was able to persuade and enthuse great numbers of people in the
cause of human betterment” (10). Richard Leopold discusses Robert Dale Owen’s campaign to provide inexpensive
literature for freethinkers, but fails to mention his father’s Oration containing a Declaration of Mental Independence
pamphlet (68). G.D.H. Cole fails to mention the oration at all.
47
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circulation marked a watershed in public perceptions of Owen in America, though the details of
its translation into print and reception have not yet been adequately addressed. Engels presents
the most comprehensive analysis of the speech and its containment in periodicals through
invective, focusing primarily on the strategies employed by newspaper editors to quell the
potency of Owen’s message by dismissing him as an infidel and excerpting only his most
shocking quotations from their context.48 The New England Palladium admonished Owen for
preaching pure atheism under the guise of religion (Post 180). Patriotic sentiment ran high as a
result of the holiday’s elaborate nationalistic pomp, and Americans were loath to heed a
‘foreigner who informed the freest people in the world; that they were living under a horrible
despotism” (180). Ostensible opposition to this fragile appearance of American unity ultimately
caused Owen’s oration failed to meet the warm, widespread reception he had hoped to elicit.
In the fragmented patchwork of local print spheres that characterized American publishing in
the 1820s, Owen anticipated that Mental Independence would spread outward from New
Harmony as it became an object of interest in regional newspapers. Ideally, presses would reprint
the oration in full, but might at least pique their readership’s attention by reporting on and
discussing Owen’s performance. In response to this exposure, interested parties could seek out
the full argument in pamphlet form from the printing office at New Harmony. Gossip, both
verbally and in print, had the power to broadcast Owen’s revision of the American experiment,
convincing a national audience of its merits. Pamphlets and periodicals would operate in tandem
to propel and process Owen’s blueprint for human liberty, emanating from New Harmony to the
corners of the country until news of the proposition had spread to the ends of the earth, freeing

See Jeremy Engels’s “Uncivil Speech: Invective and the Rhetorics of Democracy in the Early Republic” for
specific examples and a rhetorical analysis of the language deployed to defuse Owen’s message.
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mankind from the oppressive confines of modern society. For “Mental Independence” to operate
on the scale that Owen anticipated, his oration must meet a favorable reception in American
newspapers.
News of Owen’s speech traveled rapidly and widely, though the nation’s disunited
presses’ surprising accord managed to strip “Mental Independence” of its reformative power and
curtail its circulation. Editors and journalists accomplished this by dissuading interest in Owen’s
radical proposition, framing it as loathsome and maligning his character, lest readers grow
intrigued and reach out and purchase the pamphlets to consider Owen’s plan for themselves. Far
from a glorious dawn for the second chapter of the American experiment, the press lambasted
both Owen and his system, quickly rendering “Mental Independence” “one of “the most illreceived speeches in the early Republic” (Engels 311). To Owen’s detriment, newspapers
fragmented the oration beyond recognition, excerpting only the most objectionable portions
divorced from the methodical rationalizations with which he had initially supported his claims.
Attacking the oration from these isolated passages alone, the press denounced Owen as an infidel
and a foreigner. Representing his zeal as delusions of grandeur bordering on insanity effectively
quelled the representation of himself as a strong and capable leader he had labored to establish in
text (312). Engels points out the inconstancy of the press’s invective, simultaneously depicting
him “a madman who believed he could talk with the Almighty” and an atheist, exploiting a
cultural anxiety to depict Owen as a clear danger to American society (312). The New-York Post
declared, “We apprehend that if this reformer has made any proselytes among sober-minded
people of this country, his oration delivered on the late national anniversary will induce them to
apostatize,” accusing Owen’s followers of a deranged insanity as well (American Watchman and
Delaware Advertiser, August 25, 1826). As Engels is astute to point out, accusations of insanity
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did more damage than momentarily dislodging Owen’s credibility. In the nineteenth century,
madness was perceived as a dire threat to the social order and one of the most standard reasons
for confinement (319). Owen was maligned not only as the originator of a bad idea, but as a
threat to American culture.
Newspapers across America modeled horror at Owen’s propositions. Instead of engaging
logically with his argument, editors excerpted the most salacious or inflammatory portions of the
speech from their contexts to malign Owen and dismiss any credibility he had (312). Much of
America was incensed, unable to look beyond the foundational pillars of society he challenges to
glimpse the merit of the freedom he proposed simply because the full text was not made publicly
available to them, and the fragmentation of his proposal scathing in local newspapers generally
failed to generate interest in seeking out personal copies of the pamphlet for further analysis.
American editors effectively traduced Owen to contain the influence and exposure of his Fourth
of July oration on account of its perceived threats to society. Owen had openly admitted that his
plan necessarily dismantled the fundamental tenets of society’s organization and entertained the
prospect of imagining what a society governed by mental liberty would look like.
In general, the public encountered Owen’s oration in a fragmented and censorious
manner. Engels “found only three newspaper articles that did not openly condemn the
Declaration of Mental Independence: two denounced Owen’s speech but called on Americans to
forestall judgment until history proved him right or wrong (312). Another “denounced the
oration but praised Owen’s philanthropy” (312). Exceedingly little positive press facilitated the
movement of Owen’s plan out into the world. Besides the Gazette, the only newspaper to reprint
the “Mental Independence” oration in full was New York’s Gospel Herald, though its purpose in
doing so was to methodically denounce each of Owen’s points in full (312). Engels proves that
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Owen’s text did not “fall flat” as Post suggests, but instead “produced outrage like few Fourth of
July addresses before” (312). Word of “Mental Independence” circulated widely, though its
opponents largely fragmented the speech in order to discredit Owen’s authority and ideas. He
continues, “Instead of dismantling the logic behind Owen’s address or rebutting his arguments
about the causes of mental slavery, Americans called him names and attacked his character”
(312). Through this strategy of containment, most of the public was exposed harsh censure of
Owen without necessarily encountering his argument in full. Only the juiciest, most controversial
passages of Owen’s oration were published and promptly dismissed (315).
As Engels points out, the principal charges levied against Owen denounced him as an atheist
and a foreigner, characterized by delusions of grandeur to the point of insanity (312). While
critics decried his infidelity, they simultaneously painted him as “a madman who believed he
could talk with the Almighty” (312). Owen’s intent was to establish his authority as the deliverer
of this message so that people would attempt to live in accordance with his designs. If the social
structure he proposed resembled a religion of Reason, that was never his intention, though the
personal devotion this lifestyle commanded certainly lent itself to that appearance (160). This
hint of paternalism, however, did provide a basis for the attacks against Owen’s character that
ultimately quelled the circulation of the “Declaration of Mental Independence” in print (Engels
True freedom, according to Owen, required the sacrifice of self-interest in favor of a
communal good. He explains, “By uniting your separate interests into one… you will in a
peculiar manner promote the object of every wise government and of all really enlightened men”
(3). Despite the Jubilee’s appearance as a day of unity, Owen’s proposition that American
society had normalized stark inequality workers, women, and people of color defied the
precarious accord the nation had noisily enacted in its Fourth of July celebration. While he did
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call for the three pillars that defined and solidified social hierarchies in American society to be
dismantled, Owen’s primary threat was challenging the supremacy of nationhood as the
preeminent facet of identity. As Loughran points out, antebellum Americans had little practical
use for defining themselves as Americans in their day to day lives. In a print landscape defined
by localities, an American’s geographic region proved a far better indicator of their careers,
opportunities, political leanings, and concerns than any unified national metric. National accord
was precarious, and Owen’s flagrant disregard for the concept of a nation threatened to dismantle
the fragile unity that had been cobbled together through the recent anniversary. He situated his
experiment within the American tradition largely as a rhetorical device before sweeping beyond
the continent and envisioning a global liberation from the shackles of society. In this vision,
America could not maintain her exceptionalism. The nation served only as an incidental tool in a
worldwide redemption through print. Intent on protecting their hard-won illusion, audiences
across America united in opposition of Owen to condemn the communitarian model he
championed.
Despite widespread censure, Owen convinced a modest following of readers of his
proposal’s merits. About a dozen Owenite communities emerged in America in the coming
years, though they all had disbanded by 1830 (Holloway 112). Communitarian experimentation
continued, yet not according to the parameters Owen proposed. The Hampshire Gazette
reminisced in 1827,
The declaration excited feelings of astonishment and disgust among the members.
Innumerable evils presented themselves before and after this event; the constitution was
rejected, and various other plans adopted with no better success… Many families left the
place under very unhappy circumstances, uttering bitter curses against Mr. Owen; others
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could not go for want of means, and refused to obey the order; and finally the trustees
were forced to break up the community, and return to the individual system… Mr.
Owen’s son still remains at New Harmony and publishes a paper” (American Watchman
and Delaware Advertiser July 10, 1827).
The reductive anecdote Timothy Flint has ascribed to––Owen gave an oration, then the
crumbling New Harmony was no more––emerged as the prominent narrative of the experiment’s
decline.49 While Mental Independence’s ideological failure in print did allow the pamphlet’s
failure to malign the experiment and its founder, the virtually universal condemnation of Owen
proceeded from a methodical campaign against his character, as Engels proves. Mental
Independence’s failure to accomplish its stated goals was largely the result of the complexities of
navigating the fragmented antebellum print network. The best Owen could do for his declaration
was to engineer suitable conditions for his pamphlet’s widespread circulation, and he was wellprepared for the widespread propagation of the pamphlet. With agents from Massachusetts to
Tennessee and subscribers to the Gazette populating every corner of the swelling nation, Owen’s
familiarity with the print networks of London and ample finances established a plausible
framework through which his vision could have reasonably been actualized. He lost control of
the narrative, failing to anticipate the fragility of the American identity and the fervor with which
his propositions would be opposed. News of New Harmony spread rampantly, though attacks on
Owen’s character and the disassembling of his composition failed to achieve its desired
reception.
One of the kinder editorials examining Mental Independence concluded, “If the leading principles of Mr. OWEN’s
Scheme for a new Social Order are such that their complete success would completely unhinge society; if, in short,
he is a visionary enthusiast, bewildered by waking dreams, he is at least a benevolent one” (American Watchman
and Delaware Advertiser August 22, 1826). Most papers, however, wholly rejected Owen’s character while
denouncing the dire threat his proposed agenda of reform would wreak on American society.
49
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Tucked away in the special collections at the Working Men’s Institute in New Harmony,
Indiana are notes, finding aids, and handwritten conjectures inserted by Josephine Elliott,
longtime archivist and New Harmony scholar. The ledger and subscription list for the NewHarmony Gazette survives, though it has been badly damaged by water and what looks to have
been an appropriation by a child learning to cut and paste. Elliott made careful note of the
missing pages, calculating the possible number of entries they could have contained, and
compiled every legible city name to chart how widely the Gazette circulated between 1825 and
1828. A typewritten page tucked into the beginning of the ledger suggests its significance: "It
could serve as a roll call for the intellectual and liberal thinkers of the day." Though the press
roundly condemned Mental Independence and hampered its circulation, its bold, public
representation of the American experiment reimagined to reflect principles of freethought
emboldened likeminded readers to forge a potential for societal reform not rooted in religion.
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Fig. 3. Ledger of subscribers to the New-Harmony Gazette. Courtesy of the Working Men’s
Institute Museum and Library, New Harmony, IN.
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Chapter 3: “No such Faery Land, so like the real world”: Miles Coverdale’s Performance of the
Utopian Spectacle
On January 4, 1839, Nathaniel Hawthorne scrawled a kernel of an idea into his notebook:
“The strange sensation of a person who feels himself an object of deep interest, and close
observation, and various construction of all his actions, by another person” (American Notebooks Vol. 1, 212). This consciousness of feeling oneself being watched closely, as though even
the most minute triviality were noteworthy or interesting, evolved into his 1852 novel The
Blithedale Romance, following the commercial successes of The Scarlet Letter (1850) and The
House of the Seven Gables (1851). In a rapidly evolving market, Hawthorne’s bestseller
transformed him into a literary celebrity, a status yet largely unprecedented in America. To
sustain this momentum, Hawthorne published Blithedale in 1852. The novel is a fictional
account of the six months he had spent at Brook Farm, George Ripley’s communitarian
experiment in West Roxbury, Massachusetts, nearly a decade earlier. Although Hawthorne
insists in his title, preface, and through his conspicuously obtuse narration that his text is a
romance and not a biographical account of “the most romantic episode of his own life,” he
selects a setting that closely resembles his lived experience in a society founded to “[show]
mankind the example of a life governed by other than the false and cruel principles, on which
society has all along been based” (Blithedale 2, 19). Despite Hawthorne’s disclaimer, readers
approached the romance eager to learn of the daily operation of this strange company of utopians
by peering into this window to the author’s personal life. Brook Farm had been abandoned and
forgotten by 1852 until Hawthorne resurrected its memory as a novelty.
William Charvat depicts Hawthorne as a tortured artist, longing to write the brief tales he
prefers yet ultimately succumbing to his publisher’s pressure that he produce longer, more
profitable novels. Meredith McGill and Susan S. Williams correct this characterization,
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contextualizing Hawthorne within an evolving perception of American authorship that
Hawthorne both understands and manipulates to his advantage. In this chapter, I argue that
Hawthorne exploits this dynamic of celebrity to bring the relationship between author and reader
into focus in the act of reading The Blithedale Romance. Michael Borgstrom concludes that
Blithedale is ultimately “a story about interpretation, about the limits of representation to
guarantee knowledge, and, more specifically, about the analytical need to make sense of a world
(fictional or otherwise) that is not easily comprehensible” (371-372). Through the digressive,
achingly self-conscious first-person narration of Miles Coverdale, Hawthorne openly discusses
the conventions of the romance even as he fails to fulfill them. As Borgstrom points out, this
frustration of generic expectation has elicited “unusually hostile criticism leveled against the
narrator of The Blithedale Romance,” though it is precisely Hawthorne’s defiance of the reading
public’s expectation that calls attention to the changing relationship between a text, its audience,
and its author (363). Blithedale is a response to a transitional phase of literary publishing and
operates as Hawthorne’s correction to the burgeoning problems with the public’s navigation of a
changing market. In the short fiction of the first half of the century’s magazines, periodicals, and
gift books, authors were largely immaterial. When presses began publishing larger print runs and
including portraits in books, the reading public came to recognize and begin to speculate about
the personal lives of their favorite writers. Before these innovations, the American public had
little interest in recognizing and distinguishing authors, and therefore no occasion to pronounce
the distinction between his narrators and authorship. The marketing strategies of literary
publishers at mid-century engineered a culture of literary celebrity that transformed the ways that
audiences approached fiction. Blithedale directly addresses the public’s uncertainty regarding
how to read during this transitional period.
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Literary Celebrity in America
Fame was not new only to Hawthorne in the early 1850s, it was a developing
phenomenon produced by the marketing strategies designed by publishing firms to expand their
readerships beyond local markets. Williams explains, “In broad terms, the period between 1840
and 1880 witnessed a shift in literary publicity from an emphasis on the author’s relation to his
or her work to an emphasis on what we might term a ‘cult of personality’: an interest in the
private as well as the literary lives of the authors” (105). Though antebellum readers usually
drew no distinction between the author and fictional protagonists, this enthusiasm indicates an
active, speculative interest in the personal life of authors that publishers facilitated and
encouraged as a marketing strategy (105-106). Building on Nina Baym and John McWilliams’s
rejection of Hawthorne’s affectation of the obscurity in his early career as writer of short works,
McGill concludes American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting with a chapter on the labor
Hawthorne expended to construct and maintain his literary persona as he transitioned into the
role of a great American author. McGill calls attention to a particularly dour passage in the
preface to the 1851 edition of Twice-Told Tales in which Hawthorne rues his readers’ inability to
distinguish him from his authorial persona, lamenting,
The Author, on the internal evidence of his sketches, came to be regarded as a
mild, shy, gentle, melancholic, exceedingly sensitive and not very forcible man,
hiding his blushes under an assumed name, the quaintness of which was
supposed, somehow or other, to symbolize his personal or literary traits. He is by
no means certain, that some of his subsequent productions have not been
influenced and modified by a natural desire to fill up so amiable an outline, and to
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act in consonance with the character assigned to him; nor, even now, could he
forfeit it without a few tears of tender sensibility (11).
This bizarre observation proves that Hawthorne is speculating as to his appearance in the
estimation of his readers. The author’s affectation of humility fails to mask his frustration at his
inability to project a desirable the public image of himself through his writing. McGill probes,
“What could be more melancholy than an author who is unable to distinguish himself from his
readers’ projections and who has come to regard his name as a pseudonym? (222).1 I propose
that Hawthorne directly tackles the problem he articulates so pitifully in the 1851 preface to
Twice-Told Tales in his composition and publication of The Blithedale Romance. Though
Hawthorne remains vexed by the growing interest his readers display in speculating as to the
details of his private life, he projects a deliberate persona in Blithedale as opposed to passively
accepting what the public has incidentally assigned to him, exploring this dynamic through the
character of Coverdale. To accomplish this, Brook Farm serves as a perfectly tantalizing
anecdote from his past that to refuse to disclose to the public.
Hawthorne’s first wildly popular novel, The Scarlet Letter (1850), fared significantly
better than expected on the market. C.E. Frazer Clark Jr. reports that Boston publisher Ticknor
and Fields manually reset the type twice at runs of 2,500 copies each before stereotyping the
novel, ultimately selling six-thousand copies in the first year (Clark 16.1-16.3, Charvat 57).
Hawthorne’s publisher, James T. Fields, was eager to sustain this momentum. Ticknor and
Fields’s marketing efforts yielded a wider readership and elevated authors to recognizable public
figures. In 1851, assured Hawthorne that they would “apply the publishing steam to the new

McGill argues that Hawthorne’s ascent into canonization as a classic American author required him to denounce
his moderately successful career as a writer of short fiction to establish himself as a more serious, literary author of
novels (219). The prefaces to Twice-Told Tales and The Blithedale Romance betray his discomfiture with his new
role in a changing cultural climate.
1
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volume with the confident assurance that it will run like a locomotive” (McGill 219). In practice,
this involved a comprehensive marketing initiative to advertise beyond local markets, generate
excitement by leaking news about authors, spreading rumors anticipating forthcoming works,
demarcating classic American authors with a distinctive binding, tweaking reviews to serve as
another mode of advertising, establishing a hierarchy of literary distinction, among other
strategies (School of Hawthorne 54).2 Hawthorne’s visibility was increasing at a rate
unimaginable in his previous station as a contributor to magazines and gift books, and the
preface of Twice-Told Tales conveys that anxiety. The 1861 edition of Twice-Told Tales was the
first to feature an engraving of Hawthorne in its early pages.3
As professional authorship was still a relatively new phenomenon in the United States,
Hawthorne could not have anticipated or prepared for his sudden exposure upon the success of
The Scarlet Letter. He neither rejected nor withdrew from the sensation as older narratives of like

Richard Brodhead details Fields’s strategies and techniques at greater length in “Manufacturing You into a
Personage: Hawthorne, The Canon, and the Institutionalization of American Literature” in School of Hawthorne. For
more information on Ticknor and Fields’ publishing techniques, see Jeffrey Groves’s “Judging Books by Their
Covers: House Styles, Ticknor and Fields, and Literary Promotion.”
2

3

One material token of this growing cult of personality was the proliferation of author portraits. While readers
frequently speculated as to the personal lives of authors (often conflating the fictional protagonist with the author),
the availability of images demystifying the author’s appearance encouraged imaginative speculation about their life.
Williams writes, “Although [Hawthorne] felt uncomfortable sitting for a portrait or a photograph, he frequently did
so, and his image regularly appeared in print. American periodicals, such as the International Magazine of
Literature, Art, and Science (1850-1852), the National Magazine (1852-58), and the Boston Museum (1848-54?),
included engravings of his image beginning in the early 1850s. Ticknor and Fields commissioned an engraving of
Hawthorne for the first edition of Twice-Told Tales (1851), and he often asked the firm to put a copy of his portrait
into the books it sent as complimentary copies” (109). Hawthorne’s willingness to pose for portraits and agency in
actively circulating them prove his complicity in establishing and maintaining his celebrity presence. As Williams
points out, Herman Melville “wanted his name and works to be famous, even as he protected his privacy by
withholding his image” (109). While fifty-eight distinct images of Hawthorne have survived, Melville seems to have
permitted only two painted portraits and ten photographs (109). This disparity indicates that Hawthorne embraced
the changing dynamics of literary publishing while Melville sought to retain elements of the previous ambiguity of
literary authorship. Allowing readers to match a face with the author projected an imaginative corporeality that
would influence their perceptions of an author’s character in conjunction with the text itself. Williams reports that at
least fifty-eight original portraits and photographs exist of Hawthorne, and his image circulated regularly in
magazines, periodicals (Williams 109).
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Charvat’s might suggest, though his developing comprehension of the expectations merging
reading, writing, and publication can be traced through the anxious prefaces of the early 1850s.
McGill considers The House of the Seven Gables’s (1851) “characteristic narrative impasses as
proof of the difficulty of moving from one set of cultural expectations to another,” as
Hawthorne’s attempt to distance himself from the strategies and techniques he now deemed
characteristic of his former work, inappropriate in the context of his new status and genre (220).4
Hawthorne’s involvement with a well-publicized communitarian experiment bolstered the appeal
of his forthcoming novel. He had become a figure of public interest, and readers were eager to
glimpse the inner workings of a community that had otherwise been obscured from the public’s
view. An 1852 review in The Literary World: A Journal of Science, Literature, and Art begins,
It has been generally understood among that portion of the community––not so
inconsiderable in numbers as it once was–––which looks forward with interest to
the announcement of another book by Nathaniel Hawthorne, that the new
publication of this author would be based upon his experience of a certain Brook
Farm Association, a kind of aesthetic labor establishment, some years since
started Roxbury, Massachusetts, and of which, oddly enough, Hawthorne was a
member. (391) 5

While The Scarlet Letter and The House of the Seven Gables explore the somewhat-biographical of Hawthorne’s
ancestral legacy upon the present, Blithedale is his first novel to invoke elements of his lived experience.
4

A large portion of Blithedale’s review in the June 5, 1852 edition of The Literary World is devoted to musing
about the nature of life within communitarian experiments as well as the comportment of Brook Farm, which
indicates that this was a major draw for its readership. A glimpse into an otherwise private community, especially
one so unusual, certainly appealed to readers. George Eliot dreamily mythologizes Brook Farm elsewhere in her
review: ‘Blithedale’ is an idealization of Brook Farm, where about ten years ago, a few young and hearty
enthusiasts, tired of moving on so slowly toward the millennium, took Destiny into their own hands and set up
‘Paradise Regained,’ not by writing verses or romances, but by the more prosaic method of planting their own
potatoes baking their own bread, and cobbling their own shoes, as in the days before the Flood, when every man was
his own master and his own servant, and political economy had not yet brought social death into the world, ‘and all
our woe’ (592).
5
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This lazily invested tone presents Hawthorne as the primary attraction and Brook Farm as a
curious oddity associated with him.6 Defining the experiment as “a kind of aesthetic labor
establishment” reduces Brook Farm to an archetype, a generic manifestation of a larger trend as
opposed to a unique and original phenomenon. Such an attitude harbors no illusion regarding the
efficacy of the experiment, relegating it to an accessory adorning Hawthorne’s personal
experience, an eccentricity from his past. Hawthorne’s name lent the romance far more appeal
than the largely forgotten Brook Farm, and its premise seemed to promise a sustained look at the
lives of a tragic company of Transcendentalists.7 Aware that this Ticknor and Fields had
engineered this reading, Hawthorne is clear to renounce his romance as a biographical account of
his time at Brook Farm. Any apparent analogs his narrative may bear to his former experience is
“altogether incidental,” “not less fairly the subject of fictitious handling, than the imaginary
personages whom he has introduced there” (Blithedale 1). This clarification exonerates
Hawthorne from appearing to slander his former associates or socialistic communitarianism as a
concept, firmly positioning his novel’s appeal within the increasingly mythic dimension of his
personal past, but additionally within a literary movement of which several recognized authors
were affiliated.
Brook Farm began as a small meeting of the “Friends of Christian Union” on August 10,
1840. George Ripley, the experiment’s founder, characterized the association as the result of “a

6

Due primarily to the efforts of Ticknor and Fields, Transcendentalism had risen to assume a place in American
popular mythology by the late 1860s (Gura 4). In 1869, Louisa May Alcott mocked, “No gossip concerning this
immortal town seems to be considered too trivial for the public,” indicating the public’s urge to gawk at their homes
and gathering lingered on (qtd. in Gura 3).
7

This may surprise the modern reader, for whom Brook Farm is among the most well-known of nineteenth-century
American communitarian experiments. In his study of journalism, Frank Mott Luther cites a surprisingly low
readership for The Dial, a short-lived periodical famously associated with New England Transcendentalism, and
attributes its present familiarity with its “important position in literary history” in no way indicative of its popularity
at the time (321).
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deep dissatisfaction with the religion of the age” (qtd. in Gura 150).8 Ripley, preparing to resign
his station as minister of the ‘Congregational church in Purchase Street’, began to entertain the
idea that a model community might operate as a more suitable medium for effecting reform than
a church (150, 151). His March 28, 1841 “Farewell Discourse” to his congregation betrays a
restlessness with the insufficiency only partially consecrating one’s life to the practice of faith,
relegating spiritual activity to specified places and events. Ripley perceives his present station as
pastor to be an anathema both to his own spiritual development and to the communal life of his
congregation. He concludes,
under the present arrangements, the society could not be advanced to a greater
degree of prosperity than it has hitherto enjoyed. We must either open our doors
to the most unlimited freedom of discussion, renounce all unmanly terror at the
progress of thought, avow our intention in all things to come up to the spirit of
Christ, without fear of disturbing ancient fixtures, and thus draw around us the
young and earnest spirits, who are seeking better things; or else go on in the same
unsatisfactory course as heretofore (15-16).
Ripley no longer believed that society could be elevated from within. American culture bred
such a harmful personal and collective state that progress could only be obtained by physically
departing from society and establishing an alternative model. Ripley designed Brook Farm to
achieve a fuller actualization of both an individual and collective happiness. “Unwilling to
sustain a false position for a moment,” he respectfully articulated the inadequacy of merely
attending church to his congregation and departed to establish a socialistic experiment (18).

8

A number of attendees had been disciples of millennialist William Miller, who had inaccurately predicted the end
of the world in 1844 (Gura 150).
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Massachusetts attorney Charles Mayo Ellis defines the basic premise of
Transcendentalism as the conviction “that man has ideas, that come not through the five senses,
or the powers of reasoning; but are either the result of direct revelation from God, his immediate
inspiration, or his immanent presence in the spiritual world” (qtd. in Gura 10). The prominence
of personal experience and interpretation could not be bound by any creed, and the term denoted
“a changing body of liberal thinkers agreeing in nothing but their liberality”9 (qtd. in Gura 5). No
singular, central creed unified the Transcendentalists, and members were fond of remarking that
they “[agreed] in nothing but their liberality” (4, 5). Transcendentalism began as a loose
association of highly educated New Englanders in the 1830s informally centered in Concord,
Massachusetts (273). Despite its spiritual and philosophical dimensions, Transcendentalism is
remembered mainly as a literary movement, punctuating the public consciousness primarily with
essays and poems (Buell 275). In the 1840s, the literary movement enveloped Brook Farm,
associating the experiment with figures like Margaret Fuller, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and
Bronson and Louisa May Alcott (10). At a time when literary publishers began to elevate a
certain class of American authors to a public, representative stature, the highly-educated, wellconnected Transcendentalists boasted a number of rising literary celebrities. Curiously, historian
Carl Guarneri attributes the popularization of Emerson’s concepts of self-reliance, individualism,
and free labor as helping to dismiss the communitarian era as a quaint and naïve relic of a
bygone era (9).
Ripley founded Brook Farm in the spring of 1841, intent on developing a better system of
society. For fear of quelling the open and inclusive spirit Ripley saw as animating his society, he

By its critics, Transcendentalism was ridiculed as “a diseased admiration of everything from its source” (qtd. in
Gura xiii). Accordingly, many would have considered Brook Farm a maudlin endeavor.
9
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avoided standardizing a formal constitution in print for years (Gura 155). Hawthorne joined
shortly after its establishment, eager to “[engage] in a righteous and heaven-blessed way of life”
(Stoehr 90; American Note-Books Vol. II 13). While Fuller, Emerson, and Thoreau were all
loosely associated with Brook Farm, no prominent literary figure with the exception of
Hawthorne ever joined. Ripley’s preamble to Brook Farm’s “Articles of Agreement” pronounced
that the community sought “to establish the external relations of life on a basis of wisdom and
purity; to apply the principles of justice & love to our social organization in accordance with the
laws of Divine providence; to substitute a system of brotherly cooperation for one of selfish
competition,” among other aspirations as the company “[united] in voluntary Association”
(Delano 64-65). Brook Farm was a joint-stock company broken into prohibitively expensive
shares (five hundred dollars each, the rough equivalent to $10,000 today), and for varied,
voluntary labor, members received “room, board, fuel, lighting, and washing” (Gura 157).
Weakened by agricultural, financial, and ideological difficulties Brook Farm eventually
disbanded in 1846.
By this stage, Hawthorne’s literary accomplishment had been limited to a short,
anonymous term editing the American Magazine of Useful and Entertaining Knowledge and
publishing a few short stories and sketches in magazines, periodicals, and gift books (Williams
95). He left the commune about six months after he arrived, chalking his dissatisfaction up to
personal preference and seeming not to harbor resentment towards the experiment or his fellow
members. He continued to write and publish short works until his publisher persuaded him to
expand his manuscript of The Scarlet Letter into a novel so that Ticknor and Fields would be
better suited to market it (Charvat 56). William Charvat details Hawthorne’s remarkable
productivity in his first three-and-a-half years with Ticknor and Fields, releasing an average of
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one title every five months––seven books and two new editions––at Fields’s insistence in order
to make Hawthorne’s name a commodity (57).
Working within the established parameters of the market as he perceived them,
Blithedale manipulates its readers’ expectations in order to challenge prevailing misconceptions
surrounding celebrity and authorship. Hawthorne signals Blithedale’s satirical status in the
romance’s title and cheeky preface. Blithedale Romance, as James E. Caron points out,
“guarantees an ironic tone,” translating literally to “the tale of happy valley” (4). Williams
argues, “Hawthorne’s primary concern seems [to be] the extent to which he could control his
writing in the marketplace,” and he accomplishes this by producing a facetious and wayward
narrative oscillating tumultuously between inanity and dubious melodrama at Blithedale (97). A
gauche poet, Coverdale pauses his life as a frosty old bachelor to join an experimental
community that schemed “for beginning the life of Paradise anew” (Blithedale 9). Coverdale’s
narrative begins in digression, as he recounts a fascinating performance of one Veiled Lady he
had attended the previous evening and finds himself repeatedly returning to the allure of her
mystery (5). He arrives at the commune in a snowstorm, where he becomes transfixed with
Zenobia, the vivacious, frank hostess of this modest knot of dreamers (14). In time, the
philanthropist Hollingsworth arrives escorting a tremulous, waiflike girl who throws herself at
Zenobia’s feet, revealing her name to be Priscilla. Even as Priscilla grows more comfortable in
her new home, she never develops into anything more than a fully passive character, openly
admitting at one point, “I am blown about like a leaf. I never have any free will” (171). Priscilla
is suggested to be the Veiled Lady, imprisoned and exploited in a medium that strips her of
agency and wholly obscures her identity, and Zenobia is her long-lost older sister. Coverdale
perceives that Hollingsworth’s magnetism of dominance has drawn both women to fall in love
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with him, and he eventually summons Priscilla from the spell that shackles her within the role of
an entertainer, ostensibly breaking Zenobia’s heart and most likely causing her to drown under
mysterious circumstances in the pond. After returning to his former life in the city, Coverdale
looks back ruefully at his tenure at Blithedale, concluding, “As regards human progress (in spite
of my irresistible yearnings over the Blithedale reminiscences, let them believe in it who can,
and aid in it who choose” (246). In place of a key to his unwieldy and largely unreliable
narration throughout the romance, Coverdale stammers out a confession of his love for Priscilla
in the final line of the novel refusing to reconcile his narrative by offering only such a strong
admission of identification with a void of a character. He remains haunted by his recollections of
this “illusion… masquerade… pastoral… counterfeit Arcadia,” yet its retelling offers no
resolution for its fictional protagonist or discloses any biographical insight into its famous
author’s past (21). 10
Hawthorne understood the exalted position his success had afforded him and composed
Blithedale as a negotiation of the public and private personas in an increasingly publicized print
arena. As is evident in the Literary World advertisement, Ticknor and Fields marketed it
accordingly. Herman Melville’s 1851 Moby-Dick is widely credited as “a book that would
challenge the literary market through its bold style and its disregard for a popular audience,” as
Williams recalls, and she is astute to point out that Hawthorne’s influence heavily facilitated this
though Blithedale has not been canonized as Melville’s text has (95). Blithedale begins in much
the same manner as Moby-Dick––a nondescript man idly chooses a radical departure from his
superfluous life in order to occupy himself with some reason for living, then proceeds to serve

Margaret Jay Jessee interprets Blithedale as a masquerade in “Veiling Ladies and Narrative Masquerade in The
Blithedale Romance,” ultimately concluding that Hawthorne constructs this structure in order to ultimately reveal
that he has “Nothing, nothing, nothing!” to tell (79).
10
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primarily as a clumsy observer adjacent to the events that follow. Blithedale is a work of literary
subversion that willfully disregards its readership’s preferences, desires, or expectations,
operating primarily as a performance of authorship in reaction to the material conditions of its
publication. Hawthorne defies generic conventions to shift the reader’s focus from the plot to the
mechanics of narration. By constructing a narrative that consistently refuses to fulfill its stated
purpose, Blithedale addresses this dynamic of interaction itself, employing the figure of an
isolated communitarian experiment to explore the changing domain of literary culture.
Publishing a fictionalized account of a known portion of his past indicates Hawthorne’s
willingness to explore and manipulate the evolving role of American literary authorship, and
Ticknor and Fields’s grooming him to become an esteemed literary figure contextualized him in
canonizing him in a new, American pantheon with his Transcendentalist associates and
acquaintances.
“…essentially a daydream, and yet a fact”: The Utility of Blithedale’s Setting
Hawthorne distinguishes between history and fiction in the preface to The Blithedale
Romance, situating his story in the ambiguous space of its correlation to the author’s experience
while invalidating any parallels by virtue of its operation as a work of fiction. Hawthorne begins
by acknowledging his readers’ expectation in order to undermine it, stating, “In the ‘Blithedale’
of this volume, many readers will probable suspect a faint and not very faithful shadowing of
Brook Farm, in Roxbury, which (now a little more than ten years ago) was occupied and
cultivated by a company of socialists (1). Few readers would have made this connection without
Ticknor and Fields’ prompting, and Hawthorne harnesses the buzz that his publisher’s innovative
marketing strategies created casually, as though Hawthorne’s time at Brook Farm were general
and universal knowledge. This sentence neatly summarizes Blithedale’s basic premise, leaning
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heavily of Hawthorne’s reputation as a celebrity associated with this novelty for its validation.
Blithedale’s appeal proceeds from Hawthorne’s status as a person of interest, thought he defines
the relationship between the Author and his text as an immaterial inspiration, admitting he only
integrates true anecdotes into the narrative in order to provide “a more lifelike tint to the fancysketch” (1). In establishing this dynamic, Hawthorne simultaneously invites and disavows
speculation as to what life at Brook Farm was genuinely like. While the author possesses full
omniscience, producing a work of fiction effectively makes it impossible for readers to ascertain
where the historical elements end and the fancy-sketch begins, shrouding the narrative in
impenetrable ambiguity and intrigue.
By suggesting what the romance is not without defining its purpose, Hawthorne’s
paratext defines the boundaries of what the text cannot be expected to accomplish. Incidentally,
this aligns exactly with what his audience has been conditioned to seek out. Hawthorne insists
that “his whole treatment of the affair is altogether incidental to the main purpose of the
Romance; nor does he put forward the slightest pretensions to illustrate a theory, or elicit a
conclusion, favorable or otherwise, in respect to Socialism” (1). Hawthorne is careful to
distinguish the setting from his purpose yet fails to state directly what his purpose is.
Superficially, this distinction protects the author from accusations of politicization; clarifying
that his fiction cannot be read as a condemnation of association in general or Ripley’s
actualization of socialism in practice again. The Socialist Community serves “merely to establish
a theatre, a little removed from the highway of ordinary travel, where the creatures of his brain
may play their phantasmagorical antics, without exposing them too close a comparison with the
actual events of real lives” (1). Hawthorne’s insistence on this matter safely relegates the text to
the realm of fiction, though the provocative invocation of “the main purpose of the Romance”
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suggests a clear and forthright objective that Hawthorne alludes to and doesn’t define. By
bringing the complicated relationship between the author’s past and the fiction’s setting to the
reader’s attention, Hawthorne’s only clue to his purpose is the establishment of a riddle.
Consistent with Ticknor and Fields’s campaign to create a canon of American literary
authors, Hawthorne distinguishes his role with fiction writers “in the old countries,” the primary
difference is the audience’s assumptions about and approaches to reading (1). Hawthorne chides
his American audience in their inability to distinguish fiction from fact, acknowledging,
In the old countries, with which Fiction has long been conversant, a certain
conventional privilege seems to be awarded to a romancer; his work is not put
exactly side by side with nature; and he is allowed a license with regard to everyday Probability, in view of the improved effects which he is bound to produce
thereby. Among ourselves, on the contrary, there is as yet no such Faery Land so
like the real world, that, in a suitable remoteness, one cannot well tell the
difference, but with an atmosphere of strange enchantment, beheld through which
the inhabitants have a propriety of their own” (1-2).
The difference between “the old countries” and the United States is the people’s comprehension
of the relationship between literary fiction and authorship. Americans readers, due to the short
history of their nation, dearth of national literature, and life within a maturing political
experiment, too often conflated the two, mingling expectation and fiction into a “Faery Land” in
which truth is indistinguishable. While Hawthorne seemed to resent this tendency of his audience
in his pitiful admission in the 1851 preface of Twice-Told Tales, but by 1852 takes ownership of
this dynamic and uses it to his advantage
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Despite this cheeky frame, contemporary readers did not seem to interpret Blithedale as
an exploration of literary authorship. Without a clear explanation (a hallmark of the romance
genre), the communitarian setting seems gratuitous. In her 1852 review of Blithedale, novelist
George Eliot expresses her distaste for Hawthorne’s artistic decision:
‘Blithedale,’ then, as a socialistic community, is merely used here as a
scaffolding––a very huge one––in the construction of an edifice considerably
smaller than itself! And then, the artist leaves the scaffolding standing! Socialism,
in this romance, is prominent enough to fill the book, but it has so little business
in it, that it does not even grow into an organic part of the story, and it contributes
nothing whatever to the final catastrophe. (Westminster Review 597).
To Eliot, the relationship between Hawthorne’s experience at Brook Farm and this fictional work
seems little more than a sloppy relic of his creative process. The tantalizing to the author’s past
loomed conspicuously in the finished work, yet fails to culminate in a sufficient resolution.11
However, this frustration seems to be Hawthorne’s primary objective, in that disappointing his
reader’s expectations for a salacious tell-all of the true story of Brook Farm effectively proves to
the reader that they have been duped, and have purchased and read a novel in hopes of
ascertaining something it cannot deliver. Hawthorne orchestrates this frustration in order to
correct the erroneous practice of mistaking narrators for authors, seizing control of the unique
situation he occupies in finding himself rather suddenly a literary celebrity. Setting his romance
at a community resembling Brook Farm invokes the artifice of performance and spectatorship,

Eliot dismisses this utopian setting elsewhere as “an enormous fancy border, not very suitable for the purpose for
which it was designed” (597). She is able to perceive that Hawthorne is motivated by a singular purpose, yet
interprets his execution of it to be too esoteric to fulfill its desired role.
11
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and Hawthorne endeavors to teach his expanding audience how to navigate the distinctions
between art and actuality.
Blithedale’s first person narrator asserts himself in a way that is consistently both selfconscious and intrusive, keeping his twin roles as narrator and character within his story
prominently visible through the awkwardness with which he attempts to navigate these tasks.
Instead of acknowledging that he is a poor judge of his companions’ thoughts, feelings, or
actions, he couches inconclusive observations in hasty generalizations, making dubious
comments like, “a slight mist of uncertainty still floated about Priscilla, and kept her, as yet, from
taking a very decided place among creatures of flesh and blood” so that the plot of the novel is
often obscured by his subjective impressions (49). Jessee understands Coverdale’s maladroit
narration to be a veil protecting Hawthorne from the prying eyes of the public, arguing, “Just as
Coverdale describes his anxiety that Blithedale itself had ‘been nothing but dream-work and
enchantment’ and that he fears his inability to find there ‘something real,’ as a poet, narrator, and
Hawthorne’s mask. Coverdale represents an author’s fear that there is no reality behind the
façade” (78). Hawthorne’s refusal to present a coherent narrative of a communitarian experiment
is a calculated act of agency by failing to provide even a fiction that could then be construed as
residue from the author’s past. Only by presenting a digressive, inconstant narratorial voice that
refuses to satiate his readers’ curiosity about Brook Farm dies Hawthorne defy generic
conventions in order to emphasize the futility of an unexamined state of reading.
Borgstrom describes Coverdale’s narration style as an indulgent, self-conscious blend of
digressions, incongruities, erraticism, and subjectivity (363). Aware that his readers will read
even a fiction through the lens of his experience, Hawthorne hides behind Coverdale in order to
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further distance his experience from the text.12 Coverdale is largely occupied with perceiving and
attempting to navigate the social dynamics of the four characters––himself, Zenobia, Priscilla,
and Hollingsworth–– though he often doubts his perceptions, misrepresents reality, and spends
large portions of his narrative chronicling indulgent daydreams with little to no correlation to his
surroundings. The narrator’s self-conscious preoccupation with composing a romance often
obstructs his actions or depictions of actions in events as they occur. His crippling fancy is
manifest as he makes his way to Blithedale:
Vividly does that fireside re-create itself, as I rake away the ashes from the
embers in my memory, and blow them up with a sigh, for lack of more inspiring
breath. Vividly for an instant, but anon, with the dimmest gleam, and with just as
little fervency for my heart as for my finger-ends! The staunch oaken logs were
long ago burnt out. Their genial glow must be represented, if at all, by the merest
phosphoric glimmer, like that which exudes, rather than shines, from damp
fragments of decayed trees, deluding the benighted wanderer through a forest.
Around such chill mockery of a fire some few of us might sit on the withered
leaves, spreading out each a palm towards the imaginary warmth, and talk over
our exploded scheme for beginning the life of Paradise anew (9).
This overwhelming sentimentality highlights the genre in which Hawthorne is operation, the
romance, while offering exclusively form without content. Coverdale’s memory of his final
wood-fire before leaving is so obscured by dense sensuality that this insight conveys little but a

Margaret Jay Jessee comments too on this intentional blurring of fact and fiction: “Conflating the binary between
the real and the fictional, there are historical characters mixed with mythical characters, and these characters are all
performed by fictional characters in the novel” (73). By mixing these sources under the blanket of fiction, all is
equally likely to fail to adhere to reality, though the caveat that the novel is based on a true story repeatedly suggests
parallels and thus implicates the author’s personal life.
12
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rich glimpse into the narrator’s subjectivity. William Charvat remarks that the novel’s length
carries the “great disadvantage [to encourage] the writer to pad his work and be long-winded,” so
on a textual level Coverdale’s meaningless rapture is consistent with the genre of the romance
(82). This passage endeavors to capture only Coverdale’s present feelings, empurpled by an
indulgent sentimentalism. By imbuing his final fire with significance and commemorating its
glow, Coverdale introduces a sensation that he claims to often return to, yet one that misleads
him. From this vantage point, Blithedale appears to lay ahead as something of a bright prospect,
but in remembering this moment he acknowledges this glimmer had deceived him, “the
benighted wanderer [in] the forest” (9). Coverdale writes his narrative long after his departure
and disillusionment. By the time he writes this, he is aware that Zenobia’s ultimate death and the
community’s demise. His recollection is tinged with disappointment, as Blithedale failed to
provide either what Coverdale expected of it personally in addition to any larger communal
achievement. To an audience expectant of the significance of the era’s proliferation of
communitarian experiments or gravity of this particular failure, this treatment conveys a feeling
in lieu of analysis. As Coverdale introduces himself as a poet, this expressionism is
characteristic, if frustrating. Samuel Coale terms Coverdale’s analytical musings as “antiromantic,” though his inconclusive critical digressions succeed in evoking a poignant emotion
without reliably signaling to readers what the use of such sympathy is (109). Overall,
Coverdale’s narration stimulates a sense of helplessness.
By applying the “romance” designation to a work is unrecognizable as a romance,
Hawthorne manipulates his audience’s act of reading in order to characterize the reading
experience by disappointed expectation. The term “romance” fails to appropriately describe the
form and conventions Blithedale employs. Baym elaborates,
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Given the general association of the romance, when it was distinguishable from
the novel, with the highly wrought, the heavily plotted, the ornately rhetorical, the
tremendously exciting, the relentlessly exterior, it seems clear that Hawthorne’s
work would not fall into that category. And, indeed, his works, with one
exception, were not described as romances in his own lifetime, and this is so
despite his own insistence on such a classification for them. (438)
Hawthorne requests that his text to be read as a romance while the narrative itself flagrantly
defies the conventions characteristic to the genre. Naturally, this disjunction calls attention to
Blithedale’s failure to conform to novelistic expectations. Knowing his readers will persist in
equating him with Coverdale, Hawthorne maintains a disorienting discrepancy between
Coverdale’s story and his audience’s expectation in order direct his readers’ attention to the act
of storytelling and the relationship between performer and performance.
By using the word “romance” in the novel’s title and highlighting its prevalence within
Blithedale’s preface, Hawthorne establishes expectations for the purpose of disappointing them,
invoking a set of conventions that leave the reader’s attention nothing to focus on but the narrator
himself and the task he purports to undertake. Generally, Coverdale’s failure to fulfill his
narrative duties effectively conceals him and Blithedale from the novel’s audience. The
autobiographical aura that surrounds Blithedale stands in stark opposition to this overt
identification of the work as fiction, yet Hawthorne’s representation of the genre from the
previous year lends further insight into why the romance so appealed to him to convey this story.
The House of the Seven Gables’ preface distinguishes the novel from the romance in terms
idiosyncratic to Hawthorne:
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When a writer calls his work a romance, it need hardly be observed that he wishes
to claim a certain latitude, both as to its fashion and material, which he would not
have felt himself entitled to assume, had he professed to be writing a novel. The
latter form of composition is presumed to aim at a very minute fidelity, not
merely to the possible, but to the probable and ordinary course of man’s
experience. The former––while, as a work of art, it must rigidly subject itself to
laws, and while it sins unpardonably so far as it may swerve aside from the truth
of the medium as to bring out or mellow the lights, and deepen and enrich the
shadows, of the picture (vii).
Hawthorne’s manipulation of genre serves as an integral frame capable either of augmenting or
subduing the text as a whole. American readers in the 1850s would have recognized the genre of
romance by external standards, though it would have been classified according to the
conventions of the narrative itself as opposed to the conditions of authorship, as Hawthorne
highlights. Baym explains, “Readers would expect intensity, passion, excitement, and thrills
resulting from ornate rhetorical treatment and from a focus on outer action. Hawthorne did not
deliver those” (Concepts 439). Accordingly, Blithedale’s audience would have read in perpetual
expectation that the text deliver on the romance’s conventions, thus privileging generic protocol
over their own perceptions. Hawthorne guides the reader to continually measure his narrative
against novelistic conventions by his prolonged discussion of the genre, drawing an opaque veil
to shroud the narrator, and by proxy the author, from public view.
To a mid-nineteenth-century American reader, a novel (or a romance) carried a certain
constellation of expectations of conventions. As Baym and Frank Christianson point out, the
incongruity of approaching Blithedale as a romance repeatedly disappoints the reader: Coverdale
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is cryptic and absorbed by his thoughts. Romances from this period are typically furthered by
fast-paced, sensational plots and external manifestations of inner conflicts (Baym 439). The
reader constantly works to reconcile Coverdale’s rambling narrative with a form he cannot
produce, drawing the unfulfilled criteria into sharp focus. Discomfiture is an intentional and
integral element of Blithedale’s reception. It is presented as a genre of which it fails to fulfill the
criteria in order to draw attention to the narrator’s self-consciousness and ultimate failure to
accomplish what he purports to do––author a romance––effectively. For Borgstrom, Coverdale’s
awkwardness proves the impossibility of his situation: he is crushed by the sole responsibility of
composing a narrative based on his experience. Building on this, I see Coverdale’s bumbling
narrative performance as Hawthorne’s deliberate act, to conceal himself from the prying public
and exemplify the impossibility of truthfully relaying the experience of an individual, let alone a
society.
Because of the known similitude of his text’s premise and an episode of his past,
Hawthorne’s exploration of the romance genre distances him as the author from the narrative he
is about to present. The romance is then contrasted with history, biography, or any related
narrative form based in fact as opposed to fiction. In “Concepts of the Romance in Hawthorne’s
America,” Nina Baym surveys hundreds of reviews of long fiction from 1820 to 1860 to
conclude that no discernable distinction had yet emerged between the “novel” and the “romance”
(429-430). She concludes that “the term romance turns out to have been used so broadly and so
inconsistently in the era that in any given instance of trying to fix its meaning the critic or writer
was evidently engaging in a creative rather than a descriptive activity” (430). Hawthorne’s
insistence that his texts is to be read as a romance, then, asserts it status only as a work of fiction.
In applying this literary treatment to a subject so closely aligned with his own past, Hawthorne
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exemplifies a familiar dynamic between narrative and actuality (429). Baym points out that
Hawthorne presents his framing of the generic discussion in his preface with phrases of
inevitability––“it need hardly be observed,” “is presumed to”–– to “lull the unwary into
believing that Hawthorne was indeed working within categories known to and shared by his
contemporaries” (429). As literary publishing changed dramatically and rapidly, the dynamic
between the author, novel, and audience stood in constant flux. Hawthorne’s presentation of
these categories as stable and obvious to his readers subdues the novelty of his interrogation,
which is only visible in the larger context of his career and Ticknor and Fields’s marketing
initiatives.

Performers
Coverdale sustains the metaphor of the theater throughout the novel, presenting his
romance as a theatrical performance throughout his narration, frequently terming the events that
transpire as “scenes” and framing them as though they took place on a stage.13 He regularly
reminds his readers that is narrating, interspersing the plot with reminders that perception and
interpretation both riddle the task of narration. Jennifer Greiman points out that Coverdale
“theatricalizes his text, interposing it between the reader and the object of representation and
estranging the reader from the sentiments he has expressed” (182). This interposition never fully
allows the reader to forget the dynamic of performance, which renders the suspension of belief
integral to immersing oneself in a performance difficult for any sustained period of time. The
text is Coverdale’s performance of his experience to the external world, and by reiterating

13

As Zenobia looks back at Coverdale and lets a curtain separating them fall from her hand, Coverdale interprets the
gesture as one of theatrical finality, and remarks, “It fell like the drop-curtain of a theatre, in the interval between the
acts” (159). Here too Coverdale openly conflates performance with reality, blurring the distinction between his
imagination and the story he is supposed to convey.
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constantly that he is performing erects an opaque veil that conceals the trajectory of this shortlived commune.
Miles Coverdale initially identifies himself as a moderately successful poet, with the text
of Blithedale serving as his first foray into prose,. Between the conclusion of the story tells and
the moment he begins to translate his experience into print, Coverdale abandons poetry as a
literary form in order to pen the romance. Coverdale conflates his reputation as a poet with his
personal identity in his initial meeting of Zenobia. She gushes,
I have long wished to know you, Mr. Coverdale, and to thank you for your beautiful
poetry, some of which I have learned by heart; or, rather, it has stolen into my
memory without my exercising any choice or volition about the matter. Of course,
permit me to say, you do not think of relinquishing an occupation in which you have
done yourself so much credit I would almost rather give you up as an associate than
that the world should lose one of its true poets (14).
The pair’s initial meeting is colored by their respective literary reputations. Zenobia is
excited to meet Coverdale because she is fond of the work he has produced. She expects some
resemblance between the artist and his art that should indicate her appreciation of Coverdale’s
company on account of her affinity for his work. She apologizes in advance, if ever he should
hear her absentmindedly singing his verses aloud, in case this irks him (14-15). The disjunction
of encountering one’s one poetry in the mouth of another might be jarring; an artist composes a
piece in solitude, then releases it into the world, where it will be irrevocably tied to its
originator’s identity forever yet is subject to the whims of the public’s interpretation and
consumption. Coverdale seems proud of Zenobia’s appreciation, yet is crippled by the onus of
representing Blithedale’s story, as is evidenced in his frequent digressions from the narrative, his
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hasty attempts at interpreting and explaining events as they unfold, often from a woefully
incomplete perspective, and a generally poor understanding of human interactions. As the
narrative wears on, Coverdale disappoints Zenobia as his character seeks to shrink back into
observation, forgoing agency in his interactions in favor of his ultimate power to represent reality
as he sees fit in print. Little can be ascertained about an author by his or her creative output.
Coverdale proves that the dynamic between an author and his persona is another venue in which
he can manipulate his reputation in the eyes of the public.
Of his roles as character and narrator, Coverdale seems to prefer the role of narration, as
he devotes significantly more time at it than either depicting himself in interaction with the other
character or assuming an active role in his interactions. He operates on the periphery of social
situations, preferring to watch and interpret than operate as an active agent. His judgments are
premature, cloyingly fanciful, and overwrought. In the role of narrator, his unmethodical and
overzealous attempts to fit a world he doesn’t understand into a narrative structure can annoy a
reader accustomed to the generic conventions of a romance. Michael Borgstrom explores the
widespread critical exasperation with the narrator of Blithedale in his essay “Hating Miles
Coverdale” and argues that this customary disappointment in Coverdale’s narration as well as the
“unusually hostile criticism leveled against [him]” says more about our contemporary
expectations, goals, and objectives than any inadequacy in composition or aesthetics (363).
Following Coverdale’s lead can is often frustrating for a reader, as Hawthorne designed his
character to defy and thwarts critical expectations. Coverdale’s narrative of his experience serves
to obscure rather than reveal, which on the whole illustrates the opacity of literary authorship.
The narrator’s word choices, florid effusions and digressions, and accretion of clauses
obscure his meanings and diffuse the focus of his narration. In his first glance at Zenobia, he
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labors to capture his hostess’s essence. He remembers, “Looking at herself in the glass, and
perceiving that her one magnificent flower had grown rather languid (probably by being exposed
to the fervency of the kitchen fire), she flung it on the floor, as unconcernedly as a village girl
would throw away a faded violet” (Blithedale 21). This overwrought prose attempts to
characterize Zenobia in a glance, invoking a provincial child in an attempt to capture the
woman’s tempestuous, carefree air. Of course, Coverdale is basing this assessment on a whim,
disclosing his own subjectivity as he fails to reasonably predict Zenobia’s passionate nature from
this fleeting gesture. His concern is both to convey the events that occur (Zenobia discards a
flower from her hair) and to interpret the symbolic significance on the action. This scene totters
from a concrete image to a speculation as to why Zenobia’s flower is wilted to her action to an
analogy of questionable utility. The simile –– “as unconcernedly as a village girl would throw
away a faded violet” –– is incongruously ornate, especially at the conclusion of such a prolix
sentence. In his first impression of her, Coverdale seeks to catalog where Zenobia has been, who
she is, and what she’s like, and he does this hastily and rather sloppily. He goes on unsatisfied
with this portrait, seeking instead to articulate her whole essence, “The action seemed proper to
her character, although, methought, it would still more have befitted the bounteous nature of this
beautiful woman to scatter fresh flowers from her hand, and to revive faded ones by her touch”
(21). All Zenobia has done is thrown a flower from her hair to the floor. Unsatisfied with
relaying this gesture alone, Coverdale imaginatively cobbles the scene together to depict the
captivating lady’s whole being; from this fleeting encounter alone, he presents this simple
movement as adequate to convey who she really was. If assigning such significance to the move
was extravagant in the previous sentence, Coverdale corrects his analysis further to suggest that
the gesture may not have been wholly in keeping with Zenobia’s “bounteous nature.” This
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unabashed whimsy is a clear example of the narrative liberties Coverdale liberally allows himself
as he rejects the simple, fleeting moment he just witnessed in favor of a completely imaginative
alternative he feels would be more suited to the character of a woman he doesn’t know. By the
novel’s end, Zenobia’s death neatly adheres to conventions of the romance and removes her,
abruptly and incongruously, from the plot. Christianson notes, “[Coverdale] must reduce Zenobia
to what he terms a ‘rich type’: the sentimental heroine who eventually sacrifices herself at the
altar of unrequited love” (258). Coverdale is unable to figure Zenobia out, and her eventual exit
from the narrative is swift and uncharacteristically traditional.
Early in the narrative, the limitations of Coverdale’s telling of the story become apparent
in the strange manner in which he ignores Old Moodie. Moodie is the first person that Coverdale
encounters and his dismissive treatment of the polite old man indicates his preference for
introspection. Moodie’s “shabby appearance” contrasts with the “wonderful exhibition” of the
memory of the Veiled Lady’s performance, which further lessens the appeal of Coverdale’s
immediate surroundings and inviting an extended foray into fancy (5). Blithedale’s interaction
with Moodie highlights the profound self-absorbency of its narrator, proving Coverdale to be
detached from his surroundings in his own, isolated perspective. When Moodie interjects, “Mr.
Coverdale, can I speak with you a moment?” Coverdale fails to acknowledge him, continuing to
dream about the Veiled Lady until Moodie demands his attention more forcefully (5).
Coverdale’s demeanor makes it clear to Moodie that he is unwilling to be too greatly
inconvenienced. He grows increasingly exasperated as time progresses, and after several
moments of Coverdale’s evasion, Moodie blurts out, “If you pleased, Mr. Coverdale, you might
do me a very great favor” (7). Coverdale responds with palpable reluctance,
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‘A very great one?’ repeated I, in a tone that must have expressed but little
alacrity of beneficence, although I was ready to do the old man any amount of
kindness involving no special trouble to myself. ‘A very great favor, do you say?
My time is brief, Mr. Moodie, and I have a good many preparations to make. But
be good enough to tell me what you wish’ (7).
This cue indicates that Coverdale values his own convenience over anything Moodie might ask
of him, which causes Moodie to change his mind and thinks better of even articulating his
request. By narrating his decision to pretend not to hear Moodie speak or notice him clambering
for attention, Coverdale works to create the illusion that Moodie’s antics escape his notice,
although his noting them clearly manifests this as pretense.
The vast majority of this brief exchange takes place within Coverdale’s mind, willfully
denying Moodie’s presence. The tension of this rudeness exemplifies Coverdale’s labor to fit his
experience into the narrative structure of a romance. I have condensed the action to feature
Coverdale’s external effusions in an attempt to recreate how this scene appears to Moodie,
though a long and digressive interlude prolongs this scene considerable within Coverdale’s mind.
As Coverdale has no interest in including Moodie in his narrative until he proves himself
interesting and important much later (“Fauntleroy”), he quite blatantly ignores him in favor of a
lengthy musing. This scene establishes the dreamily neglectful sort of narrator that Coverdale
will remain throughout the romance. Reality is ancillary to his imagination, and poesy seems to
spill out his artistic realm to blur and distort reality to the point where he cannot effectively
function within it.
As Borgstrom points out, Coverdale’s narration is inconsistent. Coverdale’s only goal at
Blithedale is to write, an act he conflates time and time again with his personal identity. Writing
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a romance serves as his justification for both action and inaction, as he recedes from his role in
the community in favor of wielding more power in his translation of his experience into a
romance. He oscillates in his narration between his own perspective and a communal voice
projected onto his companions, forcing uneasy and fleeting moments of consensus and reflecting
on the impossibility of correct interpretation or solidifying a singular meaning. Yet this
oscillation renders his flightiness apparent, blurring distinctions between his own ganders and
actuality. His judgments of events, motives, and the characters of the community’s other
members shift wildly and with little evidence or provocation. By attempting to simultaneously
occupy both of these roles, Coverdale is inept at both narration and operating socially in the
present moment, and these inadequacies are symptoms of his unease with his role of a literary
performer. This effect indicates Coverdale’s willful defiance against the form of the romance and
his task of narration, as uneasily mixing these roles calls constant attention to the fact that
narration is a conscious construct, and one he alone is in control of manipulating.
This is not to say that Coverdale takes his job of narrating his story seriously
throughout the romance. As a narrator, he seems anxious about the task at the beginning of the
novel, then becomes increasingly sly and oblique as he realizes his power to conceal and mislead
as a means of protecting himself from the prying public eye. Many of Coverdale’s observations
are flippant or cheeky. Before departing, he remarks that the scene he expects at Blithedale could
not be thought to resemble Paradise “except as the pole suggests the tropic,” betraying
reservations about the experiment before he even arrives (10). As he first travels to the
community, he mingles maudlin hope with disillusionment:
Air that had not been breathed once and again! air that had not been spoken into
words of falsehood, formality, and error, like all the air of the dusky city! "How
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pleasant it is!" remarked I, while the snowflakes flew into my mouth the moment
it was opened. "How very mild and balmy is this country air!" (11)
Coverdale masks his idealism, as he keeps his reflection on the moral purity of the air to himself
yet utters a sarcastic complaint about the weather that peeves his companions. Not only does he
conceal his innermost thoughts in this brief anecdote, but he does so conspicuously within view
of the reader, subtly baring his benign duplicity without making much of it. By doing this,
Coverdale reframes the entire romance as an artistic construct (Borgstrom 383).
The Veiled Lady fascinates Coverdale because of the speculation she invites–– her veil
replaces her identity with a void. Coverdale’s obsession with the Veiled Lady suggests an
identification with the positions she occupy in relation to her artistic medium.14 Masking,
veiling, and covering remain prominent tropes throughout the romance, which is characterized
by a tension between disclosure and concealment.15 Coverdale’s preoccupation with this
entertainer imaginatively equates the act of writing a romance with the production of a live
performance in order to reiterate the troubling relationship between the artist and their art. If as
Williams argues, “Hawthorne’s primary concern seems to have been the extent to which he
could control his writing in the marketplace,” both the preface and Coverdale’s anxious narration
keep this dynamic constantly visible (97). He layers three dynamics of spectacles and their
In a letter to E. P. Whipple, Hawthorne reflects that he considered naming the romance “The Veiled Lady,”
though he ultimately decided that he “[did] not wish to give prominence to that feature of the Romance” (qtd. in
Hawthorne, Melville, and the Novel 273). I argue that (Don’t hide your argument in a footnote!) the Veiled Lady
operates as a foil for Miles Coverdale, calling attention to their comparably constrictive states as artists performing
for audiences. Therefore, the decision not to name the romance after the Veiled Lady is not an indication of
Hawthorne’s dissatisfaction with her as a character, but instead would assign her undue prominence and thus distract
from the multifocal gaze of the novel (273).
14

15

Upon meeting Zenobia, too Coverdale immediately defines her according to the tension between her identity and
performance in saying, “Zenobia, by-the-by, as I suppose you know is merely her public name; a sort of mask in
which she comes before the world, retaining all the privileges and of privacy––a contrivance, in short, like the white
drapery of the Veiled Lady, only a little more transparent” (8). By belaboring this obvious commonality of
concealment, Coverdale introduces his perennial objective of protecting artists’ private, hidden, personal existence
unattainable by spectators even as the art is displayed and considered.
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spectators to explore the disjunction between performance and authorial agency: the performer
and her audience, the novel and its public, and the communitarian experiment and the external
world.
In his article “Veiled Ladies: Toward a History of Antebellum Entertainment,” Richard
Brodhead contextualizes Blithedale within the rise of popular entertainment and the mass
visibility of American literature, elucidating the public spheres in which the Veiled Lady and
Coverdale needed to operate (276). Popular entertainment’s rise to prominence in the 1840s
began to reorder the public’s consciousness into states of production or consumption. The “new
sciences” or theories of magnetism, spiritualism, and mesmerism attracted a wide audience eager
to consider the possibility of the supernatural at play Brodhead 273-274). To the reading public,
an insider’s account of Brook Farm was tantalizing––the publication of Blithedale made the
communitarian experience accessible without commitment. Hawthorne writes at a cultural
moment in which a new performative space is afforded to public figures: certainly female
entertainers, yet also literary celebrities16. The Veiled Lady lives a life of “pure exhibitionism”
in which her veiling wholly defines her character by rendering her an entirely spiritual being,
permitting her neither corporeality nor agency. She is exploited by Professor Westervelt and her
performance fails to serve as an artistic outlet despite its capitalistic import (276). The woman in
the costume fulfills a strictly confined role; her identity is defined by a narrowly prescribed
appearance and series of behaviors allotted to her by an external agent. As a result, the Veiled
Lady is unable to exercise or possess her own will. Her fame is the direct result of her
constructed persona; she can only operate in the public eye according to the narrow strictures of

16

Jenny Lind and Fanny Essler garnered national fame before rapidly growing audiences and grew more popular yet
in terms of recognition, and newspapers endeavored to both sell tickets to their shows and created them as objects of
public interest, printing details of their personal lives and mundane interactions so as to exalt them further as
celebrities (Brodhead 276).
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the role Westervelt has defined for her. The Veiled Lady’s performance consists of effacement
alone, though to her audience this augments her aura of mystery and thus adds to the
performance’s appeal.
Coverdale all but discloses Priscilla’s identity as the Veiled Lady in “The Village-Hall,”
though significantly, he fails to print her name. Indeed, some “poor maiden” and “forsaken girl”
cast off her veil and ran to Hollingworth’s arms, perhaps “rescuing her from exposure”
(Blithedale 203). By refusing to unveil the girl even as she willingly bares her unveiled face and
thus identity to her audience publicly (Greiman 190). In his second viewing of her performance,
Coverdale offers two divergent characterizations of the Veiled Lady. He describes her
movements as “graceful, free, and unembarrassed, like that of a person accustomed to be the
spectacle of thousands. Or, possibly, a blindfold prisoner within the sphere with which this dark,
earthly magician had surrounded her, she was wholly unconscious of being the central object to
all those straining eyes” (201). By posing these two equally likely characterizations, Coverdale
refuses to define the Veiled Lady, and shifts the onus of interpretation to his reader to reconcile.
The former characterization suggests a sense of belonging––not quite agency, but a comfort in
familiarity. The latter presents a harrowing status of exploitation; the performer is controlled
without her consent or even awareness by the magician, oblivious to the audience who creates
her.
Covered, the Veiled Lady moved boldly in her anonymity; unveiled, she is “pale,
tremulous, shrinking, as if only then had she discovered that a thousand eyes were gazing at her”
(Blithedale 203). Her moment of apparent agency –– “she threw off the veil” –– is compromised
on account of Hollingworth’s dominant magnetism that Coverdale has mistrusted since he first
learned of the reformer (203). The Veiled Lady acts in response to Hollingsworth’s beckoning
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gesture and command, “Come! You are safe!” which suggests further subordination–– the
swapping of masters as opposed to a liberating assertion of autonomy (203). Physically, he
positions himself on the stage, “and now stood gazing at the figure, with a sad intentness that
brought the whole power of his great, stern, yet tender soul, into his glance.” It is impossible to
interpret the Veiled Lady’s action as a product of free will when she is so firmly fixed within the
seductive hold of Hollingsworth’s gaze (202) 17. Coverdale speaks of the girl as a body acted
upon, incapable herself of self-motivated action. 18
Coverdale’s power to conceal the Veiled Lady’s identity even as he tells of her public
unveiling is a triumph of his mastery of print.19 Previously he felt bullied and constrained by the
medium, uncertain of the proper relationship between his experience and the romance plot he felt
expected to translate him experience into. As a member of the audience, Coverdale is unable to
shield the Veiled Lady’s identity from a sea of onlookers. As an author, however, he controls the
representation of her performance completely. Coverdale uses this power to shield his fellow
artist from the prying public eye, not allowing the Veiled Lady’s personal identity and artistic
persona to be conflated. He effectively keeps her veiled for his entire audience for as long as his
text is in print as a gesture of compassion and protection, as he identifies with her.

Coverdale dishes, “Some upheld that the veil covered the most beautiful countenance in the world; others,––and
certainly with more reason, considering the sex of the Veiled Lady,––that the face was the most hideous and
horrible, and that this was her sole motive for hiding it” (Blithedale 109-110). The veil invites speculation,
transforming the performer into a desirable commodity.
17

As Greiman points out, the marked lack of Priscilla’s name may indicate that the Veiled Lady is not indeed
Priscilla; “it may be that Priscilla fled the village hall with Hollingsworth that night, but it does not necessarily
follow that she and the Veiled Lady are one and the same” (190).
18

Jennifer Greiman describes Coverdale’s defining fear to the “anxiety of complicity in the violation of others”
(159). This explains both his reluctance to definitively equate Priscilla with the Veiled Lady and his aversion to
presenting his reader with absolutes in his judgments or even events (159)
19
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With melodramatic modesty, Coverdale begins the final chapter of his romance with the
admission that his personal story is all that remains to tell.20 He admits that his admission of his
love of Priscilla is hardly in keeping with the remainder of the story, and acknowledges, “I have
made but a poor and dim figure in my own narrative, establishing no separate interest, and
suffering my colorless life to take its hue from other lives” (Blithedale 245). Due to their
identical positions as pawns Having earlier lamented that his three companions “had absorbed
[his] life into themselves,” he feels entwined with Zenobia, Hollingsworth, and Priscilla, yet
alienated enough to have rejected living among them (194). The last chapter, “Miles Coverdale’s
Confession,” is an apparent attempt to reconcile his character with his narrative, though instead it
is a presentation of theatrics intended only to reveal that there’s nothing behind the veil.
Coverdale presents his twenty-ninth and final chapter as an indulgence, “But one still
retains some little consideration for one's self; so I keep these last two or three pages for my
individual and sole behoof” (245). He is explicit about his purpose, yet succeeds in
accomplishing the exact opposite of what he claims to do; instead of baring something personal
about himself, he diverts the reader into focusing instead of the texts, which effectively conceals
him. He immediately digresses from this focus, moving on to talk about the community as a
whole and its collective fate apart from him. A mixture of vague hope, sly joviality, and bleary
nihilism characterizes Coverdale’s closing tone; the chapter is a work of showmanship.
Immediately after establishing the necessity of telling his own story, Coverdale undermines it,
“But what, after all, have I to tell? Nothing, nothing, nothing!” (245). By oscillating between the
importance (and later, narrative justification) for presenting his own fate as a matter of

Christianson concludes that “Coverdale’s interest in Priscilla… is the consummate act of narrative destabilization
that casts all previous assertions of disinterest in doubt” but this conclusion operates on the assumption that
Coverdale is telling the truth (253). Instead, I argue that his confession is an act of concealment, intended to distract
the audience and cast the entire narrative into question.
20
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consequence and wishing to conceal himself from this harsh publicity, Coverdale operates from a
state of indecision, conspicuously waffling about how to both conclude his romance and what
debt he has to pay his readers’ generic expectations. He cites his motive for abandoning
Blithedale as an effect of Zenobia’s death, though he departed before this tragedy had
occurred.21
After this lapse into a communal focus, Coverdale shifts the narrative back to his stated
purpose of reflecting on his own fate: a largely disappointing and uneventful life.
Conventionally, a character in a romance might survey his years and conclude they were happy,
and Coverdale begins by falling into this trope, though he corrects himself and describes the
years as having passed “tolerably enough” (246). After significant build-up, Coverdale presents
himself as blushing and turning away his face, proclaiming at last that “I-I myself–was in love–
with Priscilla!” (247). The banality of Coverdale’s confession––its incongruity and its dazzling
refusal to elicit closure––concludes the romance with an impenetrable opacity. Ffrangcon Lewis
assesses, “that quenchless urge to strip away all appearances and expose an absolute authenticity
finally dominates the novel, accompanied by an anxiety that such a quest brings not harmony but
blankness, not reconciliation but an empty nothingness” (78). By suddenly turning the reader’s
attention visually upon himself, Coverdale invites his readers to picture him clearly. Miles
Coverdale is speaking frankly: nervous, genuine, the three white hairs in his brown moustache
quivering as he speaks (247).
Performing Utopia

Coverdale does, however, fix this sadness in a poetically somber image: “The whole soil of our farm, for a long
time afterwards, seemed but the sodded earth over her grave. I could not toil there, nor live upon its products”
(Blithedale 245). His inability to distinguish external reality from his emotion state again elevates his prose to a
highly visible contrivance.
21
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Blithedale’s social objective is to provide a superior cultural and economic model of
communal living. Though Coverdale barely addresses the communal objective of the enterprise
occasionally suggesting a vague, shared effort at societal reform, the model of a communitarian
experiment necessarily seeks to operate autonomously of the external world and eventually to
influence an outside audience to adopt comparable principles that will yield an improved society.
To succeed, the community must prove itself attractive and visibly prosperous, something
Blithedale fails to do on account of its stark lack of a unified purpose. Caron summarizes, “To
the social world outside the commune, Blithedale has the ‘reputation of a benevolent fraternity.’
However, society also mocks the enterprise, and the country folks on the neighboring farms
make jokes about the Blithedalers’ competence, an attitude that later transforms into the ‘savage
and bloody-minded jokes” (11). During Coverdale’s first supper at the establishment, Zenobia
had confided, “I hope that out blazing window will be visible a great way off,” wishing the
experiment to appear “warm and bright with the beacon-fire [they] had kindled for humanity” to
all who look upon it (Blithedale 25). A certain unity of purpose is required for an experiment of
this kind to succeed at inspiring the external world to action, and the ultimately fatal clashes of
the novel’s four protagonists signal Blithedale’s failure to attain this concord.
The gravity of a communitarian experiment appearance to the outside world is evident
in the community’s bickering about what to name their experiment. Blithedale’s success is
contingent on the representation and perception of the community to the external world, selecting
a name is perhaps the most basic and essential element of self-representation. One languid
evening, Coverdale relays the collective attempt to name the community, “a matter of greatly
more difficulty than the uninitiated reader would suppose” (37). This scene portrays a rare
moment in which the Blithedale’s inhabitants cooperate, as they work together to define their
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errand and reach a viable consensus regarding the representation of who they are and how they
will henceforth present themselves to the mainstream society.22
Tensions between conventional masculine traits of empirical order and feminine
qualities of faith and submission clash as opposed to cohere in the naming of the community.
The company continues, “Zenobia suggested ‘Sunny Glimpse,’ as expressive of a vista into a
better system of society. This we turned over and over for a while, acknowledging its prettiness,
but concluded it to be rather too fine and sentimental a name (a fault inevitable by literary ladies
in such attempts) for sunburnt men to work under” (37). In resorting to this flat binary,
Coverdale splits two requisite components of progress according to the constrictive gender roles
of the society the company left behind, displaying an ideological corruption they never fully
transcend. This ostentatious distinction accords with McGill’s assessment that Hawthorne’s
earnestly sought to “to rid his writing of the taint of the feminine, the childish, the regional, and
the foreign” in the refashioning of his literary persona in the early 1850s, here dramatized in
Coverdale’s open mockery of anything that appeared more quaint or feminine than he felt befit a
professional author (220). Though the overall aim of the society is to improve the lives of its
inhabitants and serve as a model for the external world, the sexes come together in a sort of
Platonic ideal, each embodying necessary practical components of progress, yet unable to exist

Consistent with the romance’s preoccupations with history and its application on the present, the members toy
with the idea of assigning the land its original name, predating European corruption, “We should have resumed the
old Indian name of the premises, had it possessed the oil-and-honey flow which the aborigines were so often happy
in communicating to their local appellations; but it chanced to be a harsh, ill-connected, and interminable word,
which seemed to fill the mouth with a mixture of very stiff clay and very crumbly pebbles” (37). Appropriating the
original Indian name is suggested as a romanticization of the displaced natives characteristic of American authors in
the 1850s, worthy of consideration because of its perceived authenticity, not out of any respect or homage to the
people who had previously lived there. The name would evoke a lost state of innocence and purity: freedom and a
primal serenity. Nostalgic resonance aside, this name is dismissed for the aesthetic reason of its unappealing
discordance; while the symbolic meaning may have been superficially desirable, its beauty as a collection of sounds
and syllables is found wanting. Coverdale fails to even record this cacophonous name, and rejects a symbolic
meaning in favor of auditory allure.
22
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or operate without the other. Ultimately, this model is inadequate as possession is thwarted in
both Coverdale and Zenobia’s respective amorous pursuits, and they emerge bitter and solitary or
dead as the community necessarily collapses. Coverdale’s emergence as a bachelor indicates the
failure of this conventional trope of romantic fulfillment, figuring also the failure of Blithedale’s
union of hope and systemic reform.
The company is preoccupied with accuracy in arriving at a suitable name for
themselves, “Some were for calling our institution "The Oasis," in view of its being the one
green spot in the moral sand-waste of the world; but others insisted on a proviso for
reconsidering the matter at a twelvemonths' end, when a final decision might be had, whether to
name it ‘The Oasis’ or ‘Sahara’” (37). In general, symbolic aspirations are rejected as fit names
for the community, as the pervasive desire seems to be to reflect reality, and the beginning of an
experiment is then an unsuitable time to accurately gauge how it will turn out. The members
ultimately settle on “Blithedale” for lack of a better name, deeming it “of good augury enough”
(37). The name connotes a valley characterized by cheerful indifference. “Blithedale” carries a
happy nonchalance, yet the subdues both the allure and doom latent Coverdale’s suggestion of
“utopia” that was ultimately ruled offensive. As the community selects a mediocre name in lax
compromise, it is again implicitly suggested that the varied members of Blithedale lack a
sufficiently cohesive ideal their society requires to survive. Coale points out that “blithe suggests
not only a happy, joyous, or merry disposition but also heedlessness” (109). The paradox of
utopia is bound up in this final name: it simultaneously suggests perfect contentment and an
unsustainable dynamic characterized by carelessness. The representation of a communitarian
experiment is integral to its fundamental objective of serving as a societal palliative. If both the
composition of that practice and its articulation in language are of critical importance for such an
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experiment to achieve its intended effect, an insipid name like “Blithedale” reflects both the
inadequate preparation of the community to present itself to the public, and a bad omen for its
ultimate efficacy.
In the end, the utopia fails. Coverdale reflects on his time at Blithedale as
transformative, though this revelation culminates in nothing more than a smarting sting of loss.
Upon leaving, he is immediately struck by the unnerving contrast of the external world:
Thus passed several weeks; time long enough for my brown and toil-hardened
hands to reaccustom themselves to gloves. Old habits, such as were merely
external, returned upon me with wonderful promptitude. My superficial talk, too,
assumed altogether a worldly tone. Meeting former acquaintances, who showed
themselves inclined to ridicule my heroic devotion to the cause of human welfare,
I spoke of the recent phase of my life as indeed fair matter for a jest. But, I also
gave them to understand that it was, at most, only an experiment, on which I had
staked no valuable amount of hope or fear. It had enabled me to pass the summer
in a novel and agreeable way, had afforded me some grotesque specimens of
artificial simplicity, and could not, therefore, so far as I was concerned, be
reckoned a failure. In no one instance, however, did I voluntarily speak of my
three friends. They dwelt in a profounder region. The more I consider myself as I
then was, the more do I recognize how deeply my connection with those three had
affected all my being (195).
The change begins physically: his labor-worn hands soften as he returns to a jarring environment
where his sartorial choices again matter. Coverdale immediately perceives the distinction
between Blithedale and the external world: though rustic and quaint, the commune seems to
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possess an authenticity of spiritual worth utterly incomprehensible to the people of the city, to
whom such a life seems a joke. As Coverdale depicted at Blithedale, all of its characters
eschewed a unity of purpose and continued to act motivated by their selfish, individual impulses,
which ultimately renders the communitarian experiment unviable. Even so, operating
autonomously in the world beyond Blithedale no longer feels honest either. Never too committed
to the higher ideological purposes of Blithedale, Coverdale does not defend the community when
his friends mock it, joining in yet retaining a haunting preoccupation with his time there and
what it meant. He cannot mention Zenobia, Priscilla, and Holingsworth by name. Although
Coverdale laughs generally at the absurdity of the experiment, there is something he dare not
ridicule in whatever it was that they shared.

23

Though he never felt at home at Blithedale, upon leaving he is overwhelmed with a
sensation of homelessness. Only by recalling the experience in Coverdale able to conjure up a
sense of retrospective belonging and harmony, revealing this utopia to be a function of the
sentimentalism of memory and no tangible actualization on either a personal or communal level.
When Coverdale perceives this accord, it is already lost. He exits the community feeling “like an
exorcised spirit that had been driven from its old haunts, after a mighty struggle” (194). The
romance cannot assign meaning to this episode in his past, though he presents it in a medium that
is poised to disclose and make sense of the experience. As Jessee points out, Coverdale’s
revelation culminates in emptiness: the purpose of conveying a narrative traditionally serves to
support a conclusion or propose an insight, though his recollection fails to provide narrative
closure for either himself as an individual or the community he endeavors to represent.

Coverdale adds, “These three had absorbed my life into themselves,” indicating a cohesion that is only actualized
in retrospect (Blithedale 194).
23
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Coverdale describes the utopia in retrospect as an “epoch of annihilated space,” defining it only
by absence and superfluity (195). It no longer exists; its actualization occurs only through its
loss. The memory transfixes him, imprisons him, he is unable to conduct his business unfettered
so long as Blithedale looms in his consciousness unresolved. Even so, its resolution is
impossible. Coverdale joined the experiment on a whim, and is surprised to find his life changed
on account of his tenure there. He reflects mournfully, “Our souls, after all, are not our own. We
convey a property in them to those with whom we associate, but to what extent we can never be
known, until we feel the tug, the agony, of our abortive effort to resume an exclusive sway over
ourselves” (194). By identifying the locus of experience somewhere within a shattered
communal bond, its identity must have existed, yet can never be accessed again.
Communitarian experiments aim to reform society by implementing a superior system
of living, and conspicuously eliminating social problems in order to prove to the public that by
emulation and intentionality, progress is practicable. Publicity is a requisite for these societies to
succeed; they must stand as beacons before an audience and demonstrate the mechanics of a
superior social order. As readers approached Blithedale eager to learn what life at Brook Farm
was like for Blithedale’s author, Hawthorne takes advantage of this expectation to in an extended
performance of feigned incompetence to withhold narrative closure, forcing readers to look
squarely at the subjective contrivance of narration for the duration of the romance and ponder its
insufficiency. Coverdale sustains this dynamic to demonstrate to his readers the absurdity of
approaching literature with the objective of gawking at the author’s personal life. Hawthorne’s
objective is to disappoint his audience, as he designed Coverdale to circumvent generic
expectations in order to prove his audience’s present mode of literary reading untenable.
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For the Transcendentalists rising to literary prominence alongside Hawthorne,
Blithedale serves to canonize the movement further by casting Brook Farm as a legend.
Lawrence Buell argues that Transcendentalism died with Margaret Fuller, as she was the first of
the major figures to die and her death occurred at the end of the company’s more prominent
activity (273, 277). On the return voyage from the failed Italian revolution, Fuller drowned in a
shipwreck off Fire Island, New York on July 19, 1850. Zenobia and Fuller both drown.
Blithedale’s contemporary readers would have perceived a number of similarities between
Zenobia and Fuller, as Hawthorne crafts this heroine to resemble Fuller in looks, mannerisms,
and literary reputation. By integrating the recognizable likeness of one of his most prominent
peers in his fiction, Hawthorne encourages his audience to equate Blithedale with Brook Farm
even as he warns them not to. This “shadowing” of Brook Farm creates a tension between the
temptation to regard Blithedale as a roman a clef and the author’s directions to read the novel as
a work of fiction and nothing more. This unease illustrates the chasm between a fictional text and
the author’s personal life, performing authorship in a manner that rejects an attitude of reading
that Hawthorne no longer finds tenable in a new climate of literary publishing.
The problem of representation is fundamental to the reification of communitarian
experiments in print, and Hawthorne establishes a world in which utopia is created in retrospect
via the hazy suggestions of memory and performance alone, the immateriality of meaning and
supremacy of fabrication in the work of art as commodity. In the Preface, Hawthorne describes
the romance as the embellishment of realistic events to imaginatively explore a curiosity of life.
His claim that “there is as yet no such Faery Land so like the real world,” mobilizes the romance
genre to exemplify the jarring publicity of performance. He draws from personal memories and
wrenches them into the form of a romance in order to disappoint his readers’ expectations and
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present a narrator who is able to successfully manipulate the narrative to not be seen. As an
author operating in the public eye, Hawthorne casts Coverdale as a poet trying his hand at
writing a novel, simultaneously renowned and plagued by his former success, to explore the
anxiety of public performance on a national scale.
Published in a transitional stage of American literary publishing and a high point in
Hawthorne’s career, Blithedale is a performance of literary authorship situated in opposition to
the tendency of readers to equate a text’s narrator with its author. Ticknor and Fields primed the
reading public with advertisements for Blithedale celebrating its connection to Hawthorne’s
experience at Brook Farm, projecting the conviviality of Transcendentalist authors as an
American legend. Anticipating this climate of reception, Hawthorne defies his audience’s
curiosity by undermining the romance’s generic expectations by creating Miles Coverdale, a
narrator who obscures more than he discloses, performing a recollection of his experience that
culminates only in emptiness. By exploiting the tension between literary celebrity and the
reception of fiction, Hawthorne rejects the antiquated practice of equating an author’s qualities
with his fictional constructs, seeking to correct the relationship between the author and audience
in this transitional stage of literary publishing.
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Chapter 4: “We have been with you more than one hundred years, and still are not understood”:
Sites and Fantasies of Misrepresentation in the Shaker-Tolstoy Correspondence
Homage
At the beginning of the 2017 edition of the Historical Dictionary of the Shakers, the
surviving Sabbathday Lake Shakers inscribe a warm endorsement to the scholarly text:
We as a people have often been misunderstood, due in no small part to a lack of
the ‘world’s’ understanding of our beliefs, language, and terminology. We feel
that this dictionary accurately answers those many questions and queries as well
as sets straight many erroneous statements and ideas that proliferate even today.
We pray that in reading this book you will truly gain a better understanding of our
history, life, and beliefs. Therefore we are delighted to offer out endorsement to
this important work and book. (xiii)
Echoing a sentiment Sister Aurelia Mace had articulated in the quiet introduction to her 1899
Aletheia, the Spirit of Truth, the contemporary Shakers articulate a fear that has been looming
since the final quarter of the nineteenth century: the prospect of being dismissed or forgotten by
American society: “We have been with you for more than one hundred years, and still are not
understood” (ix). She too denotes her objective in publishing plainly, stating, “It is presumed that
by reading this book one can obtain a clear and correct idea of the Shakers’ belief and manner of
life, and of the rise and progress if the Societies” (ix). Establishing print as a material safeguard
against obsolescence, Shakers published books, letters, articles, periodicals, pamphlets,
manuscripts, and dictionaries in hopes of commanding attention, recognition, or
acknowledgment, motivated always by the hope of attracting converts.1 Throughout the course of

1

Stephen Stein’s comprehensive history The Shaker Experience in America begins by highlighting the tendency in
cultural memory and scholarship to lament that “the fascination and the preoccupation with material culture have
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their collective existence, the Shakers’ success and decline was defined in large part by the print
circuits that structured American culture and shaped the public’s understanding of their personal
relationships to a communal public. The Shakers thrived in America before a national print
culture emerged linking separate regions of the United States. At its height, the group consisted
of six thousand members in eighteen branches, though membership had decreased steadily since
the Civil War (Andrews 224). Stickney’s village at Canterbury, New Hampshire accommodated
241 members at the time of the 1860 census, which would drop to 106 by 1900 (Brewer 216).2
Advances in print technologies and transportation enabled a print sphere that permitted American
readers to conceive of themselves as members of a public superseding the immediate localities.
In the incorporated print sphere of the 1890s, the Shakers struggled to redefine the society’s
relationship to the external world.
I conclude this project with a look at the Shakers in the final decade of the nineteenthcentury to argue that their publication of their correspondence with Leo Tolstoy applied an
insoluble print strategy to the increasingly incorporated print networks of the late nineteenthcentury.3 In this period of decline, the pamphlets and periodicals in which these letters were
prevented a balanced recovery and interpretation of the past (xiii). He speaks to the society’s artifacts––furniture,
primarily––as objects that overshadow the nuances of Shaker belief, intervention, and value in American culture.
Though Stein’s concern with reducing the two-hundred-year history of a religious sect to an artifact is valid, I argue
that approaching the books, tracts, periodicals, and letters the Shakers exchanged as material objects highlights a
strategic cultural intervention print designed to enact fantasies of restoration.
In “And Shall Thy Flowers Cease to Bloom?” David Marsich elaborates on this tension, “The Shakers’ efforts to
maintain and promote their temporal community often existed in tension with their ultimate spiritual goal to live
apart from the earth, as if in heaven. these compromises, while not always effective, demonstrate that the world did
not simply pass the Shakers by and render their beliefs obsolete. More accurately, the Shakers engaged worldly
challenges in order to preserve their spiritual mission. At Pleasant Hill, Believers expressed fears about the future
and often commented wistfully about the past—but they also expressed hope and continued faith in their spiritual
charge to reform mankind” (Marsich 5). Stickney’s decision to reach contact Tolstoy privileged preservation over
isolation.
2

Though several scholars mention of Tolstoy’s brief yet mutually invigorating interaction with the Shakers, only a
handful substantially engage with this archive, perceiving any special significance in it. Stein mentions Tolstoy only
ones, as Mace’s silent recipient in her earnest summation of Shaker history and the role she perceives him to occupy
within it. Mace was, however, at least the fourth Shaker to correspond with Tolstoy directly, while two of her
brethren maintained substantial and ongoing relationships with him through this medium. Richard Whittaker devotes
3
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reprinted served as the community’s earnest attempt at salvaging their lifestyle, though the
communitarian period had definitively passed. Through their brief yet vibrant correspondence
with Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy, the Shakers’ display public strategies indicative of a changing
print network as the society adapts to an evolving industrial culture. The correspondence was
rooted in mutual admiration and ongoing discussions of the centrality of celibacy to the Christian
life and the role of an individual to the community.4 Privately, these letters encouraged the
Shakers and seemed to validate their beliefs. Tolstoy’s literary fame, they expected, might be
harnessed to revive their doctrine’s appeal to members of the external world. Through the

a significant amount of attention to Tolstoy’s correspondence with Hollister and Evans, with special emphasis on
their effects on Tolstoy’s evolving worldview in “Tolstoy’s American Preachers,” depicting Tolstoy’s exchange as
useful in developing his beliefs regarding celibacy, non-resistance, and communal living. Edward Deming Andrews
characterizes Tolstoy’s interaction with Evans as quick inquiry about the practice of maintaining communal property
(221). To the Shakers, Andrews represents Evans’s zealous appeals to Tolstoy as typical of the invitations he
extended to the external world. While it is true that Evans especially, a prolific publisher and active spokesperson
for Shakerism’s redemptive potential in the greater part of the nineteenth century, authored numerous appeals that
were comparable in form and content to the letters exchanged with Tolstoy, his invocation of a prophecy more than
half a century old distinguishes this characterization of Tolstoy in print as a Shaker leader. Richard Haugh reprints a
handful of letters between Hollister, Evans, and Tolstoy, but provides little critical intervention beyond
demonstrating that this interaction happened. Tolstoy scholars generally overlook this interaction as an
unremarkable event within the hundreds of letters Tolstoy received from fans and religious seekers, while Shaker
scholars contextualize the exchange within the society’s desperate attempts to attract a figure of prominence to ward
off their impending obsolescence. To the Shakers, Tolstoy could be initiated into Shaker history through the material
exchange of books and letters, as is evidenced by their publication of his letters to project a future capable of
restoring their ailing communities.
4

Tolstoy memorialized the Shakers in a cameo in his 1889 Kreutzer Sonata. Though he admitted his affection for
and almost complete agreement with the Shakers openly to his friends, Tolstoy never visited the Shakers in America
not conceded to begin a Shaker sect in Russia. Tolstoy commemorated his interaction with the Shakers in print,
appropriating them in agreement to support the protagonist’s bold proposition that mankind should no longer
practice sexual intercourse. The eleventh chapter of The Kreutzer Sonata concludes, “After he said this to me he
remained silent for a long time, drank some more tea, and finished his cigarette; after taking out some others from
his bag, he placed them in his old soiled cigarette case. ‘I understand your thinking,’ I said. ‘The Shakers espouse
something similar.’ ‘Yes, yes, and they’re right, he said. ‘Sexual passion, no matter how it’s arranged is evil, a
terrible evil against which one must struggle, and it mustn’t be encouraged as it is here with us. The words of the
Gospel that whosoever looks at a woman to lust after her has already committed adultery relates not only to other
men’s wives, but precisely––and above all––to one’s own wife’” (Kreutzer Sonata 26). Tolstoy mentioned the
Shakers in a number of personal letters, preserving the lasting impression their writings had wrought on his evolving
theology among his personal acquaintances, though never as publicly or with as wide a circulation as their cameo in
The Kreutzer Sonata. Though this fleeting appearance fails to capture a nuanced portrait of the evolving sect,
Tolstoy’s mention of the Shakers in his controversial novella as practitioners of a lifestyle he uncompromisingly
endorses in his Epilogue exposed the Shakers in a positive light to a far wider readership than they were otherwise
capable of addressing on their own. In this way, Tolstoy championed the Shakers in print as models of the practical
interpretation of Christianity to which he currently adhered.
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publication of letters that Alonzo Hollister, Frederick Evans, and Aurelia Mace exchanged with
Tolstoy, the Shakers navigated a print landscape that defined their new relation to the rapidly
industrializing nation.
Around 1770, a mystic named Ann Lee had a vision of the Garden of Eden that led her to
conclude that carnal relations were the source of all human depravity (xvii). With a band of six
followers, she fled to the American colonies in North America to escape frequent imprisonments
and persecution in England, but the small band’s attempts to remain neutral during the
Revolution earned them rebuke as loyalists. Known to the outside world for their celibacy,
ecstatic dance (“Shaking Quakers”), and mystical visionary experiences, the early Shakers kept
mainly to themselves. The Mt. Lebanon Shakers drew up the first written covenant in 1795,
employing print initially as a means of establishing internal order (Stein 45). Observation of the
Shaker faith was deeply personal and experiential, and when few of the early Shakers were
literate, print served primarily as a means of codifying rules to be consulted when necessary. As
time progressed, they turned their attention outward, and in 1805 began venturing into the world
on evangelistic missions, armed with epistles addressed to their neighbors in the surrounding
regions (58). In this context, the written word served as a script and introduction to the sect’s
basic tenets of belief with the objective of conversion. From then on, the Shakers used letters,
periodicals, and books of various kinds to make themselves visible to the external world in hopes
of attracting new members to their interpretation of Christianity and subsequent way of life.
Shaker historian Steven Stein describes the period between 1827 and 1875 as an era of
“unprecedented prosperity and growing acceptance” (xvi). The communities attracted thousands
of Americans in the coming decades, swelling with the enthusiasm of revivals and spreading
across New England and into the West. In the uncertainty of the Early Republic, many settlers
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were drawn to the stability of communal organization (Andrews 225). The most obvious and
common explanation for Shaker decline is the sect’s celibacy. While the inability to procreate
was certainly a factor in the society’s decline, Shakers had practiced celibacy since their
founding in the late eighteenth century and nevertheless experienced periods of profound growth
capable of sustaining their communities. An indistinct cultural shift is often cited as the primary
cause of Shaker decline, stemming in part from the collective trauma of the Civil War paired
with the waning religious enthusiasm that had characterized the early part of the century (xvi).
While these factors contributed to the arc of Shaker prosperity and decline, I attribute the
trajectory to the establishment and fortification of a national print network, which eliminated the
cultural conditions that communitarian reform required to operate on a significant cultural scale.
The Shakers published their correspondence with Tolstoy at a time of crisis, and their textual
interventions into the public sphere indicate the group’s comprehension of their changing
relationship to society. Through the Shakers, I prove the necessity for communitarian
experiments to assert themselves in print with modified strategies, as publications designed to
spread through insular, local networks were no longer effective in an increasingly interconnected
national print network.
Of the seventeen remaining Shaker communities in 1890, seven would dissolve or close
within the first two decades of the new century. Population numbered 1,849 in 1880 and would
plummet to 855 by 1900 (Stein 243). Reasons for their decline ranged from insubordination,
mismanagement, an aging populace, spiritual torpor, and a lack of enterprise in the stagnating
communities (250). The decline was so precipitous that the group’s flagship publication the
Manifesto ceased printing death notices in 1881, afraid they could soon fill an entire issue
themselves (Stein 341). This steep decline in membership devastated the industries on which
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they subsisted, and many were forced to hire external labor to remain profitable (243).
Prophecies regarding coming eras of growth and acceptance met no material fulfillment, and the
Shakers had never executed substantial campaigns to attract converts (246).
At the turn of the twentieth century, the Shakers came to terms with the reality that
urbanization, incorporation, and technological progress had fundamentally altered the course of
the nation. They did not immediately interpret their visible decline as evidence of their society’s
conclusion, as they had withstood adversity before as a people and read the present to be only a
temporary period of testing.5 The conditions that once made the communitarian lifestyle
attractive on a wide scale––its security, control, and operation as a sanctuary dwindled in appeal
as the nation grew more developed and produced more and more opportunities to work towards a
personal prosperity. Spiritually, the Shakers approached religious pluralism as a means of
reconciling their decline with the rapidly changing world around them, and they materially
maintained connections with the world through various print channels (Stein 337). While some
members of the public believed Evans’s suggestive pamphlet that Tolstoy had converted to
Shakerism, they did not necessarily accept this union as evidence of the singular truth of Shaker
teachings, as Evans had hoped they might.6 Although the Manifesto existed as an organ of

The inaugural issue of the periodical Manifesto was emblazoned with the motto, “I WILL SHAKE ALL NATIONS, AND
THE DESIRE OF ALL NATIONS SHALL COME; AND I WILL FILL THIS HOUSE WITH GLORY, SAITH THE LORD” (Manifesto
5

January 1871). Societal turmoil had been fundamental to the development and maturation of the Shaker identity,
though a confluence of events eclipsed even the best efforts of a print circuit that had remained relatively unchanged
since the society began asserting itself in tracts and treatises in the early nineteenth century. Print served to connect
geographically distinct Shaker communities and represent their way of life to the external world as a model. In the
twentieth-century, its primary purpose shifted to the preservation of a memory, as Shaker publications could not
successfully break into mainstream print circuits.
6

The April 4, 1891 issue of The Seattle Post-Intelligencer printed a long article detailing the Shaker-Tolstoy
Correspondence, concluding that “Apparently Tolstoi has been much struck by the proposition, and it is deemed not
at all unlikely that he will fall in with it. And thus might be presented one of the most novel of the eccentricities of
modern progress; a movement originating in the freest of countries evangelizing the people of the most despotic.
And this, if successful, would be a religious evangelization which would necessarily carry with it public liberty and
political reform” (April 4, 1891). This perspective provides a secular hope for the salvific potential of Evans’s
strategic use of print.
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testimony, fewer readers were charmed by the prospect of a communitarian lifestyle or attracted
by idiosyncratic interpretations of Christianity in an increasingly incorporated culture. The
Shakers memorialized Tolstoy as an icon, a testament to a moment of external validation in the
eyes of the world even as their expectation of their sect’s physical revival waned. For as long as
they had been established, the Shakers were perceived as radical outsiders to the mainstream
American society, and the discovery of almost total ideological accord with the most famous
Russian novelist was remarkable. The three-year window of active Shaker correspondence with
Tolstoy came and went without the fulfillment of the prophecy Evans engineered in print, though
its utility lived on far into the twentieth century. When Evans passed away in 1893, Tolstoy sent
his condolences to the Mt. Lebanon community, recalling he had “loved [Evans] and [been]
fortified by his spirit” (qtd. in Whittaker 593). Tolstoy closes his letter, “Please, give my love to
all your brothers and sisters, who have any idea of my existence,” unaware of the prominence his
appearances in the Manifesto and Evans’s pamphlet had garnered throughout the society (qtd. in
593).
The Shakers asserted their continued relevance by publishing texts that demonstrated
their similarity to notable external figures or popular movements or ideas. Etta Madden’s Bodies
of Life explores literacy’s influence on the Shaker experience, applying Cathy N. Davidson’s
thesis from Revolution and the Word that literature is “a complex social, political, and material
process of cultural production” to propose that Shaker reading practices shaped and defined their
representations of their spiritual experiences throughout their history (vii). While Madden’s
focus is primarily on the internal working of the Shaker community and its process of selfdefinition, I argue that the Shaker publication of the Shaker-Tolstoy Correspondence discloses a
communitarian experiment in flux. Madden notes a marked “increase in literary acts” among
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Shakers after the 1850s, which she concludes “appears to contribute to an emphasis on
individualism and the fragmentation of the Shaker church, also actually [allowing] them to revise
their theology so that they see Shakerism as continuing to grow rather than as in numerical
decline” (2). I build on Madden’s assessment by shifting my focus to the materiality of textual
publications to attribute this practice not only changing literacy and practices of reading that she
emphasizes, but the print culture that encouraged increased such practices and connected distant
locales with greater efficiency as time progressed. The mid nineteenth century saw the
widespread implementation of the steam-powered cylindrical press and the emergence of large
publishing houses intent on marketing distinctly American literature, innovations that wreaked
havoc on the small presses and local networks developed during the first half of the century.
Steamboats and locomotives provided efficient and regular means of distributing mail widely,
and the telegraph permitted the widespread transmission of news that enabled readers to think of
themselves as participants in a national culture, not merely a local one. Advances in
transportation and print technology permitted periodicals to reach readers on a national scale, as
news became syndicated through a handful of big newspapers and special interest publications
could address like-minded people across the nation. This chapter examines the publication of
letters between in the final decade of the nineteenth-century to demonstrate the insolubility of
communitarian print strategies in this new epoch of incorporation.7
Convergence
The Shakers, or United Society of Believers in Christ’s Second Appearing, were a small
millennial sect situated primarily in the Eastern United States characterized by the beliefs in both

My project augments Madden’s, who has already observed, that “Shaker leaders’ shifting attitudes towards writing
and reading and their communal results echo assertions about private, individualized readings in the early Republic
and public attempts to channel the independent thought into a unified whole,” an effect, I argue, on the dissolution
of print’s reliance on local presses (15).
7
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male and female manifestations of Christ, adherence to pacifism, communism, simple living,
worship through ecstatic dance, and celibacy. As Tolstoy was writing The Kreutzer Sonata,
Asenath Stickney of the Canterbury, New Hampshire Shakers reached out to him in a letter,
announcing, “Your radical views of Christ’s teachings are many of them in strict accordance
with those which have been entertained by our Community for the past one hundred years” (AS
to LT March 30, 1889). Though not all Shakers read widely of material produced by sources
external to their community, several subscribed to periodicals that reviewed, discussed, and
advertised Tolstoy’s work. His latest books explored moral and religious questions, endeavoring
to arrive at a purer conception of “true Christianity.”8 Stickney was impressed by the themes of
non-resistance and chastity she detected in Tolstoy’s work and proposed the Russian acquaint
himself with the principles of Shaker belief and practice. Instead of fiction, Tolstoy’s recent
books conspicuously worked through a host of difficult theological quandaries in his personal
quest for salvation through self-perfection.9 By 1889, Tolstoy was internationally recognized for
his 1867 War and Peace and 1877 Anna Karenina, though he disavowed these works in pursuit
of a gospel of peace, simplification, and diminishment (Green 211). A “religious crisis” in the
late 1870s shifted his output from literary fiction to religious treatises (Whittaker 563).10 With

Tolstoy’s religious publications are as follows: My Confession, completed 1882 (appeared in America in 1887); An
Examination of Dogmatic Theology, 1880 (1891); Union and Translation of the Four Gospels, 1882 (1887); What I
Believe, 1884 (1895); What Then Must We Do? 1885 (1887); On Life, 1888 (1888); Kreutzer Sonata, 1889 (1890);
and The Kingdom of God Is Within You, 1893 (1894). Each work described a stage in his recovery leading to the
discovery of what Tolstoy called true Christianity, or Christ’s Christianity (Whittaker 563-564).
8

Richard F. Gustafson explains this facet of Tolstoy’s concept of self-perfection at greater length in “The Theology
of Perfection” from Leo Tolstoy: Resident and Stranger (427-441). In summary, Tolstoy “assumes that regardless of
external conditioning and despite the enslaving charity of sanctifying grace a human being in whatever state or
condition can always make an effort to be better” (441). Tolstoy’s anguished grappling with these applications of
how to live a holy life were immediately apparent in his writings throughout the 1880s. When Stickney’s letter
arrived, he was working on the novella The Kreutzer Sonata and was particularly fixated on the question of chastity
(Whittaker 580).
9

10

Tolstoy published My Confession in 1882 (appeared in America in 1887); An Examination of Dogmatic Theology,
1880 (1891); Union and Translation of the Four Gospels, 1882 (1887); What I Believe, 1884 (1895); What Then
Must We Do? 1885 (1887); On Life, 1888 (1888); Kreutzer Sonata, 1889 (1890); and The Kingdom of God Is Within
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her letter, Stickney enclosed a hymnal, the tracts Plain Talks upon Practical Religion, and
Sketches of Shakers and Shakerism, issues of the community’s official periodical––The
Manifesto––and three photographs of Shakers elders and eldresses.11 Stickney sensed a kindred
spirit in Tolstoy, exclaiming that “the very texts the author quotes [in My Confession] are
continually repeated in our church: are interpreted, and explained by our Christian advocates in
the same way, almost in the same words,” a fortuitous coincidence for the struggling sect (qtd. in
Whittaker 581).12 The publications she encloses provide a thorough overview of Shaker life and
teaching: a catechism for the new reader, a history of the faith’s founding and maturation, a
theological treatise, and vehicles of Shaker worship, a material sampling of the small, isolated
society on the other side of the world. Stickney’s gifts aim to render the Shakers visible to
Tolstoy. Their doctrinal similarities were uncanny, and figure as famous as Tolstoy could
heighten their publicity, which would ideally lead to more conversions. Tolstoy received

You, 1893 (1894). As Richard Whittaker points out, each text can be read as a “stage in his recovery” as he honed
his conception of “true Christianity” (Whittaker 563-564).
11

While this periodical underwent several name changes between its inaugural issue in January 1871 to its demise in
1899, it is conventional to refer to the periodical as the Manifesto (Richmond 138). From 1871-1872, this periodical
was titled The Shaker, which changed to Shaker and Shakeress from 1873-1875 and was shortened again to simply
The Shaker from 1876-1877. Its title expanded to The Shaker Manifesto from 1878-1882, and finally became The
Manifesto from 1883-1899. Since January 1871, The Manifesto had been issued monthly. While its stated purpose is
to fulfill the Shakers’ duty “to do all the good we can to our fellow travelers on the journey of life, withholding the
knowledge of no good thing” (Manifesto January 1871).
Stickney’s selection seems carefully curated to provide a nuanced representation of Shaker belief and practice.
Plain Talks Upon Practical Religion: Being Candid Answers to Earnest Inquirers, Including an Answer to the
Inquiry “What Shall I Do To Be A Shaker?” by G. Albert Lomas was a clear evangelistic text detailing the basic
tenets of Shaker faith in practical, accessible terms suited for conversion. Giles B. Avery’s Sketches of Shakers and
Shakerism: Synopsis of Theology of United Society of Believers in Christ’s Second Appearing provided a more
distinctly theological representation of the faith. Shaker Music Inspirational Hymns and Melodies Illustrative of the
Resurrection Life and Testimony of the Shakers provided a forthright representation of the community’s worship,
and The Manifesto showcased the quotidian operations of the numerous Shaker communities along with news,
thoughts, and topical miscellany pertinent to the practice of Shaker living.
12
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Stickney’s introduction with great interest, but he misplaced her address and was unable to
respond.13
Leo Tolstoy’s The Kreutzer Sonata was translated into English in 1890 and promptly barred
from distribution in the United States on account of its “indecent character” (Katz xii).14 Peddlers
hawked bootleg copies from carts labeled “SUPPRESSED” (xii). When they were arrested,
judges ruled that the novella contained “nothing likely to affect public morals,” generally “not
obscene” yet of “very little dramatic interest or literary merit” (qtd. in xii). A Philadelphia judge
concluded, “Count Tolstoi’s ‘Kreutzer Sonata’ may contain very absurd and foolish views about
marriage. It may shock our ideas of the sanctity and nobility of that relation, but it cannot be
called obscene libel” (New York Times September 25, 1890). Controversy augmented the
novella’s appeal, causing it to spread rapidly throughout the United States. The controversy
surrounding served to further solidify Tolstoy’s reputation as a radical thinker.
On April 21, 1889, Tolstoy wrote in his diary, “Had dinner, read the Shakers. Wonderful.
Complete sexual restraint. How strange that I receive them now, when I am concerned with these
questions” (qtd. in Whittaker 581). He mentioned the curious group to his friends, chronicling
the elements of Shaker faith that resonated with him and those that he couldn’t accept (Whittaker

13

Tolstoy laments this in his October 18, 1889 letter to Alonzo Hollister in which he misgenders Stickney, yet
expresses his appreciation for her initiative.
14

Leo Tolstoy’s Kreutzer Sonata assumes the form of a confession on a train. Recently exonerated for murder, an
aristocrat recounts to a fellow passenger a harrowing story of how the corrosive jealousy of marriage drove him to
fatally stab his wife. Pozdnyshev recalls for the stranger how he had increasingly repulsed by the possessive
familiarity of a domestic bond. Neglected by her husband, his wife becomes emotionally intimate with a handsome
young musician. Pozdnyshev’s rage climaxes as he sees the pair cheerfully enjoying a meal––he selects a “curved
Damascus dagger that had never been used and was extremely sharp” and plunges it into his wife’s chest (Kreutzer
Sonata 64). Pozdnyshev recounts his homicide in gruesome detail, his senses sharpened by the rage that possessed
him, “[hearing] and [recalling] the momentary resistance of her corset and of something else, then the penetration of
the knife into something soft,” murdering her to escape the shackles of marriage (66). He relays this tale to his
companion coolly, laboring visibly to comprehend the philosophical significance of this disturbing moment of
passion. Upon committing the act, he glances down at his children and at his wife’s “bruised disfigured face” and
“for the first time forgot [himself], [his] rights, [his] pride, and for the first time saw in her a human being” (69). The
novella closes with Pozhnychev alone in his seat, mechanically repeating, “Forgive me, forgive me” (70).
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581). Tolstoy had been grappling with the prospect of “an ideal of purity beyond marriage,” and
after substantial research concludes “I do not agree with the Shaker solution, but I cannot but
admit that their solution is much more reasonable than ours––marriage––which is accepted by
all’” (qtd. in Whittaker 581). He perceived America as “the country most sympathetic to [him]”
and was eager to examine the Shakers’ teachings more substantially (qtd. in Whittaker 561).
Tolstoy’s publicized support of Shaker belief afforded the waning society a brief international
platform, depicted in a positive light with a forthright engagement on their foundational
theological principles.
All of the Tolstoy-Shaker interaction took place through the material exchange of texts, and
the Shakers published portions of these letters in various settings to imbue them with a more
potent cultural import. Stickney accompanied her first letter to Tolstoy with a selection of printed
materials curated to educate him on the history, doctrine, worship, and practice of the Shakers
from a distance of several thousand miles. Alonzo Hollister and Frederick Evans amplified
Tolstoy’s cordial responses to them in the Manifesto and Shaker-Russian Correspondence to
showcase his approval, though their main objective was to integrate him into their communal
future by publicly proposing that a formal alliance was imminent. Invoking a Shaker prophecy
that their sect would someday flourish in Russia.15 In print, reproductions of the Shaker-Tolstoy
correspondence revived and corroborated this communal fantasy of a Russian revival, asserting
its imminence to the external world in hopes of speaking it into existence. Publishing an
unanswered 1891 letter to Tolstoy in her spiritual compendium The Aletheia in 1899, Aurelia
Mace rehearses this fantasy long after direct correspondence with Tolstoy subsided. These

Anna White and Leila Sarah Taylor recount Green’s composition of the Millennial Church, the first major
articulation of Shaker theology in print in response to a visiting Russian consul’s request for “an exposition of the
faith and practice of Believers, that he might translate and publish it in Russia” (321). In the 1890s, the expectation
of a Russian revival persisted.
15
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publications each serve as a site of representation projecting a future reality the Shakers hope to
summon.
On the surface, the Shaker-Tolstoy correspondence proceeded from shared interpretations
each had discovered about the other in print augmented by direct, private correspondence
discussing these ideas further. While the Shakers were primarily concerned with converting their
interlocutors to Shakerism, Tolstoy maintained correspondence with a wide array of individuals
for intellectual stimulation and spiritual edification. Tolstoy frequently received unsolicited mail
from readers intent on discussing moral or religious matters with him at length, enabling him to
carry on rigorous intellectual exchanges to both parties’ mutual advantage. In his study of
Tolstoy’s religious influences, Daniel Moulin explains, “Other universalists bolstered Tolstoy’s
views, while Tolstoy was considered to add credibility to theirs” (587). He maintained an
energetic exchange of ideas with an array of correspondents, especially those adhering to beliefs
resembling or complementary to his own (Moulin 582).16 Daniel Moulin characterizes Tolstoy’s
spiritualism as “heavily influenced by the philosophers of the Enlightenment, plagued with
doubts about orthodox Christianity, dissatisfied with the philosophy of materialism, and horrified
by the social impact of industrialization” (571). Intent on situating himself within an active
pantheon of global thinkers, he read widely in English, French, and German (579). He disliked
division among Christians, and his most scathing critique of the Shakers is a condemnation of
their isolation from the world (Whittaker 581-582).17

Daniel Moulin details these influences and their effect on Tolstoy’s faith in “Tolstoy, Universalism and the World
Religions,” arguing that Tolstoy’s intellectual and spiritual journey provides a means of understanding a cultural
movement towards spiritualism and away from orthodoxy in the late nineteenth century (572). He demonstrates too
how Tolstoy, as a member of the Russian aristocracy, managed to both draw from and influence audiences across
classes.
16

17

This culminated, for Tolstoy, in universalism, and he read the American universalist texts of Adin Ballou, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and William Ellery Channing voraciously (Moulin 578-579). He concluded
from the existence of multiple religions that there must exist one universal religion (578).
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Stickney contacted Tolstoy at a time of marked decline across Shaker communities.
Seventeen communities remained, though membership dipped precariously as a result of an
aging population and a disturbing trend of defection, especially among the youth.18 In his
groundbreaking history of the sect, Andrews points out that the circumstances that had produced
such remarkable grown had subsided by the latter end of the century: “A new America was
growing up around the isolated Shaker domains, luring forth its members, keeping for itself
many who might, under other circumstances, have joined the order” (228). An increasingly
developed and incorporated nation offered opportunities for personal growth and success,
minimizing the appeal of communal living that flourished earlier part of the century. At its
height, the society contained six thousand members across eighteen branches, but an aging and
diminishing membership had forced several communities to merge with one another to sustain
themselves or close (224). In 1856, Isaac Young lamented in his journal that “there is such a
stupidity of soul, and absence of conviction for sin in the worlds, that there is rarely one to be
found who is willing to submit to the mortifying terms of the gospel” (qtd. in 226). In response, a
number of individual Shakers worked at strengthening their relationships with members of the
external world, seeking out commonalities instead of distinctions.
Elder Frederick Evans published Autobiography of a Shaker in 1869, a charming account
mingling his personal conversion and a detailed account of the movement’s past and future.

18

As early as 1796, outsiders began to notice an exodus of young people from Shaker communes (49). While
neighbors speculated that the sect’s uncompromising commitment to lifelong celibacy and the lack of commercial
opportunities drove the younger generation away, the Shakers who remained were heartbroken that believers raised
in the community could desert the faith. Furthermore, communities relied on industry to sustain themselves, and the
loss of young people significantly disrupted the communal system of labor. More than forty residents from the
vicinity of New Lebanon tried to intercede legally on Shaker children’s behalf, concluding that they must be held
against their will through “physical and psychological ‘terror’” (Stein 50). The optics of these interventions caused
the Shakers to appear to function as an insular, oppressive cult.
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Evans pokes fun at the chasm separating the sect he represents and his audience, quipping, “An
Introduction, to parties so widely divergent as are the Shakers and the Public, appears proper and
appropriate,” employing an engaging tone that suggests his narrative might correct this
divergence (5). Evans tailors the narrative both to “Rationalists and Religionists,” figuring the
act of reading an act of consumption as he invites his audience to “‘eat’––read and inwardly
digest” his little book assured readers will find his composition nutritive and edifying (4). Evans
was himself both rational and religious; he had originated as a freethinker, deist, socialist, and
materialist before his conversion. He arrived in America in 1820 interested communitarianism,
living at Robert Owen’s New Harmony experiment in Indiana before following Robert Dale
Owen and Frances Wright to New York to advance the Working Men’s Party, before becoming
“one of the most notable [converts] to Shakerism” 1830 (Bestor 55). Evans rose to prominence a
liberal voice within the Shaker community, valuing interactions with the world and engaging in
social reform more than the more conservative schools of Shaker thought espoused by Henry
Eads and Alonzo Hollister (Andrews 233). An inhabitant of Mt. Lebanon, Evans remained active
in political debates facing the nation, expressing ardent support for women’s rights, abolition,
fair labor practices, inalienable homesteads, ending debtors’ prisons, and the elimination of the
United States Bank.19 He read and wrote voraciously, quickly emerging as one of the society’s
most prolific pamphleteers. Deviating from the founders’ singular claim to truth, Evans instead
perceived Shaker communities to serve as “spiritual granaries” inspiring the larger community in
the new earth (qtd. in Andrews 233). Accordingly, Shakers must remain actively engaged with

19

Evans endeavored not only to invite the external world to consider Shakerism, but argued that its organization
could serve as a model for the United States government as well. Andrews summarizes, “He wanted to apply Shaker
ides by making the presidency and governorship dual offices, limiting the national and state senates to women and
the lower houses to men, and confining leadership to a class of ‘intellectual celibates,’ male and female, who would
be married only to the state” (233).
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the world, and Evans himself modeled this rapport in lectures, personal letters, books, and
articles “inviting the world to come to Mt. Lebanon” (233). His charisma as an orator, writer, and
leader coupled with his passions both for science and mysticism suited Evans to interact with a
wide array of people, and Americans came to perceive him to be the Shakers’ official
spokesperson. When he first contacted Tolstoy in December 1890, Tolstoy recognized his name
from the articles he had published in World’s Advance-Thought. Understanding the power of the
printed word to build trans-local communities, Evans worked tirelessly to produce tracts,
pamphlets, treatises, books, and letters capable of engaging the Shakers in the movements and
ideals of the day, even as their villages remained distinct from the mainstream.
As the Manifesto foundered, the Shakers were forced to grapple with their indelible decline
and the possibility of their eventual extinction in and through print. The Manifesto endeavored to
represent the Shaker communities to the public as a testimony and model, though its primary
circulation and readership seems to have functioned as a means of enabling the distinct
communities to keep in touch with one another. Ostensibly a performance for the external world,
the Manifesto bolstered an internal communal identity, cognizant of its availability to
nonbelievers, yet functionally serving as a monthly convention of Shaker news and updates.
Readers were led to Tolstoy’s books through ads and reviews within periodicals, connected
directly through correspondence, then published their interactions as performances of a
communal fantasy they envisioned in their future. In private, discussing doctrine and practice
with Tolstoy brought the Shakers great joy, though publishing these exchanges weaponized these
interactions against obsolescence. Representing their correspondence with Tolstoy in print his
allowed the Shakers to present and interpret his encouragement as evidence of their union, eager
to claim this literary celebrity and influential thinker as one of their own. In practice, textual
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performances of these interactions served mainly to edify a Shaker readership, lingering in print
like prophecies that had not yet come true.
By the 1890s, the Shakers no longer claimed to possess a singular claim to truth resulting in
the salvation of mankind. Evans acknowledges that “the Mennonites and Moravians, what a
noble people! and many others bearing different names, but all actuated by the same Christ spirit,
down to the Quakers, or Friends, who came nigh unto the kingdom of heaven,” emphasizing
similarity as opposed to doctrinal distinction (Shaker-Russian Correspondence 3). Seeking out
individuals of compatible political or religious convictions, the Shakers forged alliances in letters
to assert their ongoing relevance. The Shakers wrote to and read the works of Universalists,
Christian Scientists, Oneidans, and various mystics. In maintaining these interactions, the
Shakers fought to assert themselves in a culture that seemed increasingly likely to forget them
and demonstrate how similar their faith was to an array of other convictions and ideologies. Still,
the attraction of an internationally renowned figure had the potential to fix the public’s attention
back on the Shakers, permitting their isolated communes to serve as models and beacons to a lost
world on a scale they couldn’t conjure on their own.20
Tolstoy reached out to Elder Alonzo Hollister on October 18, 1889. He addresses him
warmly, initiating the correspondence warmly with the salutation “Dear friend” (LT to AH
October 18, 1889). He recounts the lucky coincidence of his learning about the Shakers:
Last spring I was busy writing a book about marriage and I got quite new views on the
matter. At the same time I was reading the books I could get about the communiti’s in

20

They sent Abraham Lincoln a customized rocking chair in 1864 out of gratitude in allowing them to register as
conscientious resisters to military service during the Civil War. When he wrote to personally thank them, Evans
invited Lincoln to recover from the ravages of war at their quiet haven at Mt. Lebanon (Stein 202). He was
assassinated within the month.
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America. I read Noyes book and a book of a German whose name I forgot.21 In those
books I found quite new notions for me about the Shakers.22 At the same time I received
a letter from a Shaker with books, treats and three photographs.23 I read the books and
was very thankfull to the brother, who sent me them, but infortunatelly I lost the letter
with the address, so that I could not answer and thank him (LT to AH October 18, 1889).
Tolstoy’s account vividly portrays reading as a material practice. Books and letters could be
misplaced or forgotten, which definitively prevented him from discussing the work of “some
German” or expressing his gratitude and appreciation to Stickney. Through these publications,
Tolstoy is pleased to learn that the once prominent American sect had consecrated their lives to
principles he had arrived at independently himself, forging an unlikely bond in spite of the
thousands of miles that separated them. The Shakers had little interest in mainstream literary
culture, limiting their reading to periodicals either published by the community or ones
furthering comparable views like spiritualism or non-resistance.24 Even so, he opines, “I think
that the ideal of a christian always was and must be complete chastity and appreciate very much
your books about that matter” (LT to AH October 18, 1889). By exchanging printed materials
directly, the Shakers built upon the connection with Tolstoy that their shared print networks
afforded.

21

Robert Allen postulates that Tolstoy may be referring to either Charles Nordhoff or Heinrich Semler, both of
whom authored books on American communes (68).
22

John Humphrey Noyes, founder of the Oneida community, explored communitarian organization, belief, and
practice in his 1870 History of American Socialisms. From this depiction, Tolstoy interpreted Shaker isolation as
having a deadening effect.
23

Bibliographer Mary Richmond speculates that “treats” may indicate “treatises” (Shaker Literature Vol. II 126).

24

Like the Spiritualists, Shakers believed that the spirit lived on beyond death, maintaining family bonds across the
threshold of mortal and immortal states (Stein 325). In their magazine, they announced these transitions in a segment
titled “To Evergreen Shores” (325). Stephen Stein reports that communications from the deceased were a frequent
element of Shaker funerals and would often remain in contact with living members for years thereafter (325).
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If individual Shakers began to notice similarities between their own doctrines and Tolstoy’s
contemporary writing, they did not publicly address them until at least two of their leaders had
reached out and communicated with him directly. Tolstoy’s name first appeared in the Manifesto
back in October 1887, in a brief advertisement for Know Thyself at the conclusion of the issue. In
August 1888, the Manifesto reprinted an article commending Count Tolstoy for his resignation
for military service in the “pursuit of agricultural life and in writing essays and books, which he
believes will benefit the people far more than the pursuits which formerly so engaged his
attention,” a decision attributed to Christ’s Sermon on the Mount, and his recent understanding
that wars of any kind were inconsistent with true Christianity (Manifesto August 1888). While no
commentary accompanies this brief article, its inclusion seems to emphasize the publicity of
pacifism, a tenet of Shaker belief. The next month, an anecdote lifted from The Boston Globe
recounts in vague terms proceedings in St. Petersburg intended to ascertain Count Tolstoy’s
sanity or insanity (Manifesto September 1888). The case seems to trace back to a disagreement
with his wife, Sophia, who was reported to have announced that “if he should carry out his
contemplated purpose to follow literally Christ’s command to sell all that he had and give to the
poor, she would ask for an inquiry as to his sanity” (Manifesto September 1888). While this
article too lacks an editorial frame or commentary, the Shakers would have supported Tolstoy, as
the short narrative presents his only crime as seeking to emulate Christ despite worldly
consequences.
Print allowed the Shakers to map prophetic narratives onto lived experience, intertwining
faith with history to create a distinctive collective identity.25 Circulating texts that claimed the
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The first tract to be published, A Concise Statement of the Principles of the Only True Church, emerged from
Burlington, Vermont in 1790, providing the first definitive statement of Shaker doctrine (Stein 46). A means of
comprehending the past, Stephen Stein proposes “Concise Statement provided a theological framework for
understanding the events that had transformed the handful of Shaking Quakers at Niskeyuna into a substantial
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fulfillment of various prophecies that had not yet occurred operated as acts of faith, claiming
their legitimacy in the public view in hopes that reality would soon fulfill these representations,
Examining the material artifacts of the Shaker-Tolstoy correspondence as performative sites of a
forecasted communal identity. As membership waned and several communities were forced to
consolidate or close, the Shakers turned to the rapidly expanding print networks to assert their
significance and ally themselves with likeminded sects and thinkers to designate a place for
themselves in a rapidly changing culture. Letters are a semi-private, practical medium that
effectively convey information among individuals. By representing their correspondence in print,
the Shakers mobilize the epistolary form to fulfill an aging prophecy and narrativize a communal
trajectory of hope, endeavoring to harness Tolstoy’s international fame to bolster themselves
against the erasure of forgetting. Reprinting the letters of Alonzo Hollister, Frederick Evans, and
Aurelia Mace enables the Shakers to assert their significance to a global community, balancing
public and private interventions to sustain the history of the hundred-year old religious sect and
defy the imminent prospect of their extinction. Tracing the mediums in which this
correspondence is published, the Shaker’s ideological alliance with Tolstoy in print fail to
command sufficient external attention on account of their largely insular publication circuits.
Tolstoy’s stature as an internationally acclaimed literary figure and reformer groups seemed to
present a prospect of publicizing Shaker belief on a previously unimaginable platform.
Misrepresentation
The Shakers wrote prolifically to individuals and groups they perceived to be sympathetic to
their beliefs as a mode of self-preservation. This personal, direct mode of communication was
society by 1790” (47). The tract contained no mention of Ann Lee, the name of the Shakers, or the doctrines of
celibacy or communal living, which Stein surmises was either strategic to escape persecution or not yet solidified as
fundamental tenets of the faith (47). In an era of enthusiasm and divine revelations, print grounded the communities
in a singular identity.
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efficient and private, and were frequently tailored to appeal to like-minded persons to invite to
visit or join the Shaker communities. Letters were frequently reproduced or referenced in the
Manifesto, broadcasting evidence of their interactions with notable figures from the outside
world as a means of bolstering their internal community. Shaker communities grew and
replenished their populations through conversions and adoptions, in lean times relying on an
influx of new members to remain stable when confronted with death and deserters, maintaining
communal order and the efficiency of self-sustenance only when the communities’ population
remained steady. As momentum subsided, the Shakers wrote urgently to members of other sects,
politicians, religious leaders, and public figures highlighting tenets of similarity in their
objectives and beliefs, attempt to forge alliances that could then be represented to the public as
tangible commitments to Shakerism in print.
Shaker publications from this era preserve a communal practice of prophetic reading
designed to market hopes as prophecies in print in hopes of actualizing them by these assertions
of authority. By isolating Shaker accounts of interactions with external figures and parties,
strategic and partial publication allowed them to perform the imminence of unions they only
hoped would occur. In the late nineteenth century especially, Shakers emphasized their
commonalities with external sects and systems of belief while minimizing their distinctions
(Stein 324). Elements of Spiritualism and Spiritism resonated with Shaker belief, and they began
to associate with adherents of other faiths as a means of augmenting their own. In 1888, Evans
proposed the Shakers unite with the Koreshan Unity, a sect based first in Chicago and later in
Estero, Florida. Koreshans believed in a dual godhead and practiced celibacy and communism,
though they also espoused cellular cosmogony, mental science, metaphysics, alchemy, and
reincarnation (Stein 324). Evans published a pamphlet in 1892 titled “Shakers and Koreshans
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Uniting” in which he represented the confirmation of a formerly Koreshan individual, Victoria
Gratia, into the North Family at Mt. Lebanon, New York as a means of forging an alliance
between the two sects. As the title suggests, the publication of these documents in this form
suggests the imminence of these distinct societies merging. The pamphlet begins with Gratia’s
letter of confirmation signed by four Shaker elders and eldresses, and is followed by a letter from
Evans to Koreshan founder Cyrus Teed in response to the ordination of former Shaker Annie G.
Ordway into the Koreshan eldress. Evans represents these exchanges as evidence of the
communities’ compatibility, though the title and existence of a pamphlet suggesting the union
has been confirmed and is imminent. The pamphlet contains no response from Teed, and the
unification that Evans rehearsed in print never came to fruition. As a material object, the
pamphlet stands as a testament to Evans’s attempt to sustain the community through increased
tolerance and solidarity by claiming a union of purpose that did not exist.
Charting Shaker awareness of Tolstoy prior to Stickney’s introduction lends a glimpse
into the print networks of which the Shakers were a part. Before the Shakers and Tolstoy made
direct contact with one another, Tolstoy appeared in three instances of The Manifesto between
1887 and 1888. His first mention is a fleeting advertisement at the conclusion of the October
1887 issue selling “Books and Papers.” for “Know Thyself” by Count Lyof N. Tolstoi is the first
article listed within the September edition of The Phrenological Journal of Science and Health.
The brief ad concludes with a New York address to which readers can write and purchase the
journal. Phrenology, or the study of the shape of the human cranium as a means of predicting
characteristics, behaviors, and propensities, melded science and spiritualism.26 The

26

The Manifesto endorsed the utility of phrenology as a discipline as well as the merits of this particular journal as
early as 1882, publishing a lengthy introduction to the magazine in the “Books and Papers” segment of The
Manifesto (Manifesto April 1882). An epigraph in Phrenological Journal clarifies phrenology as “the only system of
mental independence which can be said to indicate with anything like clearness or precision, man’s mixed moral and
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Phrenological Journal’s advertisement within the Manifesto indicates the Shakers’ openness to
engaging scientific discourse on an ongoing basis as well as the study’s compatibility with
Shaker belief. Though physically isolated, Shakers served as active participants in print networks
exploring scientific and philosophical questions, seeking to contextualize themselves within a
culture of scientific advancement. It was by way of this scientific journal that they first
encountered the great Russian thinker, not by his literary accomplishments.
Tolstoy appears again in the Manifesto a little less than a year later in a brief article reprinted
from the London Herald of Peace chronicling his widely-publicized resignation from military
service (Manifesto August 1888). This article’s appeal to the Shakers almost certainly lay in the
famous figure’s public endorsement of non-resistance, which he attributed to his personal study
of Christ’s Sermon on the Mount.27 Here Count Tolstoy is identified as “the most widely known
author in the Russian empire,” occupied presently “in the peaceful pursuits of agricultural life
and in writing essays and books, which he believes will benefit the people far more than the
pursuits which so formerly engaged his attention” (Manifesto August 1888). Though a summary,
this anecdote suggested a larger conversion narrative, one visible on a previously unimaginable
international scale through periodical networks.
Tolstoy appears a final time in the pages of the Manifesto in September 1888 in a brief
bulletin announcing the beginning of legal proceedings in St. Petersburg to ascertain Tolstoy’s

intellectual nature, and as the only guide short of revelation for educating him in harmony with his faculties, as a
being of power” (Phrenological Journal 1888). No longer solely a system of religious beliefs, the Shakers
publicized their endorsement of scientific inquiry. The ad in the Manifesto offers a “new PHRENOLOGICAL BUST” to
subscribers, described as “a model head, made nearly life size, of plaster of Paris, and so lettered as to show the
exact location of all the Phrenological regions. It is a handsome ornament, well adapted to the centre-table, mantelpiece, library, or office” (Manifesto April 1882). This object is suitable for study, and itself serves as a material
emblem of its owner’s commitment to a popular scientific theory.
27

The Sermon on the Mount is a series moral imperatives conveyed by Christ in the Biblical Gospel of Matthew 5-7
regarding the carriage and behavior of disciples.
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sanity. Few details are provided in the portion lifted from the Boston Journal, reporting, “The
Count’s wife who does not sympathize with her husband’s ideas, is quoted as saying that if he
should carry out his contemplated purpose to follow literally Christ’s command to sell all that he
had and give to the poor, she would ask for an inquiry as to his sanity” (Manifesto September
1888). While many of the Boston Journal’s readers would likely have responded to this news
with sympathy for Tolstoy’s wife, this detail seems to appeal to the Shakers on account of its
brazen disavowal of personal possessions. While no commentary frames this anecdote, its
inclusion suggests a solidarity with this persecuted novelist, marveling at his willingness to
appear insane to follow Christ in a way he felt to be true and necessary.
Though Tolstoy misplaced Stickney’s address affixed to the letter she had sent him on March
23, 1889, his first interaction with the Shakers left a profound impression on him. After
remarking his joy at learning of their existence in his diary, he mentioned their teachings to his
close friend Vladimir Chertkov the next day, asking, “Do you know their doctrine? In particular,
against marriage, but for an ideal of purity beyond marriage. This is a question which especially
occupies me and namely as a question. I do not agree with the Shaker solution, but I cannot but
admit that their solution is much more reasonable than ours––marriage––which is accepted by
all” (qtd. in Whittaker 581; Shaker Literature Vol. II 126). This ambivalence did not quell his
curiosity, and he picked up John Humphrey Noyes’s History of American Socialisms to examine
the practice of Shaker faith further (581). Tolstoy felt a kinship with the American
communitarians, noting in his diary the overarching goal of “freeing oneself from the
superstitions of religion, government, and family” (qtd. in 581). However, withdrawal into
isolation seemed an inappropriate solution, concluding, “It is impossible to purify oneself
individually or alone; if you’re going to purify yourself, then do it together” (qtd. in 581).
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Coercion was fundamental to communal living, which Tolstoy found irreconcilable with nonresistance (582). Through private acts of reading prompted by Stickney’s gift, Tolstoy found in
Shaker writings both consonance and a challenge to his personal convictions, enabling him to
develop his ideas on chastity, non-resistance, and “true Christianity” further.
The similitude between Tolstoy’s present convictions and the beliefs informing Shaker’s
century-old communitarian sect had the potential to benefit both members of this exchange, and
after learning of one another’s existence through representations in periodicals, tracts, and books,
more Shaker leaders reached out to address Tolstoy directly. That summer, elder Alonzo
Hollister of the Mt. Lebanon community wrote to implore Tolstoy to “strengthen your heart and
hands, & to let you know there is a people sympathetic with your efforts to teach human
brotherhood, and the principles of peace and non-resistance to evil” (qtd. in Potz 2). It is not
clear whether or not Hollister had been aware of Stickney’s initiative, and he too summarized
Shaker belief and affixed foundational texts to his letter to either introduce or deepen the count’s
familiarity with their doctrines. It is likely Hollister learned of Tolstoy just as Stickney had––by
seeing his books mentioned in familiar periodicals. Hollister’s letter rationalizes the necessity of
non-resistance and forgiveness, opening his letter as though he understands himself to be the first
of his kind to approach Tolstoy. Like Stickney, Hollister emphasized the remarkable similarities
of their interpretations of Christianity, proclaiming, “I believe you are an Apostle of God to your
Nation, and as such I hail you – I regard you as a witness of what Christ taught on some essential
points, which the professors of Christianity for ages, have either denied, or ignored, or attempted
to explain away” (qtd. in Potz 2). Each idiosyncratic in their own circles, the newfound ShakerTolstoy alliance seemed to both parties a corroboration of a larger, universal truth.
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Thus began a lively intellectual exchange between Hollister and Tolstoy.28 Hollister admits
to never having read any of Tolstoy’s books, “but [intends] to read some of them bye and bye”
(qtd. in Potz 3). He traces his discovery of Tolstoy’s teachings to three sermons he had read in
which Tolstoy was mentioned––two by “Savage,” and one by “John W. Chadwick” (qtd. in Potz
3). From Savage’s sermons, Hollister finds fault with his reasoning, inclining him to side with
Tolstoy’s points that Savage labored to dispel.29 He sent several tracts along to accompany his
letter, including Frederick Evans’s Autobiography of a Shaker and additional issues of the
Manifesto. Hollister announced, “Russia is not prepared to receive our doctrine yet, but she will
be sometime” (qtd. in Potz 3). His correspondence is designed to facilitate this future growth.
The ensuing correspondence chronicles a mutual love and admiration alongside a more
practical discussion of various theological points and applications. Tolstoy was amid the process
of finalizing his draft of The Kreutzer Sonata at this time, and credits the generation of his “quite
new views” to the act of writing (qtd. in Haugh 235). The confluence of events that brought the
American Shakers to his attention just as he had been questioning the institution of marriage and
instituting chastity as a basic Christian ideal emerged through Stickney’s unsolicited introduction
and his ensuing research into the reading materials she had sent along as well as histories of
American communitarian experiments. Tolstoy concludes, “All this strengthens my vews on
marriage, which I expose in my book I am just now finishing” (qtd. in Haugh 235). In so doing,
Tolstoy appropriates elements of Shaker belief into his own personal convictions, then amplifies
them to a global audience by translating them into fiction in the form of The Kreutzer Sonata.
The Director of the State Tolstoi Museum in Moscow reports that the pair exchanged at least seven letters in total”
(Shaker Literature Vol. II 126).
28

Hollister introduced Savage’s second sermon as one that purported to identify Tolstoy’s errors, though he
concludes, “I think his errors are far greater than yours – he is not a competent judge – his errors are the errors of the
antichristian world” (qtd. in Potz 3). Though he has only encountered Tolstoy’s work secondhand, he finds it
compelling enough to proffer this defense and address the novelist directly.
29
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This delighted Hollister, who interpreted this turn of events as the harbinger of a Shaker revival
far surpassing any the community had yet undergone.
The Manifesto published its first article written by Tolstoy in October 1890. The Manifesto
reprinted Tolstoy’s “startling” disquisition “Christians Should Not Marry” from the Philadelphia
Press. The heading screams, “Count Leon Tolstoi Declares That Marriage Was Not Instituted By
Christ” and identifies Tolstoy as “The Author of ‘Kreutzer Sonata,’” the text responsible for
propagating these radical claims. The Kreutzer Sonata is set entirely on a train, depicting
Pozdnyshev’s account of murdering his wife and his ensuing analysis of this act with a fellow
passenger, the novella’s alarming suggestion outraged censors and audiences worldwide. The
story’s apparent implication seemed to the public to be too preposterous to reflect Tolstoy’s
actual import, and he writes in response to a flood of letters requesting he expound in “plain and
simple language my own views on the subject handled in the story” (Manifesto October 1890).
Circulation proliferated as a result of government suppression both in Russia and the United
States, the text alternately labeled perilously indecent and “very absurd and foolish” but “not
obscene libel” (New York Times September 25, 1890). The article itself is that of the Kreutzer
Sonata’s epilogue, translated into neat sections befitting the periodical form, segmented under
headers like “LOVE OVERRATED,” “CUPID SHUNNED,” “MAN NATURALLY CHASTE,” and, in the
November installment, “THE RACE DOOMED ANYWAY” to conclude that “it is not possible that
the health of one class should necessitate the ruin of another, an, in consequence, it is our first
duty to turn a deaf ear to such an essentially immoral doctrine, no matter how strongly society
may have established or law protected it” (Manifesto October 1890). Significantly, the Manifesto
reprinted Tolstoy’s article from the Philadelphia Press, where it would have been met by a
markedly different reception than it did within the Shaker community. As the public looked on
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largely in repulsion at Tolstoy’s forthright assertion that marriage is “an untenable selfcontradiction, invented by the church to make sexual contact permissible and not sinful for
Christians,” the Shakers regarded his passionate justification with amazement (Katz xx). For the
duration of the sect’s existence, potential converts resisted their unwavering commitment to
celibacy, and Tolstoy’s indisputable alignment with this tenet seemed to presage a worldwide
spiritual revival. As Hollister mentioned to Tolstoy directly in his December 6, 1890 letter, elder
Calvin Green had prophesied a Shaker awakening in Russia many years prior, and it was
impossible for the sect to witness Tolstoy’s open endorsement of nearly identical principles of
Christianity and not interpret the moment as the fulfillment of Green’s prophesy (Haugh 236). In
reprinting “Christians Should Not Marry” in two installments and publishing a glowing review
of The Kreutzer Sonata in the Manifesto, the Shakers misread Tolstoy’s convergence with their
established teachings as a confirmation of his alliance with their community. To solidify this
confirmation for its audience, Tolstoy’s September 8 letter to Hollister is reprinted in the
December 1890 Manifesto.30
Tolstoy’s letter to Hollister published in the Manifesto conveys predominantly accord,
support, and brotherly love, yet in this spirit issues a stern rebuke to the elements of Shaker
belief he regards as constrictive superstitions. The Shaker insistence of lifelong celibacy proved
the biggest impediment to their lifestyle’s acceptance in the external world, and by confessing “I
am very much astonished how a Christian cannot approve yours and my view of marriage,”
Tolstoy establishes himself as a kindred believer, rendering his correction not an attack but
advice tailored to edify and nourish the community (Manifesto December 1890). He surmises

30

Here Tolstoy is identified not as a novelist, but “the Russian Reformer” (Manifesto December 1890).
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that the belief in “the influx of spirits” repels otherwise devoted Christians from joining the
Shakers, minimizing new revelations in favor of rightly interpreting the old:
True progress, the establishing the kingdom of God on earth consists not in producing
new truths, but in sifting the truths that are known to us; by putting aside the lies and
superstitions with which they are intermingled. You have put aside a great many lies
and superstitions of the external world, but I am afraid you have accepted new ones.
Put them aside. Analyze them. Don't keep to beliefs only because they have been
believed a long time, and are old. Put them away, and your Shaker faith, with your
chaste and spiritual life, your humility, charity, and principles of moderation and
manual work, will conquer the world (Manifesto December 1890).
While seemingly rejecting the principle on which Hollister would shortly thereafter found his
fantasy of the community’s newfound connection to Tolstoy in Green’s prophecy, Tolstoy
establishes himself as a concerned and supportive brother to the Shakers, certain too of their
imminent proliferation and the diffusion of truth throughout the world. The editors of the
Manifesto’s selection of this bold correction amplified Tolstoy’s injunction to the Shakers while
solidifying his status as one of their fold.
The Shakers’ reprinting of the Shaker-Tolstoy correspondence added a performative, public
dimension to this friendship, insinuating to the world that Leo Tolstoy was essentially a Shaker
now. Publishing their letters established Tolstoy’s common convictions and familiarity, proving
the celebrity to be almost fully adherent to their teachings and supportive of their practice. While
Tolstoy had been an object of occasional interest in the Manifesto for years, publishing his
correspondence with Hollister and Frederick Evans performs their similitude publicly,
establishing them as equals through the isolation and representation of these excerpts in print.
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The affection with which he addressed the elders proved their delight in one another mutual,
priming its Shaker audience to consider Tolstoy as one of them. Tolstoy’s fame, however, had
the potential to expand the Shakers’ audience far beyond anything they had dared to practically
envision. The Mount Lebanon Shakers published Shaker-Russian Correspondence, a seven-page,
14cm pamphlet containing a letter dated February 15, 1891 from Count Leo Tolstoy to Elder F.
W. Evans and Evans’s March 6 response.31 Unlike the publication of Hollister’s letter in the
Manifesto, Shaker-Russian Correspondence depicted both sides of the interaction, representing a
portion of their interaction to the public as an announcement of solidarity.
Evans’s publication of the Shaker-Russian Correspondence presents Tolstoy’s interaction
as the fulfillment of Calvin Green’s prophecy for Russia. In a form easily transmissible both
internally and externally, Shaker-Russian Correspondence opens with Tolstoy’s cordial greeting
to Evans in which he details having “several times seen your articles in [World’s Advance
Thought],” the renowned Russian author seeking approval from the Shaker elder (2).32 Tolstoy’s
admiration bolsters this impression; he confesses to Evans, “It gave me great joy to know that
you approve of my ideas upon Christianity” (1). He goes on to ask how the Shakers manage nonresistance in their community, demonstrating a foundational knowledge of Shaker belief and
contextualizing their practice within a larger framework of modern Christianity. Evans’s reply is
lengthy.

The pamphlet concludes with a brief segment reprinted from Hall’s Journal of Health excoriating the recent fad
of white bread and championing the holistic benefits of whole wheat (Shaker-Russian Correspondence 7). Filling
blank space with dubiously related content was a common practice when a pamphlet’s main failed to take up the
entirety of the final page.
31

Tolstoy addresses Evans as “Friend and Brother” (Shaker-Russian Correspondence 1). Italics can only be added
in print, and therefore the emphasis belongs to the Shaker printers at Mt. Lebanon. In addition to having encountered
Evans’s writings in World’s Advance-Thought, Hollister sent Tolstoy a copy of Evans’s Autobiography of a Shaker
the previous year,
32
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He begins by reiterating the union of sentiment and union of spirit that bind them (2).
From here, Evans’s emphasis shifts immediately from Tolstoy to his nation, declaring “Russia is
a mighty empire, which has produced large crops of spiritual men and women, in the past, under
the first appearance of Christ, in the male order. They knew God as a heavenly Father, but not as
a heavenly Mother. They had a male order of priesthood” (2). Evans goes on to relay the history
of Christianity in Russia through the lens of Shaker theology, recounting the significance of Ann
Lee, Jesus, and John the Baptist, carrying on for several pages before directly addressing
Tolstoy’s question (2-5). He contextualizes the Shakers within an American context as well,
attributing the Shakers’ justification of balancing non-resistance with the maintenance of
communal property due to deference to the laws of the “New Earth” after the nation’s separation
of church and state (5). Evans concludes his letter with an explicit appeal to Tolstoy, and the
objective of publishing this pair of letters in pamphlet form for both Shakers and the world to
read,
Dear friend, ‘come and see what God hath wrought.’ Come to Lebanon, and find
your joining to the Church of Christ’s Second Appearing. Then, return, and found
the order in Russia, with consent of the government, which the Shaker Order can
and will obtain for you. Calvin Green, one of our prophets, many years ago
predicted a glorious spiritual work in Russia. A Russian minister visited Lebanon,
and was very friendly: he invited the order to Russia. Has not the time arrived;
and art not ‘thou the man’? (6).
By invoking Green’s vision directly, Evans urges Tolstoy to perceive himself as the long-awaited
fulfillment of the Shaker prophecy. Publishing Evans’s suggestion reifies his proposed narrative
of Tolstoy as the fulfillment of an old Shaker prophecy in the public imaginary. The composition
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of the pamphlet––Tolstoy’s adoring letter, then Evans’s invitation––suggests the imminence and
inevitability of the scene on which Evans’s letter concludes, Tolstoy’s initiation into the Shaker
sect. Without Tolstoy’s consent or answer, Evans amplifies Green’s prophecy in print by
plausibly representing the possibility of its actualization in Russia’s most famous novelist.
Tolstoy’s name carried far more clout than the Shakers’, and by printing Shaker-Russian
Correspondence Evans claims for his community a glorious, impending hope.
Mace reproduces her letter to Tolstoy in The Aletheia: Spirit of Truth alongside a portrait
of six sisters of the Sabbathday Lake community in a garden.33 With a footnote, Mace describes
the letter as her effusive response to reading “The Kreutzer Sonata,” a text she read as evidence
of a common spirit uniting them both (Mace 84). Mace too invited Tolstoy to join them in the
United States, declaring “Here in America is a home prepared for those who desire to live pure
lives, and the Christ spirit revealed through Ann Lee is the foundation thereof, and the spirits of
the redeemed administer thereunto” (84). Mace sustains the theme of a spirit bonding the Shaker
community with her distant recipient throughout the letter, establishing Sabbathday Lake as the
site where “indwellers of this home are now beholding a light on the distant horizon” and quickly
clarifying that “it is the light from your stronghold, and it can never be quenched” (84). As
Hollister and Evans had, Mace is certain that the spirit animating the Shakers similarly animates
Tolstoy, and endeavors to convince him of this so he might join their numbers. While privileging
Ann Lee as the first among female manifestations of Christ, Mace propounds a common spirit
fusing, Christ, Lee, and all believers. Mace claims to only be identifying a spirit that has long
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Frequent photographs in Aletheia assert the corporeal existence of the remaining Shakers, representing their
bodies alongside their poems, essays, letters, and lectures in order to dispel the society’s growing irrelevance as the
public relegates Shaker belief to the past as an oddity and an outgrowth of Early America’s religious enthusiasm.
The book contains a total of thirty-four pictures, depicting individuals, landscapes, groups, and buildings
interspersed throughout the leaves to elicit with striking visual impressions of Shaker life to a world intent on
forgetting them.
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animated Tolstoy, declaring, “And you, dear friend, have a mighty host around you. They
whisper to your spirit; you listen and write” (85). Mace’s technique is not to present Shakerism
as a new and distinct concept, but to name an element of Tolstoy’s that had existed in him all
along. Any truth Tolstoy’s had discovered is presented she tells him have been the result of the
spirits “[laying] their hands of blessing upon you; you feel and receive” (85). If Tolstoy replied,
Mace chose not to commemorate his answer within her book when she published it eight years
later. Mace’s use of Tolstoy as an external recipient in printing her letter serves as another
emblem of the fantasy Evans enacted in his Shaker-Russian Correspondence: Mace remembers
Tolstoy as a Shaker in print, a performance for the external world assigning a material dimension
to faith.34
Hollister, Evans, and Mace each transformed their interaction with Tolstoy into a public
performance of Shaker significance in the world through print. Transforming their interactions
into a public performance of solidarity, Hollister, Evans, and Mace all exemplify different
strategies for positioning the Shakers within an industrialized and well-connected society
unrecognizable from the print sphere of their zenith as the community transitions into a period
deemphasizing the communal facets of their lifestyle out of necessity. Hollister’s preservation,
Evans’s involvement, and Mace’s internalization all represent survival strategies in the face of
declining membership as the Shakers negotiated the obsolescence of communitarian reform
within a reliable national print network.

Near the end of The Aletheia: Spirit of Truth, Mace reproduces a speech titled “The Mission and Testimony of the
Shakers of the Twentieth Century to the World” (130). Delivered at Greenacre, Eliot, Maine on July 14, 1904, the
lecture had been appended to the text with the second edition of Aletheia published in 1907. Here Tolstoy appears
briefly to establish external validation for Shaker teaching: “A voice comes to us from a teacher and a man of God in
Russia, Count Leo Tolstoi, condemning all those evils that would destroy the human race” (133). Tolstoy’s fame
and connection with the Shakers validates Mace’s points in this transcript.
34
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Afterword: Recalling Utopia
“Heaven is a place,
A place where nothing,
Nothing ever happens.”
–Talking Heads, “Heaven”
“Writing Utopia” expands studies of antebellum American culture to accommodate the
prominence and lasting effects of communitarian reform. These radical communal templates are
inseparable from the printed forms that made them legible to a mainstream audience, at once
asserting their existence and translating theory into practice in hopes of attracting followers or
inviting emulation. As the disjointed print networks of the Early Republic fused into a more
reliable national sphere, these experiments receded in significance as a viable means of
restructuring the nation at large. By examining writers’ manipulations of acts of reading to
represent communitarian experiments to the external world, I emphasize the primary role that
communitarian reform played in shaping the nineteenth-century American imaginary. By way of
these representations in print of these aspirational societies, American readers worked out the
parameters of communal and individual identities.
When I describe my project to acquaintances, I am met with a standard response: a
chuckle and the assurance that utopias, as we know, necessarily fail. This involuntary dismissal
prevents any productive examination of the evolving national experiment, adhering fully to the
myth that the persistence of capitalism and individualism somehow minimize any other
alternatives. While this repudiation is most typical in conversation, its theme is reinforced in a
considerable portion of scholarship as well, suggestions that Brook Farm had been foolishly
idealistic from the beginning, or that no reasonably reader could have expected Fanny Wright to
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succeed in manumitting the nation’s slaves. Even as societies failed to accomplish their stated
goals, their operation within the mainstream society as textual objects permitted Americans to
define themselves in relation to a larger community in radical ways, projecting a vision of
America that was committed to progressing towards a fuller actualization of egalitarianism and
supported by a practical plan by which to approach this goal. Antebellum Americans did not
uniformly dismiss communitarian experiments as impracticable, so why does this aversion
characterize our collective memory? Disbelief operates as a tool of signaling one’s rationality––
no one wants to be caught believing in something so quixotic, so “un-American.”
As I have demonstrated in the preceding chapters, communitarian reform in the
nineteenth century was firmly anchored in the politics and social sciences of their day. While
these experiments always been ambitious, the word “utopia” did not carry the pejorative tinge in
antebellum America that it does today. Some combination of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “SelfReliance” mingled with a lingering fear of socialism from the Cold War era likely accounts for
this present aversion, though these ideologies have no business erasing such a prominent
phenomenon within American history. As Robert S. Fogarty proves in All Things New,
communitarian experiments did not disappear with the rise of industrialism as Arthur Bestor
initially suggested, but expanded throughout the twentieth-century as the nation’s population
continued to swell. Instead of viewing themselves as forerunners of a new social orders,
communities came to define themselves in opposition to the mainstream with little interest in
effecting external change. Nevertheless, the concept of utopia remained a useful imaginative
exercise in fiction as the nation transitioned into the twentieth century. Edward Bellamy’s 1888
Looking Backward sold remarkably well, influencing both politics and the establishment of
communal societies. Charlotte Perkins Gilman imagines a world without men in her 1915
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novella Herland, mobilizing the utopian setting to depict the application of early feminist
thought on society.1 To this day, utopian fiction remains a mainstay of science fiction,
emphasizing the problems of contemporary society by imagining a world in which these
problems are eliminated. The prospect is evidently less threatening relegated safely to the genre
of fiction.
My goal in “Writing Utopia” is to restore communitarian reform to the place of
precedence that it occupied in much of nineteenth-century America. By demonstrating the
centrality of print culture to communitarian reform in training readers to conceive of and relate to
a widely expansive collective, I emphasize a legacy of cooperation and solidarity that challenges
the supremacy of individualism and conquest. Exploring the strategies and practices by which
communitarian reformers marketed themselves to the public revels a heritage of collectivism that
is as fundamental to the American identity as the narrative that has been systemically curated to
erase it.

1

She published a sequel, With Her in Ourland, in 1916, contextualizing Herland’s protagonists within the
contemporary world.
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